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Park offers
kite contest
The Murray-Calloway County Park is offering a free kite
flying contest.
The contest will be held
April 3 at 1 p.m. at the Bee
Creek Soccer Complex.
Anyone 17 years of age and
younger may compete in the
contest. All participants must
be able to hold their own kite.
The first place winners will
receive $50 savings bond donated by Union Planters Bank.
For more information, call
762-0325.

Americans
unfamiliar
with area

••'

(AP) - As President Clinton sought the nation's support for bombing in Kosovo,
Americans had a few questions: Is that in Europe? Or
is it the name of the local gas
station?
And the conflict — it has
to do with the whole Yugoslavia
thing, right?
Many Americans weren't
clear on. the basics Wednesday as American B-52 and B2 bombers joined a NATO air
strike on the separatist-minded province.
The bombings were the top
story of the day, with news
outlets supplying maps and
experts and context.
All of which seems very
necessary.
Across the country, many
people admitted they needed
a refresher course on the conflict in Kosovo that has killed
more than 2,000 people and
left over 400,000 homeless.
That's exactly what Clinton
expected when he made his
case in an address Wednesday
night, laying out the basic
geography and history of the
troubled Balkan region.
He even referred to a colorful map with arrows.
Not knowing the difference
between a Serb and an ethnic
Albanian didn't stop people
from having strong opinions
about the bombings.
James Matthews,40, an electric motor salesman from Wake
Forest, N.C., knew Kosovo is
"somewhere in Europe."
But he's sure the strife there
needs to be stopped.
"I understand we're doing
the right thing, because killing
innocent people isn't right."
vt/V I /X I lit 14
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Tonight.. Mostly clear. Low
25 to 30. Northeast wind 5 to
10 mph.
Friday...Mostly sunny. High
in the mid 50s.
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Bombing Yugoslavia:
U.S. promises to continue strikes
By JOHN DIAMOND
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
United States is ready to continue a sustained bombing campaign
in Yugoslavia, Defense Secretary
William Cohen said today, but it
could end "at any time" if Yugoslav
Milosevic
President Slobodan
returns to the peace table.
Cohen said all NATO planes
had returned safely from the first
day of strikes, and defense officials discounted reports that
Yugoslavia's air defenses had hit
a U.S. warplane.

"There will be more to follow,
unless Mr. Milosevic chooses
peace," Cohen told Associated Press
Radio in an interview today. "This
is going to be a long effort."
One U.S. Air Force F-15 fighter jet, spewing smoke, made an
emergency landing today in Bosniato
door
next
Herzegovina,
Yugoslavia. Army Col. Richard
Bridges, a Pentagon spokesman,
said the plane was not damaged
by Yugoslav air defenses and, in
fact, had been flying a routine
deny-flight mission over Bosnia
when it developed a problem with

Despite a near-unanimous vote
its hydraulic pump and made an
by the House in support of U.S.
emergency landing today.
Nebojsa Vujovic, charges d'af- forces participating in the mission,
faires for the Yugoslav Embassy Republican lawmakers voiced conin Washington, said the allied strikes cern about the U.S. strategy.
Rep. J.C. Watts of Oklahoma,
had caused no serious damage to
Yugoslavia's military. "But we have a member of the House Republicivilian casualties," he said on can leadership, said today on Fox
NBC's "Today" show, with 10 News that lawmakers of both pardead and more than 60 wounded. ties "are quite concerned not knowCohen said those reports were ing when we're going to get out
unconfirmed and questioned the of there, how we're going to get
reliability of information out of out of there. I'm not as concerned
Yugoslavia. He added, though, that about a time-frame as I am about
civilian casualties were difficult to us being committed to winning."
Former Republican Sen. Bob
avoid.

Dole, who has served Clinton as
an envoy in the Yugoslav crisis,
said the United States and NATO
must be in for the long haul. If
Yugoslavia refuses to yield, Dole
told ABC News in a phone interview."I think we continue, we make
it more intense," and he added
that ground forces "have to be somewhere on the table" if airstrikes
don't work.
Clinton warned that U.S. forces
faced grave risks but indicated the
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CLEANING UP CALLOWAY COUNTY

Alexander touts
MSU's per-student
scholarship funds
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
According to figures released
by the Kentucky Council for Postsecondary Education (CPE), Murray State University offers more
scholarship money per student than
any other public university in the
state.
"I wanted to be sure that everyone understands that," MSU President Kern Alexander said Thursday. "That is very important to
us.'•
Alexander's concern over the
statistic comes on the heels of an
article in Tuesday's Louisville
Courier-Journal that emphasized the
total amount of money being distributed, rather than considering
the money-to-student ratio.
According to the article, the
University of Kentucky offers the
most scholarship money in the state,
spending $39.8 million dollars a
year.
Alexander points out, however,
that while UK may spend more
total money on scholarships, they
are third in the state in scholarship dollars per student.
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Calloway Countians have been
asked to remove trash, including
old tires, from roadsides and pnvate property as pan of Commonwealth Cleanup Week this week.
Above. Henry Rogers looks at a
pile of discarded tires in a ditch on
Bethel Church Road. Left, Phillip
Lynn Rogers and Wade Rogers finish loading another truck full of the
tires from the dump site as part of
their volunteer cleanup effort.
Edward Sheridan
Ledger & Times Photos

II See Page 2

Colson plans to
appeal indictment

See Page 2

.t.
/ 6

The new emphasis on scholarship money at Murray State can
also be attributed to the CPE's
new system of benchmarking universities.
"One version of the state plan
suggests that we would be forced
to become much more reliant on
tuition and fees levied on students," Alexander said. "If they
benchmark us with the lower
schools, we're going to get a low
appropriation amount, and they're
going to charge a third of that to
our students."
Such a change would cause
tuition rates for the university to
increase, making it even more dif-•
ficult for MSU to attract new students.
"What we've got to do is
increase our enrollment in this 22county area in Kentucky," Alexander said.
Alexander said that enrollment
of students from Kentucky has
decreased recently, while enrollment from Illinois has increased.

By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Brian Keith Colson plans to appeal one of the two indictments that
led to his being sentenced to 15 years in prison for trying to rape a
94-year-old female patient in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Calloway Circuit Judge Dennis Foust on Monday sentenced Colson, 18, to 10 years for attempted first-degree rape and five years for
second-degree burglary.
It was the latter charge to which Colson pleaded guilty but mentally ill and filed his notice of appeal Monday.
A Calloway County grand jury indicted Colson on the charges last
summer after hospital personnel caught him atop the invalid woman's
bed trying to remove her adult diaper. He fled and was later arrested at a nearby house.
Colson later admitted he went into the hospital with two friends,

.

•

Jury recommends 20 years for Doyle
Formal sentencing was scheduled for May 3 before
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A jury has recommended a 20-year prison sentence for a Paducah Judge Bill Cunningham.
Under the guilty but mentally ill verdict, a defenman found guilty but mentally ill in the shooting
is sentenced to prison with a request that he
dant
officer.
Control
Beverage
death of a state Alcoholic
corrections officials ultiThe Lyon Circuit Court jury recommended the receive treatment. State
mental status and whether
s
defendant'
a
decide
mately
Timomaximum sentence Wednesday after finding
treatment.
merits
it
previous
the
ill
mentally
but
thy R. Doyle guilty
The recommended sentence would mean that Doyle
day on a charge of first-degree manslaughter. Doyle
serve at least 10 years in prison before being
would
years
faced a possible prison sentence of 10 to 20
for a parole hearing, Ovey said.
eligible
ThackBrandon
Agent
in the fatal shooting of ABC
deliberated nearly 12 1/2 hours Tuesjury
The
er.
agreeing
...
"We're very grateful to the jury for
that the maximum sentence should be imposed,"
• See Page 2
Lyon Commonwealth's Attorney G.L Ovey said.

Officials consider selffunded insurance plan Court abolishes 'breach of promise
look
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — State officials are taking another
state
165,000
for
plan
insurance
health
self-funded
at re-establishing a
workers, teacher,s and retirees.
State Personnel Secretary Carol Palmore told a legislative committee that the self-insurance idea is among a few proposals under consideration.
out
Kentucky Kare, the state's previous self-insurance plan, went
after
arose
that
problems
financial
of business on Jan. 1 because of
out
the General Assembly allowed state workers and teachers to opt
less
for
opted
of the program. The result was that healthy workers
it.
expensive private plans while high-risk state workers stayed in
state
for
insurance
health
provide
companies
private
Currently,
workers and teachers. In some areas, including western Kentucky,
n.
benefit options have been limited because of the lack of competitio
Banking
on
Committee
Joint
s
Intenm
legislature'
Palmore told the
proand Insurance on Tuesday that the Personnel Cabinet will seek
posals involving three scenarios:
—Continuing the current plan in which private companies submit
plans for providing coverage in specific counties.

II See Page 2

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP)
Suzanne Barkes wanted to sue the
fiancee who dumped her. Today.
the Kentucky Supreme Court
dumped her case.
The court, which had not ruled
on such a case in 62 years, declared
the claim of "breach of promise"
an anachronism and abolished it.
The concept dated to at least
15th century England, when "the
basis of marriage was largely
viewed as a property transaction."
Justice Robert F. Stephens wrote
in the 4-3 majority opinion.
"We believe the cause of action
for breach of promise to marry
has become an anachronism that
his outlived its usefulness and
strld be removed from the corn;

mon law of the commonwealth,"
the opinion said.
Twenty-eight other states have
already done so. either by statute
or legal ruling, the court noted.
Barkes sued Alvin Gilbert in
Jefferson County, claiming she not
only accepted his diamond ring in
1990 but also gave up her job
and house and moved in with him.
Their relationship soured until,
according to Barkes, Gilbert made
her move out in 1994.
A Jefferson Circuit Court judge
dismissed the suit and said "breach
of promise" as a legal concept
was outdated. The Kentucky Court
of Appeals agreed but reinstated
the suit because breach of promise had not specifically been abol-

ished by the General Assembly or
the Supreme Court.
The ruling today reinstated the
circuit court's action.
It also said other, more practical remedies exist in the law. Those
include claims for breach of contract and for intentional infliction
of emotional distress, Stephens
wrote.
Barkes, however, was precluded from taking Gilbert to court
on those claims as well, Stephens
said.
She did not suffer "direct wedding-related economic out-of-pocket expenses" such as. a bridal dress.
down payment on a reception hall
and the like. Nor was a wedding
date set. Stephens noted.
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• Colson ...
From Page 1

4-4

one of which wanted to use a
telephone, when he saw the
woman's door open and decided
to have sex with her, according
to his affidavit to Murray police.
Colson's
former
attorney,
William F. McGee Jr. of Smithland, had argued in a motion to
dismiss the burglary indictment
that Colson didn't deny his intent
to commit a crime.
But the burglary charge was
inappropriate because evidence met
the standard of first-degree criminal trespassing, a lesser offense,
McGee argued.
Colson had a right to be in the
hospital and the room "unless he
was told otherwise," McGee wrote.
"The defendant was never notified to the contrary."
He noted the woman shared the
room, which was divided with a
curtain, with another woman who
had visitors at the time of the
incident.
McGee also noted that there
was no evidence that the hospital
is a "dwelling" as used in the
statutory definition of burglary.
But Foust, in denying McGee's
motion on Feb. 11, disagreed,,saying a hospital room is not open
to the public at large.
"The court ... believes that a
hospital room enjoys the same
sanctity as a person's home." Foust

SCHOLARSHIP DOLLARS PER FTE
wrote.
McKnight was sentenced to six
In other cases, Foust handed years, but was granted a five-year
down sentences to an Almo cou- conditional discharge and ordered
ple for drug trafficking.
to pay $97.75 court cost and get
Steven R. McGhee and Toni substance abuse counseling.
Carol McKnight, both 25, were
Foust also ordered that the pissentenced fOr first-degree trafficking in cocaine, trafficking in mar- tol and 90 percent of the $1,051
ijuana less than 8 ounces and pos- cash confiscated from the home
be forfeited to the Murray Police
session of drug paraphernalia.
Commonwealth's
The charges were amended to Department.
Attorney
Mike
Ward's
office will
delete a firearm enhancement,
get
remaining
the
10
percent of
which resulted from a Sept. 10,
1997, search of their home that the money.
In other matters, Foust set trial
yielded a .32-caliber derringer, as
well as marijuana, cocaine, scales, dates for:
• Ted Warlord. 31, of Benton, who
baggies and other items.
McGhee will serve an eight- will stand trial Oct. 21-22 on a charge
of first-degree sodomy, a Class A felony,
year prison sentence.

•

1
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From Page 1
—Having a private company
provide insurance for the entire
state.
—Having a private firm administer a self-funded or self-insured
program that includes access to
its network of providers and discounts for services.
Palmore said bids for the proposals will be sought on May 7.
The request for proposals was
issued earlier this year, she said,
to give state officials more time
to review, analyze and refine each

Do you
have a CD
or IRA
maturing?
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746

800
700

274,(

586
520

eoo

—Having a private firm administer a self-funded or self-insured
program that includes access to
its network of providers and discounts for services.
Palmore said bids for the proposals will be sought on May 7.
The request for proposals was
issued earlier this year, she said,
to give state officials more time
to review, analyze and refine each
option. Any changes would take
effect on Jan. 1.
"You never know if you are
going to get proposals, but we are

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Kirksey teen-ager reportedly
suffered a slight neck injury at
the scene of a two-car accident,
but refused treatment, according
to a Murray police report.
Stacey Hale, 16, was injured
when the van she was driving was
rear-ended by a car driven by
Matthew C. Clemson, 17, of Garland Court, at 3:10 p.m. Tuesday.
the report said.
Clemson reportedly was unable
to stop in time when he drove up
behind Hale. who was stopped in
the southbound lane of South 16th
Street at the intersection of Story
Avenue, the report said.

Soutnern Farm Bureau Life Insurance
Company offers Flex II a Flexible
Premium Retirement Annuity designed for
periodic as well as single premiums Your
contributions leSS any applicable maintenance fees, accumulate wealth for the
future Early surrender charges apply

753-4703
FARM
BUREAU
INSURANCE

•

Do doughnuts
without waking
the neighbors.

exploring innovative options to
provide coverage," Palmore said.
Under the self-insurance plan,
all state workers, teachers and
retirees would be required to participate or be without coverage,
she said.
Sen. Bob Jackson, D-Murray,
said he favors the self-insured
option. He feels it would be more
efficient and easier to administer
in rural areas such as western
Kentucky.

• Doyle ...
From Page 1
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From Page 1
He also said, though, that the
university has no plans to turn its
back on local high school students.
"We're not reducing scholarships to Marshall and Calloway
and Graves (counties)," Alexander said. "Actually, we'd like to
give more tuition scholarships and
less housing scholarships."
Housing and tuition scholarships, according to Alexander, cost
the university roughly the same
amount of money, and local students do not need housing as much
as students from other areas.
"What we're studying and thinking about is putting more tuition
scholarships in locally because students stay home and go to school
and need less housing scholarships," Alexander said. "Our students here aren't impressed with
housing scholarships is what it
amounts to."
While Alexander said that housing scholarships to local students
would be reduced, he also said
the possibility of a local student
receiving both a tuition and housing scholarship would not be out

day before returning its verdict in
the shooting of Thacker last April
16. Thacker, 27, of Louisville, was
shot with a .44-caliber handgun
while trying to stop an erratic
driver on the Western Kentucky
Parkway.
Doyle has a history of mental
illness, and the defense contended that Doyle believed Thacker
was about to harm him and another ABC agent.
After a weeklong trial, the jury
had the option of finding Doyle
innocent, innocent by reason of
insanity, guilty but mentally ill or
guilty. They were given instructions on murder, first- and second-degree manslaughter and reck- From Page 1
less homicide. The last two includassault would include no ground
ed elements of self-defense.
troops. "I do not intend to put
The facts in the case were large- our troops in Kosovo to
fight a
ly undisputed. On April 16, 1998, war," he said.
Doyle shadowed Thacker and two
As U.S. and allied warplanes
other ABC agents on the parkway fought through
the night over
in Lyon County as the agents' Yugoslavia
and readied for a secconvoy of unmarked cars traveled
ond round of strikes today, Presfrom Paducah to Henderson. Doyle, ident Clinton took to the airwaves
who was diagnosed paranoid schiz- Wednesday night to try to win
ophrenic, was delusional, said his ,support from a public largely
attorney, Mark Stanziano. Doyle unaware of the severity of the cribelieved he had stumbled on an sis in Kosovo, and uncertain,
even,
attempt by Thacker to kidnap Jen- of where the Yugoslav province
nifer Shearer, a female agent driv- is on the map.
ing in front of him. Stanziano
"Kosovo is a small place, but
said.
it sits on a major fault line between
Doyle pulled alongside Thack- Europe, Asia and the Middle East,"
er's unmarked cruiser and fired Clinton said. "All the ingredients
three shots from a .44-caliber Mag- for a major war are there."
num pistol he had bought 18
Although all U.S. and allied
months earlier. Doyle testified he warplanes were reported to have
thought Thacker had pointed a gun returned to their bases safely from
at him and he feared for his life. the initial assault waves, the strikes
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did exact a tangible diplomatic
price. Both China and Russia, a
historic ally of the Serbs, denounced
the strikes during a U.N. Security Council emergency meeting
Wednesday.
Defense officials had no immediate damage assessment from
bombs and scores of cruise mis—
siles, but Yugoslav television
showed pictures of flaming structures at Serb military bases and
ammunition storage sites.
Cohen said NATO forces would
continue hitting the Yugoslav military until Milosevic relents in a
campaign of repression and violence against the majority ethnic
Albanian people of Kosovo.
Yugoslav fighters took to the
air and engaged NATO planes in
air-to-air combat, coming out losers in the first engagements. Cohen
said at least two Yugoslav MiG
fighters were shot down by NATO
planes.
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Not only does Snapper's Yard Cruiser

of the question.
"If a student says, 'I want to
live on campus, and it will take
a housing scholarship to get me
to go Murray State.' we'll negotiate with them," he said. "It's
not going to be a one or the other
situation."
Alexander also said the scholarships offered to students in areas
such as Illinois would not affect
the amount of scholarship money
offered to local students.
"The scholarships we offer them
are what we call achievement scholarships where we have a standard
reduction of their out-of-state
tuition," Alexander said. "It's not
in our group of tuition scholarships for merit and academic attainintent."
While enrollment numbers are
still important to the university,
Alexander said MSU still has to
walk a fine line between recruiting and offering too much money.
"When we spend a dollar on
scholarships, it's a dollar that we
can't spend on faculty raises or
equipment," he said. "We've got
to be careful not to spend too
much on scholarships because our
programs will erode."
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• Helen Key Dick, 68, of Broad
Street Extended, who will stand tnal
Oct. 28 on charges of second-degree
trafficking in a controlled substance
(Lortab), a Class D felony, and thirddegree trafficking in a controlled substance (Adavan). a Class A misdemeanor, last July.

• ••

CIAR.4370 Kirksey teen
5.11111.
slightly hurt

OUR CURRENT
FLEX II ANNUITY
INTEREST RATE.
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• Jedediah Randle, 20, of Mayfield, who will stand tnal Sept. 1 on
a charge of receiving stolen property
more than $300, a Class D felony,
for allegedly trying to get two Mayfield residents to return a printer.
which had been reported stolen, to
the Murray Wal-Mart Supercenter.
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Kentucky Public Universities

for allegedly having sex with a girl
under the age of 12 in 1996.

513 So. 12th St.
Murray, KY
(502) 759-8900
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AROUND THE NATION
Company recalls children's vehicles
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Peg Perego USA Inc. is recalling
274,000 battery-powered children's vehicles for repair after receiving more than 300 reports of electrical components overheating or
accelerator pedals getting stuck.
The Consumer Product Safety Commission said Wednesday electrical components in the vehicle can cause it to overheat, posing
fire and injury hazards to children.
The recalled vehicles run on two 6-volt batteries and were
manufactured before December 1997. They are made of plastic
and have been sold under the following names, which appear on
the vehicle: Corral 270, Diablo, Dragon, Gaucho, Gaucho Grande,
Gaucho High Torque, Gaucho Sport, Magica, Magnum, Ranger
GT, Thunderbolt, Thundercat and Tornado.
Consumers are advised to remove the batteries from the vehicles immediately and keep children away until the vehicle has
been repaired. Consumers should contact Peg Perego at 1-888893-7903 between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. EST Monday through Friday for a free repair kit. Consumers can also order a kit through
the Web site at http://www.perego.com.
The repair kits can be installed by consumers or by an authorized Peg Perego service center.

McDonald has probation lightened
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A former state school superintendent, convicted of theft of services for having state employees do
her personal work, has had her probation lightened.
Alice McDonald was sentenced to two years of supervised probation. Franklin Circuit Judge Roger Crittenden changed it to
unsupervised probation on March 12 at McDonald's request.
Commonwealth's Attorney Morris Burton said unsupervised probation allows McDonald to travel freely around the country.
McDonald was superintendent of public instruction from 1984
to 1988. She was put in charge of an obscure state agency, the
Governmental Services Center, after working in Gov. Paul Patton's
1995 campaign.
Her indictment involved use of state employees to do work on
a doctoral degree for her.

Activists want to overturn regulations
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Fifteen years after San Francisco
cracked down on bathhouses in order to block the spread of AIDS,
some gay men say its time for the city to reverse its policies.
"At this stage in the epidemic people know how to protect
themselves," said Act-Up spokesman Michael Bellefountaine, who
met with health officials Wednesday. "We need to start modifying
our behavior in relation to the epidemic."
San Francisco logged an estimated 8,000 new HIV infections
annually in the early 1980s, prompting the then-health director to
order the bathhouses closed because of concerns they were fostering the spread of the disease.
A federal judge refused, but imposed stringent regulations aimed
at preventing unsafe sex in the facilities. About 15 city bathhouses
closed when owners decided they couldn't profit under the restrictions.
The number of HIV infections have plummeted since then, with
about 500 new cases annually in the city. Still, unprotected sex
among gay men is on the rise, said Dr. Mitchell Katz, director
of San Francisco's Department of Public Health.
Critics contend no studies prove that bathhouses help spread
HIV, the virus which causes AIDS, and that the current rules discriminate against homosexuals.
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Justices question police
letting media join busts
—WASHINGTON —{AP) - The
Court appeared determined Wednesday to stop police
from letting 'TV cameras and other
news media accompany them into
people's homes to observe arrests
or searches.
Justice David H. Souter balked
most emphatically at being told
"media ride-alongs" can help deter
crime and police excesses, and
should trump concerns for personal privacy.
"What's the help provided here?"
he asked. "I don't see why you
have to take the news media people into someone's home ... it
sounds like fluff."
When a lawyer contended that
such ride-alongs are commonplace,
Justice Sandra Day O'Connor shot
back in incredulous tones, "Ride
right into the house?" She later
called one such incident -an amazing invasion."
In all, six of the court's nine
members asked pointed questions
or voiced concerns, suggesting a
willingness to let people sue law
enforcement officers who let journalists enter someone's home.
For such liability to exist, the
court must rule that police with
court warrants violate the Fourth
Amendment's protection against
unreasonable searches and seizures
when they take journalists with
them. If so, another legal issue
looms: Can the journalists be punished financially, too?
Twenty-four news organizations,
including The Associated Press,
have sided with law enforcement
officers in 'two cases from Maryland and Montana the court will
decide by late June. They cite the
news media's role as a watchdog,
but First Amendment rights were
barely mentioned Wednesday.
Hardly new, the police practice
of letting journalists accompany
them has been given higher visibility in recent years by true-life
television programs that focus on
police work.
"The only authority police have
is to enter the home, (not) bring
along the media on a news-gathering expedition," Washington
lawyer Richard Willard argued. He
represents a Maryland couple photographed by The Washington Post
in their nightclothes as sheriff's
deputies and federal agents unsuc-

aisfuily searched for their fuki-tive son.
Los Angeles lawyer Henry Rossbacher sounded a similar theme
in arguing for a Montana couple
whose ranch was raided by about
20 federal agents because they
were suspected of killing eagles.
He said the agents, who were
accompanied by a Cable News
Network camera crew, "came to
search for poison; they brought
along the press to search for TV
footage."
Lawyer Richard Cordray of
Grove City, Ohio, who represents
the federal agents in both cases,
urged the court not to ban every
instance of the news media entering someone's home at the invitation of police. But, under persistent and rapid-fire questions from
the bench, he was hard-pressed to
explain when such access is justified.
No one doubted that police are
free to take along some outsiders
to help them — such as translators or owners of searched-for stolen
property — but Willard contended that journalists do not offer police
that kind of specific assistance.
At one point, Justice Antonin
Scalia asked Cordray, the federal
agents' lawyer, whether police officers with court warrants could
elect to take along their sistersin-law as well as the news media.
"Personally, I'd rather have your
sister-in-law come along," Scalia
said as the courtroom exploded in
laughter.
In the 80-minute argument session, only Chief Justice William
H. Rehnquist asked questions that
consistently portrayed the police
conduct in a positive light. Comments and queries from Justices
Anthony M. Kennedy. Ruth Bader
Ginsburg and Stephen G. Breyer
were far more critical.
The court could use the Montana case to draw a distinction
between entering a residence and
other types of private property,
such as ranchland.

Elizabeth Rehm Wachtel, Kentucky Commissioner of Mental
Health and Mental Retardation, and Veronica Brown, chairman of the Kentucky Developmental Disabilities Council,
join Kentucky Gov. Paul Patton as he signs a proclamation
declaring March Developmental Disabilities Awareness Month.

BOY SCOUT TROOP 112
March 21,1999
7:00 a.m.to 9:00 a.m.
SIRLOIN STOCKADE
Bel-Air Shopping Center

DONATION $3.00

SUBSCRIBE

100r; OF YOUR DONATION'SUPPORTS LOCAL SCOUTEVG
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Quail Creek offers this spacious family
home. This 5 BR, 3-1/2 bath home features formal living room, dining room,
large family room. rec room, large eatin kitchen. study & bonus room above
garage. private study w/built-ins.
Priced under $210,000. #3001504

Do yourself a favor & check out this
Coles Campground area home!
Features 3 BR. 2 bath. Livingroom features gas log fireplace. Nice size den.
Many recent updates including 2 car
detached garage and 27' above ground
N.,' Priced at $105,900. #3001590

Parklike Corner Acre - features a 4 BR,
2.5 BA home w/wrap around porch, 2
car attached garage plus a detached 2
car garage w/gas heat, water & multi
electrical outlets Presently being used
as a workshop. Listed at 5139,900.00
#3001368

Give us your PRIMESTAR bill and we'll give you a

FREE DISH NETWORK DIGITAL SATELLITE TV SYSTEM

INSTALLATION
FREE BASIC PROFESSIONAL
1-year programming commitmerrt
Requires a

9

SAVE HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS

YOU'LL ENJOY:
Owner wants offer on charming 4 BR.
2 BA home on Main St. Some remodeling. Has large 1.3 acre treed lot. & a
separate 700 sq. ft. apt that rents for
$300 per mo. Vacant for immediate
possession' Call Kopperud Realty
753-1222. #3001483

• No more lease payments — YOU OWN IT!

1202 South 16th - So convenient' I
BR, 2 BA brick ranch home on double
lot. Well-maintained and versatile.
Updates include IVA new in '91, carpet & paint in '96. new kitchen countertops & range in'97. $92.500.00.
*3001534

Check out this Canterbury listing. Very
livable floor plan with living room and
den. Features 3 BR, 2 BA. Vacint and
ready for immediate occupancy. Priced
at $99,900.'0001549

AVtus

EVERY YEAR WITH AMERICA'S BEST
ENTERTAINMENT VALUE!

•

I

1--*Vt$)fat wary
—

•Improved Programming Values
— No Rate Increase Guaranteed —
•Over 300 crystal-clear, digital

channels available

Ce01•411.5 CO E•04
4411441a'

•Smaller, 18" dish antenna
•On-screen interactive Program Guide

Ey/INC;

rffAs

Hundreds of programming options, including
Sports, Movies, Music and International programming.
Someone cares and it is reflected in this
well-cared for home sitting on a large
treed lot. Three BR & 2 BA, split plan,
also has formal dining room and great.
roomLarge deck on back to enjoy
nature 580's. *3001551

71 if Ill iiis
- Street

Updates galore - In this neat 3 BR. T
BA home located on Magnolia. This
home is in move-in condition. Home
features large eat-in kitchen, living
room. utility & screened porch plus
central gas. electric air. A must 5et•
Priced in the 570's. #3001345

Three bedroom. 2 BA home on wooded lot in town. Central gas heat, central
electric air, updated appliances, fresh
paint. New vinyl in kitchen and dining
Reduced to $79.900. #3001475

C-SPAN C-SPAN2

5m€1

•Pay-Per-View movies starting at only sr.

A.,
--tE MOO

QVC

gral6g.
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Now Available - ABC, NBC, CBS PBS & Fox

BEASLEY'S ANTENNA &
SATELLITE
Accepting All
Major Credit Cards

1801 Bell Ave.• Paris • 642-4077
500 N. 4th St.• Murray, KY • 502-759-0901
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The race is on
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Clinton explains bombing

1
bit

•

WASHINGTON (AP) — With
maps to show Americans where
the war is, President Clinton
invoked the national interest and
the cause of future peace to tell
them why it is.
He seeks and he needs to enlist
the nation in support of the U.S..
led air raids that were exploding
against Serbian targets in defense
of Kosovo, even as he spoke
Wednesday night.
Clinton's nationally televised
address, his first on the Balkan
crisis, came six hours after the
NATO raids began — an air campaign with no end date.
The administration needs public backing to sustain it, and to
keep at it, especially if American
airmen are killed over what used
to be Yugoslavia.
It seems remote, and Clinton
came late to the task of bringing
it home as an operation serving
U.S. interests.
In a 15-minute summation of
what he's been saying piecemeal
and to Congress. Clinton said "our
mission is clear.- to demonstrate
the NATO commitment to peace
so that Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic will back down and
accept a settlement with Kosovo
Albanians. to deter Serb offensives in Kosovo and "if necessary, to seriously damage- the Serbian military.
That could take time, especially if the defiant Milosevic stays
that way and NATO persists to
the third aim, essentially, undermining his military forces, not
only blocking them in Kosovo.
A geography lesson came with
the policy address: Kosovo is 160
miles from Italy, 70 miles from
Greece. marked on the TV map
with a big red arrow.
Another map, with red dots on
the ethnic Albanian towns the Serbs
have attacked, and arrows showing the movement of fleeing
refugees. Clinton used that one to
make the point that the conflict
could spread to other nations, as

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS
,
WALTER MEARS

-

Associated Press Columnist
wars have widened from the Balkans before.
"Let a fire burn here in this
area and the flames will spread,"
he said.
He'd said Tuesday that his policy was "the best of a lot of bad
alternatives," a bit of candor he
dropped in making his case on
TV.
There's already skepticism
enough. Certainly in the Senate,
where a resolution authorizing air
and missile strikes was approved
after Clinton had said it was going
to happen. Until then, Republicans
were threatening to balk at the
operation.
But in Congress. they're always
wary of anything that might seem
to deny support to U.S. forces
committed to conflict abroad. So
the Senate voted 58-41 on Tuesday to OK air raids.
The House didn't deal with the
policy, but voted to salute and
support the U.S. forces carrying
it out. The vote Wednesday night
was 424-1.
Those resolutions, like others
adopted before in times of conflict and crisis, are not binding.
Clinton. like all post-World War
II presidents, maintains that he
does not need congressional authorization to use U.S. forces abroad,
but welcomed the support. Just as
George Bush did after a 52-47
vote for his Persian Gulf War policy in 1991.
Two weeks ago, the House
guardedly approved Clinton's plan
to send 4,000 American troops to
join a planned NATO peacekeeping force in Kosovo.
That is moot at this point because
Milosevic blocked the settlement,

.
Serbia pressed its Kosovo offensive, and that triggered the air
strikes.
Clinton said that if there is a
peace accord, he'd send American
forces to help enforce it. "But I
do not intend to put our troops
in Kosovo to fight a war," he
said.
The path to this crisis began
six months ago, with a cease-fire
agreement that didn't hold. But
Clinton had other problems at that
point — scandal, impeachment and
Iraq — and the administration didn't do much to explain the Balkan
threat. - Indeed, on Dec. 17, two days
before the House impeached him,
the president ordered air strikes
in another theater, against Iraq for
Saddam Hussein's interference with
U.N. inspections designed to deny
him • weapons of mass destruction.
Those air strikes were limited,
three days of raids by U.S. and
British warplanes.
There is still a low profile air
war over Iraq; allied planes enforcing no-fly zones there have hit
anti-aircraft and radar sites with
more than 250 missiles and bombs,
inflicting more damage than the
initial round of raids.
There have been no American
casualties, no downed planes, no
fliers lost or • captured over Iraq.
So there has been little notice of
those operations at home.
Casualties change attitudes, and
sometimes affect policy. Even with
the warnings of risk from Clinton
and the Pentagon, losses over Kosovo would make more difficult the
president's effort to rally and sustain support for a faraway conflict.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
March 17 - The Sun, Lowell, Mass., on Steve
They are called "black swallows," the starving.
Forbes:
stunted and orphaned children of North Korea who
His novice campaign in 1996 featured $42 mil- haunt the country in search of food.
lion of his own money, a dominant idea — the
They are the youngest victims of a devastating
flat tax — and constant repetition of the slogan famine that has killed at least 2 million North
"hope, growth and opportunity.- American politics Koreans since the mid-1990s.
tends to reward candidates who have been around
Two-thirds of all children younger than 7 are
the track a time or two, and Forbes, 51, has clear- malnourished.
ly learned.
While a series of droughts has contributed to
This time, he started early. vigorously courted the crisis, much famine results from corruption and
religious conservatives, assembled an experienced inefficiency.
staff and established a grass-roots organization. His
Yet, while millions starve, leaders invest in
Internet site features an old-fashioned pitch for nuclear weapons. defying international law. Nonethecontributions, volunteers and press coverage.
less. the United States remains its largest donor of
His biggest advantage is the oldest political weapon food.
of all.. money.
Unfortunately. much of the donated food does
Campaign analysts say he may spend $50 mil- not reach hungry citizens, but winds up
the
lion in pursuit of the GOP nomination. By con- padded stomachs of the military and Communist
trast, a credible mainstream campaign this year Party. Because of this. Doctors of the World and
would come at around $20 million.
Doctors Without Borders last summer left North
Multimillionaire publisher Forbes can bankroll Korea in protest.
his campaign, but because of ill-conceived camThe callousness of North Korean leaders poses
paign finance laws his rivals must raise their funds a moral dilemma for the United States and other
$1,000 at a time.
nations.
Should food donations continue even though
March 22 - San Antonio Express-News, on Much of it is diverted from the neediest people?
starvation in North Korea:
Or should such donations cease? ...

I glanced at my calendar this
morning and noticed a thin red
line marked through March 25 to
April 10.
It took me a minute to 'remember why I'd drawn the line' with
no words of explanation.
Then it came to me: The line
represents PCD.
Thanks to the upcoming millennium, we have added Y2K to
our vocabularies. And now, we
can add PCD to the list of alphabet soup.
Simply speaking, PCD refers to
"prime conception date" for those
couples seeking to have the first
2000 newborn. Already, determined
parents are making plans, trying
to hit that magic Jan. 1 deadline.
Yet according to medical professionals, since most women's fertility cycles vary and a small percentage actually give birth on their
due dates, it's really a gamble.
Regardless of the odds, people
across the world are cashing in
on the frenzy. I came across a
web site at www.having-a-baby.com
that listed Y2K baby tips. Here's
a sampling:
"Hoping to give birth to the
first baby of the year 2900? You've
come to the right place! In the
weeks leading up to April 9 - the
magic date if you're aiming for a
due date of Jan. 1, 2000 - we'll
be posting daily preconception tips.
Then, from April 10 to Jan. 1,
we'll be posting daily pregnancy
tips..."
From the list of tips:
"March 25 - Worried that you're
less likely to be able to conceive
because you've only got one functioning ovary? Here are some
encouraging words. Ovulation is
a random event each month, with

both ovaries vying for the honor
on a first-come, first-served basis.
If you only have one ovary, it
wins the draw by default."
And the list goes on and on.
Never mind the warnings of doom
and gloom from those who claim
the end of the world is coming
because of Y2K.
With all this attention being
focused on conception, I would have
to be living on Mars not to give
it just a little thought.
When I went to pick up Austin
from daycare the other day, I was
invited to look at the new baby
beds in the nursery. I peered into
the room and my eyes immediately went to the babies.
They were so small and chubby in their cute little baby clothes.
It took me back to when Austin
was a baby, but for some reason,
I really can't remember too much
about those days. That could be
because he was never a tiny baby.
Since he was 3112 weeks early, he
was classified as a preemie, even
though he weighed in at 8 pounds,
14 ounces.
However, contrary to all the
advice I received, I do still vividly remember the events of May
2, 1996. Every single minute.
Yet even those thoughts sometimes fade into the background.
At this month's Sigma Department meeting, we discovered that
another member is expecting, bring-

ing the total to four in our group.
Our speaker, herself a mother,
jokingly said she was a little nervous about drinking the water for
fear of catching baby fever.
And it certainly didn't help
when I encountered Billy at church.
If my memory is correct, he's 4
months old with gorgeous eyes, a
happy smile and chubby hands
just begging to be squeezed.
Just like every other woman in
the room, I had to take my turn
holding him, marveling at his ability to tolerate being passed from
lap to lap without crying.
OK, maybe I did get a little
sappy cooing at him. But it has
been a long time since I was able
to have a one-sided conversation
with a little person without hearing "Why, Mama?" or "Me do
it."
I'm not quite sure Mike could
handle another little one, especially since he's sporting a few
gray hairs already. Of course, I
had to yank one out in order to
prove it to him!
Back to my calendar.
With a bottle of white correction fluid in my hand, I got ready
to erase the red line. As my hand
got closer, baby images flooded
my mind.
And I put the lid back on, leaving the line in front of me.
It's PCD across the nation and the race is on.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
March 19 - The Times-Picayune, New Orleans,
on Medicare:
If the president and Congress would make tough
choices on difficult issues, there would be no need
for bipartisan commissions. They don't, so in 1997
Congress created the National Bipartisan Commission on the Future of Medicare.
Chaired by Sen. John Breaux, a Louisiana Democrat, the 17-member panel was charged with redesigning an entitlement program that, like Social Security, is popular among older Americans but financially unsound. Sen. Breaux and Rep. Bill Thomas,
a California Republican, proposed to save money
through market mechanisms and by raising the age
of eligibility from 65 to 67. ...
It would be downright irresponsible to let
Medicare costs spiral until the program goes bankrupt — and to let millions of additional Americans get accustomed to benefit levels that are simply unsustainable. If the president doesn't like Sen.
Breaux's solution, he is obligated to come up with
something better.
March 22 - Albuquerque (N.M.) Journal, on
medical marijuana:
Twenty-one years ago, New Mexico became the
first state to initiate a pilot program that ultimately
concluded what a federal study stated only this
past week: Marijuana can relieve suffering for some
ill or terminally ill patients, and that legalizing it
for medicinal use would not lead to widespread
abuse.
U.S. drug policy director Barry McCaffrey hailed
... National Academy of Sciences' Institute of Medicine report as "the most comprehensive analysis
of medical marijuana ever done" and supported its
conclusions — a significant endorsement considering McCaffrey had commissioned the study to support opposition to medical marijuana initiatives in
California, Alaska, Arizona, Nevada, Oregon and
Washington.
This study, and McCaffrey's turnaround, should
give Congress the scientific and political backing
it needs to finally eliminate federal restrictions on
states that allow medical marijuana use. ...
Congress should change this view ... to reclassify marijuana as a Schedule II drug.
This change acknowledges a legitimate medical
use, allowing doctors to prescribe it under tightlycontrolled conditions, just as they can prescribe
cocaine, morphine and other drugs with high potential for abuse. Schedule II prescriptions are subject to both federal and state review. ...
March 17 - The Columbian, Vancouver, Wash.,

Letter policy...
Letters must be brief. We
reserve the right to condense
or reject any letter.
Send letters to P.O. Box
1040, Murray. Ky.42071. They
may also be faxed to (502)
753-1927 or e-mailed to
mlt@murrayledger.com

on U.S. Forest Service:
Not since 1982 has the U.S. Forest Service been
able to revise and bring up to date its rules and
regulations for managing 191 million acres of trees
in 155 national forests. Successive efforts to do so
have crashed into knots of conflicting interests.
So it may be with the present round of revisions, with new management plans for most forests
on a 2001 deadline. This time, however, the planners and surrounding advocates for various interests will have available a 193-page report from 13
scientists who were appointed by the U.S. Department of Agriculture to cut through the knotty interests binding the Forest Service.
The scientists, representing the nation's best academic forestry programs, advised that the primary
goal of forest management should be the longterm health of the forests.
While it may be difficult to believe that such
advice is even necessary, it was not uncontroversial; nor will it be met with universal acclaim.
Several scientists bailed out of the committee or
prepared minority reports.
Groups with particular interests in how the
forests are managed did their best to shape the
final product and now are applauding or jeering
according to how well they did in the shaping.
In general. environmentalists and recreationalists
like the recommendation. Loggers and other beneficiaries of the more traditional multiple-use context for forest management do not like what the
scientists had to say. ...
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March 17 - Springfield (Ohio) News-Sun, on
drug offenses:
Like most other states, Ohio has emphasized
punishment as a means of dealing with the drug
epidemic.
Lawmakers have mandated long sentences for
people who sell or use drugs, and for those who
commit other crimes to support drug habits. As a
result, the state has spent hundreds of millions of
dollars building the cells needed to house an everincreasing prison population.
Ohio must turn around its spending priorities in
dealing with drug abuse. It cannot and should not
abandon the fight against drug crimes, but that
effort should be reorganized.
Prison cells ought to be reserved for the kingpins and other dealers who are getting rich off the
suffering of others.
The use of drug courts should be instituted so
court dockets won't be clogged with the cases of
casual users and addicts who need counseling and
treatment rather than incarceration.
P RA
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Omer Shields Sr.

Mrs. Gela Ellis
The funeral for. Mrs. Gela Ellis will be Friday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Dennis Roman
will officiate.
Serving as pallbearers will be Tripp Furches, Lanny Turner,
Harry Furches, Tommy Carruthers, Dan McNutt, Greg McNutt and
Joe Bolin. Burial will follow in South Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Holmes Ellis
Fund at Murray State University or Murray City Schools of Excellence Program.
Mrs. Ellis, 84, widow of Holmes Ellis Sr., Murray, died Tuesday, March 23, 1999, at 1:30 a.m. at Boulavard-Terrace Nursing
Home, Murfreesboro, Tenn.
She had retired as a teacher with 33 years of service with the
Murray City Schools, and was a member of First United Methodist
Church, Murray. Three brothers, Fred, William R. and Thurston
Furches, preceded her in death.
Survivors include one son, Holmes Ellis Jr. and wife, Rozene,
Murfreesboro; two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Elizabeth Furches and Mrs.
Clara Nelle Furches, Murray; three grandchildren, Lesa Roman
and husband, Dennis, Kelli Bemnan and husband, Greg, and Angee
Rollins; 10 great-grandchildren.
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Mrs. Alethia Ola Slaughter
Mrs. Alethia Ola Vaughn Wilson Slaughter, 93, Houston, Texas,
formerly of Calloway County, died Saturday. March 20, 1999, in
Houston.
A former bank employee, she was a member of West University Church of Christ, Houston, and a member and past worthy
matron of a chapter of the Order of the Eastern Star.
Her first husband, Ben T. Wilson, died in 1930, and her second husband, Troy D. Slaughter, died in 1967. Born June 21,
1905, in Union City, Tenn., she the daughter of the late John
Beverly Vaughn and Lovie Lee Roberts Vaughn.
Survivors include one son, Gene M. Wilson, Brenham, Texas;
two sisters, Mrs. Ruby V. Brooks and Mrs. Ruth Williams, both
of Houston; several nieces and nephews including Grace James,
Mabel Pickard, James Wilson and wife, Voline, Larry Wilson and
wife, Doris, Boyce Wilson and wife, Beauton, Manon Wilson, J.B.
Wilson and wife, Virginia, Opal Paschall and husband, Buster,
Lois Dixon, Hinda Wilson and Cleo Key and husband, Maybern,
all of this area.
Graveside services will be Friday at 1 p.m. at Sinking Spring
Cemetery. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements but no visitation is scheduled.

Huie James Warren
Huie James Warren, 87, Hurt Drive, Murray, died Thursday.
March 25, 1999, at 3:15 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He is retired from Murray State University. He was married
May 28, 1944, to Velda Mae Warren, who preceded him in death.
One sister, Mary Opal Eddins, and seven brothers, Willie, Orvie,
Carlos, Noel, Clinton, Obie and Diuguid Warren, also preceded
him in death. Born Nov. 24, 1911, he was the son of the late
Sam Warren and Francis Alexander Warren.
Survivors include two sons, Bobby G. Warren and wife, Judy,
Murray, and Roger Dale Warren and wife, Lynn. Kirksey; six
grandchildren, Dwayne Warren and wife, Melissa, Murray, Stacy
Warren Poe and husband, Johnathan, Benton, and Paula Warren
Cathey and husband, John, Robby Warren, Chris Warren and Charlie Warren, all of Kirksey; three great-grandchildren, Tyler and
Ryan Cathey, Kirksey, and Zachary Warren, Murray; one brother,
Alton Warren and wife, LaRue, Almo.
Graveside services will be Saturday at 10 a.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home from 5 to
9 p.m. Friday.

Mrs. Loy E. Flora

Private family services for Omer Shields Sr. will be held at a
later date.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Shields Sr., 80, New Concord, died Sunday, March 21,
1999, at 10:15 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a retired farmer and of Methodist faith. Born April- 12,
1918, in Dugger. Ind., he was the son of the late Fred Shields
and Lola Miles Shields.
Survivors include his wife Mrs. Mona Phillippi Shields; three
daughters. Patricia Shields, New Concord, and Mrs. Marcia Ann
Bolden and husband, Rick, and Mrs. Beverly Casey and husband,
John, all of Illinois; five sons, Omer Lee Shields Jr. and wife,
Joette, and Doug Shields and wife, Becky, all of New Concord,
Oscar Shields and wife, Wanda, Palestine, Ill., Tony Shields, Indiana, and Steve Shields and wife, Peggy, Illinois; one sister, Mrs.
Mary Summers, Wisconsin; one brother, Melvin Shields, Florida:
30 grandchildren; 30 great-grandchildren; one great-great-grandchild.-

Calvin Morris
The funeral for Calvin Morris Alpharetta, Ga.; one son, James
will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the Morris and
wife, Elisabeth,
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Palmersville, Tenn.; three grandMurray. G.T. Moody and William children,
Holly
Morris,
Henry Hornbuckle will officiate. Palmersville, and Ricky and Will
Dwane Jones will be organist with Barillas, Alpharetta; one sister, Mrs.
J.C. and Edith Warren as singers. Jane Reaves and husband, GlinPallbearers will be Charles del, Ormond Beach, Fla.; one brothMoon, Jim Pryor, Morris Reaves, er, Lynnwood Morris and wife,
John Henderson, Gary Odom and Euple. Lynnville; several nieces
Terry Odom, active; H.L. Hardy, and nephews.
David Barclay, Halford (Shine)
McReynolds and members of
Solomon Sunday 'School Class of
First Baptist Church, honorary.
Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 3 p.m. today (Thursday).
Mr. Morris, 77, former resident
of 1711 Miller Ave., Murray, died
Tuesday. March 23, 199, at 7:30
a.m. at Henry County Medical
Center, Paris, Tenn.
A retired self-employed fanner,
he was a member of First Baptist Church and taught Sunday
School for seven years at West
View Nursing Home. Born April
26, 1921, in Graves County, he
was the son of the late Elwood
Morris and Effie Pryor Morris.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Louise Odom Morris, Buchanan,
Tenn., formerly of the Murray
address; one daughter, Mrs. Mary
Barillas and
husband, Nefi,

Start Your
Ferry Morse
Seed Garden
Now:
Annuals
Perennials
Vegetables
Grass Seed

White

Mrs. Loy E. Flora White, 84, MidMichigan Stratford Village,
Midland, Mich., died Tuesday March 22, 1999, at her home.
She was married Sept. 5, 1937, in Mayfield to Herman C.
White who died in 1974. Born April 23, 1914, in Murray, she
was the daughter of the late Wave! Jackson Flora and Edmona
Flora Mcuiston. One brother, Guy McCuiston of Murray, also
preceded her in death.
Mrs. White was a member of Calvary Baptist Church, Midland,
where she had taught Sunday School, and has also kept foster
children for many years.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Doris K. Brubaker and
husband, Cary, Midland; two sons, Russell L. White and wife,
Nancy. Paducah, and L. Wayne White and wife, Roseann, Houston, Texas; two brothers, Wayne Flora and L.D. Flora, both of
Murray; eight grandchildren, Jacki, Tina, Amy, David, Brad, Doug,
Steve and Mike.
The funeral will be today at 1 p.m. at Calvary Baptist Church,
Midland, with Pastor Dan Dickerson officiating. Burial will follow in Midland Cemetery with arrangements by Ware-SmithWoolever Funeral Home, 1200 West Wheeler St., Midland.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Calvary Baptist
Church, Midland.
•••1

HOG MARKET
Federal State Market News Service March 25,
1999 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Markel
Report Includes 2 Buying Stations Receipts:
Act. 25 Est. 115 Barrows & Gilts steady Sows
stead)
.$27.O0- 28.00
US 1-3 230-260 lbs
$23.00 26.00
US 1-3 215-230 lbs.
$26.50. 27.50
US 3-4 260-280 lbs.

1.5 1.2 200-215 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
IS 1-3450-525 lbs.
US 1-3 525 & up lbs.
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
Boars $5.00

$17.00. 19.00
I

.$13.00. 14.00
$14.00. 16.00
$16.00 -21.00
$21.00. 27.00
$11.00. 13.00

lung Hills
arser •
HWY.641 N. — MURRAY
753-1725
800-472-8852

Spring Savings Spectacular
25Ai OFF
All Trees and Shrubs
Friday and Saturday
March 26 & 27
Cash and Carry Only

Open Mon.-Sat. 9-4

Edward Reiger
Edward Reiger, 86, Murray, died Tuesday, March 23, 1999, at
12:55 p.m. at Veterans' Administration Hospital, Lexington.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home will be in charge of arrangements.

Experience the

future

Coy E. Moore

3

Coy E. Moore, 88, Camden Manor, Camden, Tenn., formerly
of Murray, died Wednesday, March 24, 1999, at 11115 p.m. in the
Emergency Room of Camden General Hospital.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray will be in charge of arrangements

of Television
CALVIN MORRIS

with

*

Mrs. Etta Dunn Harper
Mrs. Etta Dunn Harper, 78, Old Shiloh Road. Murray. died
today. March 25, 1999, at 3:30 a.m. at her home.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray will be in charge of arrangements.

Toughness. Power.
Control.

Every Friday Night

EC4.10,1\14P GI4.
Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m. • Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m

You may pick up your new
addressable converter box*
at the following location:

New Location - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

* $1,000 Letter H

* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays

(30 calls or less)
$500 Jack ot Eve Weeek

60%,75% and 90%

'Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club - License #0181

Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report

nol

Prices as
of 9 a.m.
I I9%
62%

Doss Jones Ind. Avg. .9767.29 + 100.45 Intel
Kroger
33".
Air Products
82!.+ I '. L G & E
AT&T
99'r4+%
40% -'. Lucent Tech
Bell South
26 +34
Mattel
48% -"4
Bnggs & Stratton
43%+%
Bristol Myers Squibb 583/4+% McDonalds
49a+:
4711+ 1'. Mercantile Bank
Caterpillar
81%
Merck
86',+
Daimler Chrysler
174 + 3.
35': 2.4 Microsoft
Dean Foods
394unc
J.C. Penney
70%
Exxon
5914
561',.+% Quaker Oats
Ford Motor
Schering-Plough
554.
108%i+
General Electric
43!,,
86'4+% Sears
General Motors
55
34 +% Texaco
Goodrich
+..
Warner
694
Time
50%
-1
4
Goodyear
43%
21!4B 21's A Union Planters
HopFed Bank*
271'46+r.
172%.+2"... UST
IBM
91+2
Ingersoll Rand
50 +". Wal-Mart
*Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock.
unc - pnce unchanged
Hilliard Lyons
1-111.11ARD
Court Square
DONS
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
"
ct"
5 4
S1T11iDIIiv.MwIllruIhMbJL

411*

ef. ''."\•

II

J.J.S. Hillierd, W.L Lyons, Inc.• Ilentaw NY

-

end StPC

Series 3000 Model 3225 with 60" deck
•22 11P Kohler Command V-Twin
OFR'engine
• Hydrostatic drive transmission with
cruise control
• E-Vacis PTO system for less stress on
engine and deck
• Power steenng. dnves like a luxury car
•60" shaft driven Quick Attach moving deck
As Low As

$186/permonth$6,999.00
0% Interest for
12 Months**
Won -I n

Aat A-1

Lamb's Small Engine Repair

Kentucky Army National Guard
Highway 121 North
Murray,Ky 42071
on March 23 - 26
loam - 7pm
and on March 27
loam - 2pm
For more information
call 1-800-444-5353

101 Industrial Rd.• Nlurra
753-2925
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*An addressable converter offers
Pay-Per-View movies, events, concert,
and much more
convenience
of your own home.
from the
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JO'S DATEBOOK
'

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

•

A special event is being planned Saturday from 8 p.m. to
midnight at the Woodmen of the World Hall at Maple and
South Third Streets, Murray.
Elsie and Charles Thurman are hosting the special program,
dance and refreshments. Featured on the program will be their
two sons, Craig Thurman and partner, Pam Rutherford, of St.
Louis, Mo., and Ashley Thurman and partner, Nazilya Aliyeda,
an exchange from Russia at Murray State University. Both
Craig and Ashley have won honors for their dancing.
The public is invited to attend. The cost will be $12 per person which will include refreshments. For information call 7535950.

•

42=7-"
•
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Mitzi Cathey, radiologic technologist with Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, shared x-rays with Theresa Jones' P1/P2
class at Murray Elementary School. This was during their
study of the letter X.

Make A Difference Day Saturday
The 20th Make A Difference Day will be Saturday form 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m. in the parking lot at Roy Stewart Stadium, Murray State
University. Adult clothing, bind, bag or box mixed paper and newspapers, used eye glasses, aluminum cans, and plastic, glass and
used motor oil will be collected. The public is urged to take advantage of this special service Saturday.

BIRTHS
Sydney Rayann Roberts

•••

Mr. and Mrs. Ray Roberts of 207 Hicks Cemetery Rd., Murray,
are the parents of a daughter, Sydney Rayann Roberts, born on Tuesday. March 16, 1999, at 1:06 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed five pounds 13 ounces and measured 18 3/4
inches. The mother is the former Cheryl Herndon.
Grandparents are Fred and Phyllis Roberts and Jimmy and Marilyn Herndon, all of Murray.
Great-grandparents are James and Reba Fain, Gracie Herndon and
the late Barney Herndon, Mary Roberts and the late Wade Roberts.
and Elaine Jones and the late Paul D. Jones.

Mr and Mrs. Charles Mac Murray

"Alive! Alive! Jesus Is Alive!" will be the theme of the 30minute outdoor walk-through Easter drama to be presented at Poplar
Spring Baptist Church on Friday and Saturday from 7 to 9 p.m.
The church is located off Highway 280 off Highway 94 East. The
public is invited. For more information call 436-2564.

Anniversary celebration---will be here on Saturday
Charles and Shirley Mac Murray of Murray will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary on Saturday.
The special celebration with family and friends will be at the
Christian Life Center of First United Methodist Church, Maple Street,
Murray.
Joining in the celebration will be their daughter, Kristin Schmelter
of Lake Villa, Ill.; their two sons, Bruce Mac Murray of Anderson,
Ind., and Craig Mac Murray of Indianapolis, Ind.; and their three
grandchildren, Samantha Schmelter and Nicholas and Benjamin Mac
Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Murray were married March 13, 1949, at First
Methodist Church, Chicago Heights,

Sewing Machine
SALES • SERVICE

CCMS Team
wins at state

Home & Industrial
Over 25 Years Experience

Calloway County Middle School
Speech Team competed in the state
tournament at Bowling Green
March 12 and 13.
Over 700 students from approximately 70 schools competed in
II categories.
The CCMS team received a
10th place overall.
Brent Burchett made it all the
way in the category of Storytelling and received a first place
overall.
Other students advancing to the
semi-finals were the following:
Brian Furches in Extemporaneous Speaking; Michelle Jarvis in
Public Speaking; Amanda D'Angelo and Sarah Yeatts in Interpretation of Literature; and Nicole
Erwin and Brent Burchett in Improvisational Duo.

All.3,1W ).Albar
(rm,

You invest money to make money—
for you, not the IRS. If you feel that
you are paving more than your fair
share in taxes on investment income,
look into the benefits of municipal
bonds.
Municipal bonds offer competitive
rates, various maturities and are free
from federal and usually, state taxes.
To find out how you may keep more
of what you earn, call Hilliard Lyons
today.

Special drama planned

753-3444
95 Chestnut., Murray
(across from Ryan Milk)
www.designaquilt.com

BAPpNi
E-AS.TER

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

753-5227

March 28-31, 1999
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Travel Show

Carrie 2: The Rage
R
•
•
•

7:20

featuring upcoming group trips to.

9:35

Alaska
London, Paris & Normandy Beaches

Cruel Intentions
R 1:20 3:25 7:05 9:10

Sunday, March 28, 1999 • 2-4 p.m.
Calloway County Public Library

The Other Sister
P613 1:10 3:45 7:05 9:45

hosted by:

West Kentucky Travelers, Mayfield, KY

Matinees Saturday &
Sunda. Onl.!

For more information call: 1-800-467-7407
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Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet for breakfast at 9:30 a.m. Saturday at Racer Inn
Restaurant, formerly Holiday Inn. For more information call Lottie
Brandon at 753-3517 or Nancy McClure at 492-8640.

YOU'RE INVITED
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Hospital retirees will meet

Baby Geniuses
PG 1:15 3:20 7:15 9:20
The King & I
G 1:00 3:00

Program Info. Call 753-3314 ••

t

West View Nursing Home has events planned for the residents
and patients. Friday events include Music at 8 a.m., Exercise at
9:15 a.m., Bingo at 10 a.m. and Crafts at 1:30 p.m. On Saturday
Painting will be at 10 a.m. and Community Cart at 2 p.m. Sunday School will be at 9:30 a.m. and University/Glendale Road
Churches of Christ service at 2:30 p.m. on Sunday. Monday events
will include Music Hour at 9 a.m., Room Time at 10 a.m. and
Singing LTC at 2:30 p.m.

•
•
•
Deep End of the Ocean •
•
P6131:20 3:35 7:10 9:30 •
•
•

The Churches building is located on State Road 893(New Providence Rd.)
4 miles south off of State Route 121 South.

•

West View schedules events

SUPPORT YOUR HOMETOWN

Life Is Beautiful
P613 1:05 3:30 7:00 9:25

New Providence
Church of Christ

‘,

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will attend the Singles'
dance at the Gibson Building, Mayfield, tonight (Thursday) from
7 to 11 p.m. with DJ Gary Long. On Friday the group will meet
at 6:30 p.m. for dinner at Breaktime followed by dancing at 8 p.m.
The SOS is a non-profit, nondenominational, social support group
for singles whether divorced, widowed or never married. For more
information call Vicky at 759-5395.

Murray Woman's Club will have its spring general meeting
tonight (Thursday) at 6;30 p.m. Winners of the Arts and Crafts,
Poetry and Short Story contests will be featured. Members of the
Music and Theta Departments will be hostesses for the social hour.
Linda Scott, president, and Lois Pharris, first vice president, urge
all members and interested persons to attend.

Forces of Nature

Sunday, March 28 - 730 p.m.Norman Mathis
Monday, March 29 - 7:00 p.m.Ewing Stubblefield
Tuesday, March 30 - 7:00 p.m.
Lee Brown
Wednesday, March 31 - 7:00 p.m.Allan Martin

•
,
•

Singles plan events

P613 1:00 3:15 7:309:40

Different Speaker Each Evening

,

The Royal Ambassadors Racer Event is scheduled Saturday at
9 a.m. at Poplar Spring Baptist Church.

Woman's Club to meet tonight

GOSPEL MEETING

•

RA Racer event Saturday

The 4-H Animal Science Club will meet Monday at 3:30 p.m.
at the Weaks Community Center. "Beef Cattle" will be the topic
of discussion. All interested youth are welcome.

You are cordially invited to a

•••• •

The Murray Planning Commission and Board of Zoning Adjustments will meet in special session Tuesday at 5 p.m. in the conference room at the Murray Public Works building located at 200
Andrus Dr., Murray, according to Linda Macha, planning supervisor for the city of Murray.

4-H Science Club will meet

109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

4 I •

Special session Tuesday

The National Federation of the Blind, Murray Chapter, will meet
Friday at 6 p.m. in the United Way Board Room on the bottom
floor of the Weaks Community Center. For more information call
Danny Perry, vice president, at 753-0911.

Call For Openings

Court Square • Murray, KY 42071
(502) 7534366 • 1-800-444-1854
k•tp .,/www billiard corn • investighilllard corn
C Hilliard Lyons 19%

Intramural basketball games for the fourth and fifth grades will
be tonight (Thursday) from 6 to 8 p.m. at Southwest Elementary
School. A basketball signed by members of the Murray State University OVC champions will be used in a promotion. Tickets are
available. The public is urged to attend.

Federation of Blind will meet

Ages 0-5
jj5 Hilliard, W L Lyons, Inc • Member NYSE and SIPC

Southwest games tonight
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Group continues dedication to BTR

BIRTHS
Wesley York Simon
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Simon of 2007 Calumet Way, Murray, are the
parents of a son, Wesley York Simon, born on Saturday, March 13.
1999, at 1:44 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds 15 ounces and measured 19 inches.
The mother is the former Malinda Buck. A sister is Mallory Simon
and a brother is Kennedy Simon.
Grandparents are James and Lurlean Simon of Elizabethtown and
James and Ella Buck of Washington, D.C.

Thomas Blaze Yeater
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Yeater of Murray are the parents of a son,
Thomas Blaze Yeater, born on Sunday, March 14, 1999, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds 11 ounces and measured 20 1/2
inches. The mother is the former Zane Benson. A sister is Yanci.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Ben Norton of San Angelo, Texas,
and Mr. and Mrs. Mike Yeater of San Antonio, Texas.
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Taylor named by academy
The United States Achievement
Academy announced that Andrew
Taylor, Almo has been named a
national award winner in English.
Taylor, a sixth grade student
at Calloway County Middle School,
was nominated for this award by
Jeanetta McCallon, teacher at the
school.
His biography will appear in
the academy yearbook.
Taylor is the son of Joe Dan
and Belinda Taylor of Almo.
His grandparents are Larry and
Wanda Suiter of Murray and the
late Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Taylor of
Almo.

SUBSCRIBE
ANDREW TAYLOR

e 30'oplar
p.m.
:. The

As former resident Bobby HudBy CAROL M. BONDS
son stated at the group's first
Special to the Ledger
meeting in 1997, "it is not a matNeither rain nor sleet nor snow
shall keep the postal service from ter of when or what _we_will do,
its appointed rounds, or so goes - but how much of our own history do we want to be responsible
the slogan.
With the addition of crutches, for in the future?"
The future is as bright and
the same could be said for a stalwart group of cemetery cleaners diverse for this group as the volwho spend most Saturdays between unteers who have manned the projOctober and April in the Land ect from the beginning.
These selfless workers include
Between the Lakes.
As the end of the second year former residents, their descendants,
for these volunteers approaches, and those who love the area.
Their backgrounds are equally
they can look with pride on their
diverse: farmers, timbermen, cusaccomplishments.
Over 100 cemeteries have been todians, professors, educators, nurses, doctors, truckers, and the list
cleaned.
Signs provided by Lyon, Trigg goes on.
Kenny Fralicx spoke for the
and Stewart Counties have been
placed in many cemeteries; three group when he said, "There's room
issues of "Between the Rivers for all of us and our opinions
Keep the Promise" magazine have because we are united behind a
been published; and the Family common cause: the preservation
and Friends Festival with an atten- of the history of Between the
dance of 400 plus crown their Rivers."
Future projects include the mainachievements.
While the group assisted Henry tenance of cemeteries without a
B. Yates, Hylan Gray and Russell contact person, replacing PVC pipe
Ray in clearing Lady Cemetery crosses with simple markers, and
in the Lyon County portion of further research and publishing
LBL to its legal boundaries on about the area.
If you would like to join the
March 20, many ask, "And now
group for a day of work and felwhat?"
"Though this phase of our work lowship, meet them at either Star
may be winding down," accord- Camp or Jenny Ridge between
ing to Della Oliver, "nothing has 8:30 and 8:45 a.m. on Saturday.
Potluck lunches are shared at noon.
really changed."
For more information call 489Two years ago, 30 volunteers
were determined to preserve their
heritage and reclaim the interpretation of the people and culture
which once occupied Between the
XXI.
Rivers.
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• Consolidate bills and reduce monthly payment
• Cut your monthly mortgage payments in half
$10,000
$106.64

$50,000
$53321
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$75000
$799.82

Homeowners Only
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Bookkeeping & Tax Service
753-9567 ext. 106
or 753-6730
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Rea lugs,
Demonstrations
Booths, Door Prizes,
Aura Photography,
Iridology

A
A

13URK_EE
1300 Hillwood Dr.
(Located inside Hill Electric)

2975 in Calloway County; 1-502388-7511 or 1-502-388-5974 in

Lyon County; or 1-502-928-4410
in Livingston County.
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Visit our websife... www.nationwiclelcocling.com

April 15th is nearly here! Call Jerry or Rita
for any of your tax or bookkeeping needs.
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Ray Taylor rakes outside the fence while Henry B. Yates
and others clear Lady Cemetery to the legal boundaries in
the Land Between the Lakes.
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PAYMENT BASED ON 11 50% NOTE RATE. 12 649 APR
20 YEAR FIXED TERM 5-25 YEAR LOANS AVAILABLE
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-Psycliic
, Fair

Loansfrom $10,000 to $75,000
• No equity required - easy qualifying

MONTHLY PAYMENT
EXAMPLES
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SAVE
$500
ON
LASIK!

GALL THE
VAN DYCK EYE
CENTER AND CHECK
OUT OUR MARCH
MADNESS
REFRACTIVE

es

)7

I.

SPECIALS!

Our March Madness means
that you can receive dramatic
savings on The Excimer Laser
...LASIK Procedure to correct
astigmatism, nearsightedness
and, farsightedness.
During the month of March, you
will save $1,200 when you pay
cash.

:D

Easter,BUnnies, Eater Egg
Cand144& Easter Adcessories

The March Madness cash price
of the LASIK procedure will be
only $3,400 for both eyes.

Be Sore o See
ivilittterftv, Jewelry &
Hairpieirces

OUR TOLL-FREE NUMBER

:idry,e<drieciion of
1
..NewtSpiLliglAtti
res
3
"from Dwights'of Paducah

(800)489-0237
(ASK. FOR JAN OR JOYCE)

Or you may elect our payment plan of
$1,200 down and $200/month for 14
months.

VAN DYCK EYE CENTER
'AND AMBULATORY EYE SURGERY CENTER

1024 Kelley Drive, Paris, TN Offices also in Union City and Parsons(901)AM-5003
AN OPRTHALNIC SPEGIAI_TY

ENT

CLINIC AND SURGERY CENTER

VIIE RE QUALITY CARE AND COST ARE OUR NUMBIER ONE CONCERNS
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Final Four point guards make impact
into a position to help the BuckBy FRED GOODALL
eyes achieve more than many
AP Sports Writer
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. (AP) thought possible this season.
"We talked to him in terms of
— Before he ever suited up for
Ohio State, Scoonie Penn was 'When you come to practice every
already laying the groundwork for day, you've got to treal it as if
the Buckeyes' first trip to the that's your game. You've got to
make this competitive, and you've
Final Four in three decades.
Penn sat out last season after got to try to win every situation.'
transferring to the Big Ten school He was able to do that," coach
from Boston College, and the 5- Jim O'Brien recalled Wednesday.
"We only had seven or eight
foot-10 point guard was deterscholarship players on our team a
mined to get ahead.
Instead of going through the year ago ... Scoonie would play
motions when there were no games with the other guys, the walk-ons,
to prepare for, he pushed himself and they would beat our starters.
in practice and worked himself That was the challenge we were
giving to him."

Penn sparks OSU
And he hasn't let up.
Ohio State is in the Final Four
for the first time since 1968, thanks
in no small part to Penn, who
averaged 17.1 points and 4.3 assists
to share Big Ten player of the
year honors with another Final
Four point guard, Michigan State's
Mateen Cleaves.
"It's a coaching cliche, but he
really is somebody who's coaching the guys," O'Brien said. "If
I just sat there and kept my mouth

shut, you know things would get
done the way you want them to
be done because of Scoonie's
knowledge of what should get
done."
The point guards for the teams
headed to St. Petersburg for Saturday's national semifinals were
a hot topic of discussion among
the coaches in a conference call
Wednesday.
Joining Penn and Cleaves in
leading their teams within two

victories of a national title are
Duke's William Avery and Connecticut's Khalid El-Amin.
"This tournament has as good
a (group of) four point guards as
I've seen in a long time. They
all may do different things, but
the common ground for them is
they all run their teams and have
the respect of the other players,"
Michigan State coach Tom Izzo
said.
While Cleaves and Penn shared
the player of the year award in
their conference, El-Amin has a
reputation for doing whatever is
necessary to help Connecticut win.
Duke coach Mike Krzyzewski says

By MARK YOUNG
Murray High
Sports Editor
The 1999 Murray girls' soft1999 Softball
ball team will be busier than in
4:45
at Trigg
March 30
recent seasons.
LIVINGSTON
4:45
April
6
features
more
The schedule
4:30
April 12 CALLOWAY
games with several doubleheaders,
CFS
6
April 12
and the addition of a junior varHickman
Co.
4:30
April
14
at
sity squad.
4:30
April 19 CALLOWAY
All this in hopes of reaching
4:30
CFS
April 22
the regional tournament and see4:30
April 26 at Fulton Co.
ing" what happens from there.
April 28 HICKMAN CO. 4:30
"I think we'll be competitive,"
4:45
April 29
at Carlisle
said coach Dave Carr. "I'm very
6:30
MAYFIELD
May 3
happy with our players' work ethic
4:30
May 4
FULTON CO.
and a lot of them seem excited
4:30
at Marshall
May 6
that the season is starting."
4:30
May 7
at Livingston
Murray has six doubleheaders
4:30
MARSHALL
May 10
scheduled, including the season
May 11 FLTLTON CITY 4:30
opener March 30 at Trigg Coun4:45
at St. Mary
May 13
ty. On April 12, the Lady Tigers
GRAVES
4:30
May 14
will face Calloway County at 4:30
4:30
May 18 at Fulton City
followed by Christian Fellowship
4:30
19
CARLISLE
May
at 6 in a district doubleheader.
4:30
May 21
at Ma field
Murray was 5-10 a year ago,
falling to Calloway County in the
Home games ALL CAPS
first round of the district- tournament.
, Carr has six returning starters er); and juniors Kelly Miles (third
in seniors Courtney Griffiths (outfield) and Lindsey Horner (pitch- • See Page 9A
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California to
meet Clemson
for NIT title

Lady Tigers bank
on experience,
beefed-up schedule

•

Avery has improved in his first
year as a starter as much as any
•
point guard he's ever had.
"As much as us coaches think
we feel on the sidelines, somebody out on the court can feel
the pulse of a team and the other
team and react instinctively to that
feel," Krzyzewski said of the importance of having an accomplished
point guard. "If you have a good
one, it makes you look great."
None of the floor leaders among
the finalists leads his team in scoring, but there's no question where
the Blue Devils, Buckeyes, Huskies
and Spartans look for guidance in
tight situations.

File photo

Senior pitcher Lindsey Horner enters her fourth year as a starter for
the Murray Lady Tigers, who open the 1999 softball season March 30
at Trigg County.

From

By RICHARD ROSENBLATT
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The way California coach Ben
Braun sees it, there are no bad teams playing in late
March.
Which is why he knows tonight's National Invitation
Tournament championship game against Clemson will
call for the Golden Bears' top performance of the season.
"We played one of our better games because we
played consistent throughout," Braun said Wednesday,
the day after Cal took control early in the second half
and beat Pac-10 rival Oregon 85-69 in Tuesday night's
semifinals. "This team takes pride in its performance
and wants to go out on a winning note."
So does Clemson, which blew a 24-point second-half
lead, but still managed to beat Xavier 79-76 to reach
the title game.
"We're feeling confident right now," Clemson firstyear coach Larry Shyatt said. "Our older players don't
want it to end and the younger players are enjoying the
ride."
When the Tigers (20-14) and Golden Bears (21-11)
meet for the first time, the winner will come away with
its first NIT title. For Clemson, it would be the school's
first basketball championship in 60 years. California,
meanwhile, has been waiting 40 years.
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Lakers lose first game with Rodman in lineup
for personal reasons.
"Sometimes we play together, and other
times we play like we just met yesterday," said Shaquille O'Neal, who had 24
points and 10 rebounds for the Lakers.
"I thought we played OK, but we just
The Associated Press
had a letdown in the last 10 minutes."
Dennis Rodman is no longer undeRodman grabbed 13 rebounds and the
feated in a Los Angeles Lakers uniform. Lakers outrebounded the Suns 48-44, but
Cliff Robinson scored 24 points and Phoenix still managed to snap LA's nineJason Kidd had 23 points, 10 assists and game home winning streak.
seven rebounds as the Phoenix Suns beat
Luc Longley had a season-high 18 points
Los Angeles 106-101 Wednesday night.
and 11 rebounds for the Suns, who won
It was the first time the Lakers lost their second straight game after three
a game in which Rodman played for consecutive losses.
them. They were 11-0 with him in the
"Jason made some big shots down the
lineup and 1-3 without him since he stretch and Cliff made some big plays,"
joined the team last month. Rodman coach Danny Ainge said. "That was the
missed four games after leaving the team difference."

Phoenix claims
106-101 victory

In other games, it was Minnesota 87,
Boston 68; Charlotte 110, Chicago 81;
Detroit 84, New Jersey 71; Atlanta 103,
Indiana 102; Houston 88, Dallas 78;
Miami 84, Milwaukee 76; Washington
96, Seattle 92; Philadelphia 95, Vancouver 90 in overtime; Sacramento 92, New
York 91; and Golden State 92, Los Angeles Clippers 80.
Timberwoives 87, Celtics 68
At Boston, Kevin Garnett had 22 points
and 14 rebounds, and Dennis Scott also
scored 22 points as Minnesota beat the
slumping Celtics.
The Celtics have lost 10 of their last
11, while the Timberwolves on for just
the second time in seven games. Kenny
Anderson scored 16 points for Boston,
which shot 31 percent from the field.

the most edgy camp in baseball.
By RONALD BLUM
Ask a question this spring, and
AP Sports Writer
PEORIA, Ariz. (AP) — Junior the common response is: "What
& ARod make opposing pitchers do you mean by that?" Angles are
fearful — and the Seattle Mariners, scrutinized, answers pondered at
length.
too.
"They've got to make their own
Even with baseball's best allaround player and its top young decisions," manager Lou Piniella
star, Seattle hasn't made it to the says, "but certainly being comWorld Series, losing in the play- petitive and winning will make
them want to remain in Seattle."
offs in 1995 and '97.
Following the departure of
After two more seasons, Ken
Griffey Jr. and Alex Rodriguez Randy Johnson last July 31, it's
will both be eligible for free agency, not at all certain the Mariners can
and the consensus is Seattle won't compete with Texas and Anaheim
spend to keep them both. Because in the AL West. And 1999 might I
of the uncertainty, this may be be their last chance. There already
is speculation Seattle might trade
Rodriguez after this season, when
Seattle's Ken Griffey Jr. will the Mariners still can get a lot in
be a free agent after next return.
season, along with Alex
• See Page 9A
Rodriguez.

The Yankees aren't sure he'll
be ready to play by opening day
and may want to keep him on a
minor league roster.
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Belinda and.starter Scott Winchester
on the 15-day disabled list Wednesday. Belinda has biceps tendinitis,
a problem unrelated to his multiple sclerosis..
At Port Charlotte, Fla., Darryl
Strawberry gave himself a big
boost in his quest to be with the
New York Yankees on opening
day.
Strawberry hit a tiebreaking single in the ninth inning and drove
in three runs in an 8-6 win over
the Texas Rangers.
Still undergoing chemotherapy
as part of his recovery from colon
cancer surgery last October, Strawberry has yet to make a start in
ot,
left field.

• 140 '..jr;

ing Atlanta its second victory in eight
days over the top team in the Central
Division.
Steve Smith scored 25 points and
Dikembe Mutombo had 19 points, 14
rebounds and four blocks for the Hawks,
who also beat the Pacers on March 16
at Market Square Arena. Reggie Miller
led visiting Indiana with 26 points.
Rockets 88, Mavericks 78
At Dallas, Hakeem Olajuwon scored
24 points and rookie Cuttino Mobley
added 16 as Houston beat the Mavericks
for the 11th straight time.
Charles Barkley added 16 points and
11 rebounds for the Rockets, who have
won three straight and seven of their last
nine. Shawn Bradley had 20 points. 13
rebounds and six blocks for Dallas.

Mariners' future
in doubt with
Griffey, Rodriguez

Reds place three
pitchers on disabled
list Wednesday
The Associated Press
The Cincinnati Reds put Denny
Neagle and two other pitchers on
the disabled list Wednesday and
temporarily dropped Pete Harnisch
from the rotation because of back
spasms.
The Reds will enter the season
with questions about their top two
starters and uncertainty about one
of their more dependable setup
men in the bullpen.
Neagle has been slowed this
spring by pulled leg muscles and
weakness in his shoulder. Harnisch
had his outing on Sunday cut short
by spasms on the left side of his
back and will rest for a few days
before trying to throw again.
"I'm getting to the point where
I feel better and better," Neagle
said in Sarasota, Fla. "My velocity is back."
The Reds also put reliever Stan

Hornets 110, Bulls 81
Rookie Brad Miller scored a seasonhigh 25 points, including 12 during a
second-quarter run that put the Hornets
in control at Charlotte.
Dickey Simpkins scored 20 points for
the Bulls, who lost for the fifth time in
their last six road games. Toni Kukoc
missed the game with a sore back.
Pistons 84, Nets 71
Detroit limited New Jersey to a season-low 71 points and only 23 field goals,
which tied a franchise low for the Nets.
Bison Dele scored 18 points and Jerry
Stackhouse 17 for the visiting Pistons,
who shot 51 percent from the field.
Hawks 103, Pacers 102
Mookie Blaylock hit a 10-footer in
the lane with 1.9 seconds remaining, giv-
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By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
Look for the Lennox LewisEvander Holyfield rematch to happen in October or November. There
are, however, serious negotiations
to be held before it happens.
"There's better than a 50 percent
;chance it will be made," said Dino
Duva, president of Main Events,
who with Panos Eliades of Britain
promotes Lewis, also of Britain.
"But a rematch is not made, I can
tell you that."
The fight for the undisputed
heavyweight championship be-

tween Lewis and Holyfield on
March 13 in Madison Square Garden isn't deserving of rematch on
its merits. The decision of a draw in
a bout that Lewis clearly won,
however, will sell a rematch.
Amid several investigations of
the decision, including a grand jury
probe in Manhattan, Don King, the
primary promoter of March 13
fight, recently announced that the
two fighters have agreed to purses
of $15 million each. Holyfield
made $20 million and Lewis $10
million for the draw, which drew
21,284 fans paying $11 million and

also reportedly had 1.2 million
buys at $49.95 each.
King made at least $10 million.
A rematch would not be set up for
King to make that much.
"There has to be parity across
the board," Duva said.
"No deal has been made with
King for television," said Lou
DiBella, senior vice president of
HBO sports. "No deal has been
made for the site and no deal has
been made for the date."
King said both fighters would
like the rematch in September, but
HBO has a Sept. 18 date for a pay-

stadium is certainly a symbol of
it."
Griffey and Rodriguez are the
cornerstones of the club as it moves
into the new building, the best
offensive duo on the same team
since Oakland's Mark McGwire and
Jose Canseco, or perhaps even
Cincinnati's Johnny Bench and
Tony Perez.
At 29, Griffey already has 350
career home runs, including 56 in
each of the last two seasons, and
Hank Aaron's career record of 755
is within reach. He is a nine-time

All-Star and Gold Glove, and last
year joined Babe Ruth and Lou
Gehrig as the only players to reach
140 RBIs in three straight seasons.
"The Mariners shouldn't be concentrating on me right now, they
shouldn't be concentrating on
Alex," he told The News Tribune
of Tacoma in January. 'They've
got to get somebody who can get
some damned outs. I'm signed for
two more years. Alex is signed
for two more years. I'm not going
to sign something now - I don't

SPORTS BRIEFS

per-view show featuring Oscar De
La Hoya of Sept. 18. De La Hoya,
the WBC welterweight champion,
is a major pay-per-view attraction.
"The date has to be selected,"
DiBella said. "It will not conflict
with De La Hoya.
That means the fight probably
will be held after September.
Frank Malone, Lewis' manager,
has talked about the fight being
held in Britain„ but Duva said.
"Logistically, it has to be in the
United States."

II1Mariners...
From Page 8A
"We would like to have them
both play their entire careers here,"
Mariners president Chuck Armstrong says. "That's what we'd
like to happen."
It may take more than $350
,million to keep them both, almost
" !as much as the $498 million it is
icosting to construct Safeco Field,
he retractable-roof ballpark the
Mariners move into July 15.
"This franchise is in Seattle
ow to stay," Piniella says. 'The

r

ing NCAA sanctions.
"I'm really happy for them,"
Braun said. "They came to our
"Even though we didn't make
program and they came at a tough
the NCAA tournament, we got
time. Now they have an opportuselected for the NIT and decided
nity to go out winners. This tourwe would try to go out there and
nament is very important to our
'win it," Tigers guard Terrell McInprogram and players."
tyre said.
Two years ago, the Golden Bears
The NIT might be perceived as
reached the final 16 of the NCAA
loser's event, but the finalists don't
tournament, but were banned from
see it that way. A win would be
postseason play last year for an
a fitting sendoff for the seniors
alleged illegal payment by former
as well as providing a building
coach Todd Bozeman's staff to a
block for next season.
recruit.
For California, there's an even
Not one of California's current
bigger reward for senior starters
players had played in a postseaFrancisco Elson, Thomas Kilgore,
son game before this season.
Geno Carlisle and Michael Gill. The
Xavier(24-11) plays Oregon(19foursome came to Cal two years
12) for third place before the NIT
ago knowing the school was factitle game.
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MSU men's tennis falls at Auburn
AUBURN, Ala. -- The Murray State men's tennis team returns home after
falling at Auburn Wednesday 5-2.
Murray Sate freshman Nikola Aracic won at No 1 singles while Tony
Hardman won at No. 2 singles.
Chris Hayden fell at No. 3 singles while Sebastian Venjar lost at No 4
singles, Raul Bax lost at No 5 and Darius Schwarz fell at No 6
Auburn swept all three doubles matches to earn the doubles point.
Murray State (2-6) will open its 1999 Ohio Valley Conference schedule
Saturday, hosting Morehead Stale at 9 a.m. at the Bennie Purcell Tennis
Courts.

SCOREBOARD
Jane Rogers ln.s.
"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

75 3- 96 27
Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Phoenix
Sacramento
Golden State
LA Clippers

All Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L
Pct GB
Miami
19
7
731
Orlando
19
8
704 1/2
Philadelphia
15
11
577
4
New York
15
13
536
5
Washington
11
15
423
8
Boston
8
17
32010 1/2
New Jersey
5
21 .192
14

14
12
11
2

1

13
16
15
23

5197 1/2
.429
10
423
10
08018 1,2

Wednesday's Games
Minnesota 87. Boston 68
Charlotte 110, Chicago 81
Detroit 84, New Jersey 71
Atlanta 103, Indiana 102
Houston 88, Dallas 78
Miami 84, Milwaukee 76
Washington 96, Seattle 92
Philadelphia 95, Vancouver 90, OT
Sacramento 92, New York 91
Phoenix 106. L.A. Lakers 101
Golden State 92. L.A Clippers 80

Central Division
Indiana

18
8 692 Atlanta
16
11
5932 1/2
Milwaukee
15
11
577
3
Detroit
15
12
5563 1/2
Cleveland
13
11
542
4
Toronto
12
13 4805 1/2
Charlotte
10
15
4007 1/2
Chicago
8
19
29610 1/2
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W
L
Pct GB
Utah
20
6
769 Houston
18
9 6672 1/2
San Antonio
17
9 654
3
Minnesota
15
12
5565 1/2
Dallas
9
19
321
12
Denver
7
19
269
13
Vancouver
5
22
18515 1/2
Pacific Division
Portland
21
5
808 L A Lakers
19
10 .6553 1/2
Seattle
13
12
5207 1/2

Thursday's Games
Cleveland at Orlando. 6,30 p.m
Toronto at Houston. 7.30 p.m
San Antonio at Denver. 8 p m
Phoenix at Portland, 9 p rn

Friday's Games
Boston at Philadelphia, 6 p.m
Indiana at New Jersey. 6:30 p.m
Chicago at Atlanta, 6:30 p.m.
Orlando at Charlotte. 6:30 p.m.
Milwaukee at Detroit. 7 p.m.
Miami at Minnesota, 7 p.m.
Denver at Dallas. 7:30 p.m_
Toronto at San Antonio, 7:30 p.m
New York at Phoenix, 7 p.m.
LA. Clippers at Seattle. 9 p.m.
Utah at Vancouver, 9.30 p.m
Washington at Golden State, 930 p.m
Sacramento at L A Lakers, 9 30 p m

91.
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The Murray State women's golf team tied for
Gamecock Classic at Silver Lakes Goff Course
MSU finished with a score of 642, just two shots behind champion Georgia State.
Junior Jenny Daag -- last year's Ohio Valley Conference Golfer of the
Year -- placed third at the tournament with a score of 157, just four shots
behind titlist Susan Seabrook of Alabama-Birmingham.
Murray State will next take part in the SIU Saluki Invitational at Carbondale, Ill , March 28-29.

NBA STANDINGS

sophomores Joy Nolcox and Amy
Richerson and freshmen Heather
Collins, Laura Darnell and Caitlin
base and pitcher), Laura Nixon
Daly.
(catcher), Whitney Ray (first base)
"Defensively I would stack us
and Misty Starks (shortstop).
up with anybody in our district,"
Rounding out the infield will Can said. "Lindsey is very expelikely be sophomore Julie Gibbs rienced, and this is her fourth year
at second base. Joining Griffiths as a starting pitcher. She does
in the outfield will be junior Lind- what I ask, throw strikes.
say Lawson and senior Angie
"The quality of our program is
Edwards.
improving," he added. "We've got
"None of those positions are some playing on summer travellocked in concrete; the weather ing teams, and the youth leagues
has really hurt our practice time," here are doing some things that
Can said.
are very helpful in developing
Utility players this season players. Playing a JV schedule will
help our younger players gain some
include juniors Suzanne Chandler,
game experience.Emily Vance and Jennifer Delancey;
After Tuesday's season opener.
Murray will be off until April 6,
when it hosts Livingston Central.
Its next action after that will be
April 12.
MELBER, KY.•(502)674-5530
Owner. DWAIN WARREN

,
do

JACKSONVILLE, Ala -second Tuesday a tthe JSU

want to be stuck in a situation
where we're good one year and
not the next."
Griffey has two seasons left in
a $34 million, four-year contract,
one that made him baseball's highest-paid player when he agreed to
the extension in January 1996. His
agent, Brian Goldberg, swapped
proposals with the Mariners during spring training and is willing
to negotiate during the season.
Rodriguez, just 23, has two seasons left in a $10.6 million fiveyear deal

11Lady Tigers...
From Page 8A

MSU women's golf ties for second

A. 4- concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B. 12 footing
C Polyurethane
under concrete
D. Anchor bolts in
concrete
E. Treated bottom
plates
F. iii studds. 16
0.C.
G. 7 1116 Blandex
undersiding
H. Masonite. wood or vinyl siding

I. Self-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 ft.
0,C.
J. 112 plywood
decking
K. Seal down shingles
L. Overhang covered
M. Overhead steel
door
N. Steel service door
O 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2x10 headers
0. 4x4 raised curb
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Give us your PRIMESTAR bill and we'll give you a

FREE DISH NETWORK DIGITAL SATELLITE TV SYSTEM
FREE BASIC PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION

1'x5'x6'
Dogear
Boards

Landscape Timbers
Pressure Treated

Requires a

YOU'LL ENJOY
•No more lease payments - YOU
OWN IT!
'Improved Programming Values
-No Rate Increase
Guaranteed'Over 300 crystal-clear, digital
channels available
'
Smaller, 18" dish antenna
.0n-screen interactive Program
Guide
'
Pay-Per-View movies starting at
only $2.99/ea.
Hundreds of programming options,
including Sports. Movies, Music and
International programming.
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Murray State to host Technology Forum
Murray State University will host
a Technology Forum March 31 April 2 for members of the faculty to share ideas and experiences with their colleagues.
The forum is modeled on professional conferences and will consist of presentations and roundtable discussions conducted by faculty with expertise in several targeted areas of interest.
All sessions will be held in the
conference rooms and concourse
areas of the third floor of the Curris Center.
Additionally, staff from Academic Computing and Technology
Services (ACTS) and other cam-

pus units such as the library, procurement services and the university's Y2K Committee will host
informational and training poster
sessions in the Curris Center Concourse during all three days of
the forum.
ACTS will conduct continual
student training on Internet
research, PowerPoint and e-mail
during the forum.
The forum has received corporate sponsorship to provide door
prizes to faculty attendees.
Sponsors and their prizes are:
Gateway Computers I Notebook
computer, Data Technologies/ $900

to support travel to a professional conference, Data Thchnologies
and the provost's office/ Palm Pilot
Illx, and CableComm/ six months
free cable modem service.
Refreshment breaks and breakfasts are being provided by the
provost's office.
The forum is designed specifically for university faculty members to interact and share ideas
about ways to incorporate the use
of technology in the classroom.
Only faculty will be eligible
for the door prizes; however, any
interested community member or
representatives from area schools

are welcome to attend.
A schedule of the sessions follows. For'more information contact Linda Miller, ACTS director,
at (502) 762-3773.
March 31
2:45-3:30 p.m. - "Classroom
Communications; Organizing, Managing and Grading Online Forums
and Listservs" - Frank Elwell, Marcie Johnson, Jean Larrah, Franklin
Robinson and Miles Kimball.
4-4:45 p.m. - "Advanced Search
Techniques: Finding and Verifying
References Online" - Robert Pilgrim.
April 1
8-8:45 a.m. - "Consumers' Cor-

McLaren
4-4:45 p.m. - "Live From the
Online Frontline: Perspectives of
Online Faculty" - Fred Miller, John
McLaren, Frank Elwell and Frank
Julian
April 2
8-8:45 a.m. - "Lights, Camera,
Action! Teaching with ITV" - Gina
Claywell
9-9:45 a.m. - "Jumping in the
Deep End: Getting Started Online"
- Emily Watts and Dusteen K.notts
10-10:45 a.m. -"Teaching With
Toolbook" - Kit Wesler
11:1 5-11:45 a.m. - Commonwealth Virtual University (CVU)
Update - Don Olson

ner: Buying Online - Finding the
Best Price Ever, Using Ebay and
Other Auctions, Y2K and More"
- John Mateja and Dave Brasfield.
11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. - "Learning Online: What Else Can I Put
On My Instructional Web Pages?"
-Paula Waddill, Meg Brown and
Frank Elwell.
1-1:45 p.m. - "Building an
Online Course" - John Steffa and
Yoko Hatakeyam a
2-2:45 p.m. - "Taking Technology on the Road: Potholes and
Possibilities for Professional Presentations" - Fred Miller
3-3:45 p.m. - "Transitioning to
Web-based Courses" - John

Four Rivers Watershed Watch Project set for summer
How clean is your stream'? Is
it safe to fish, swim and boat?
The Four Rivers Watershed
Watch Project, sponsored by the
Jackson Purchase Foundation, Murray State University, Kentucky

Waterways Alliance and Kentucky
Water Watch hopes to get your
help in answering that question
over the summer of 1999.
Project organizers are asking
for volunteers interested in help-

ing conduct habitat and stream quality surveys on the waterways of
the Jackson Purchase and Lower
Cumberland River valley.
Volunteers will be trained in
conducting biological and chemi-

cal tests on water quality and will
help in collecting samples for laboratory analysis.
"We want to find volunteers
who live close to a stream or who
have some background in science,

SEALY® TRUCKLOA

•c7

std.
re

or who just want to help protect
their waterway," said Dr. Joe Baust,
chairman for the project.
Baust is director of the Murray State University Center for
Environmental Education.
The data collected by the volunteers will be used to help develop plans to enhance the streams
for fishing, swimming, wildlife
habitat and drinking water supply.
Particirants will also be asked
to provide direct input to resource
management agencies at a community watershed conference to
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fhe following people have been
selected to report for jury duty in
the district court for the months
of April. May and June. They are
to report on April 1 at 9 a.m. in
the Calloway County Judicial Building,+312 N. Fourth St., Murray.
Ronald A. Baidinger, Josephine
Baker, George Bartnik, Carolyn
Gail Bebber, Michael Lee Bradley,
Lavella Brandon, John Ray Bright,
Harriet Chambers, Eddie Chapman, David Clapp. Holly Gail
Clark, Lynn Elaine Clayton, James
Lee Cohoon, Janette Cooper, Billy
Joe Crass, Don Cur Helen Curd,
mell, Dawn
Malissia Leann
Michelle Davis, Alexander Dupius,
Denver C. Eldridge, Linda Emerson, Darrick Lewis Erwin, Debra
H. Ernstberger, Kathy Ann Farley,
Tony Robert Farris, Dorsey M.
Fox, William W. Furgerson, Beverly H. Galloway, Carlene C. Gee,
Barbara S. Gillum, Noble Ray
Griffin, Jeremy Paul Grogan,
Jerome C. Hainsworth. Martha
E. Hale, Jeffrey Eugene Harvey,
Wanda R. Henry, Franklin Doyle
Higgerson, Mary Beth Hooten,
James Paul Housend, Idelee
Hutchens, Patricia Ann Hutson, Alesia Cheryl Irvin, Michael A. Jackson, Kerry D. James, James Joseph
Jenkins, Kelly Michelle Jennings,
Willie Carnell Johnson Sr., Clifton
E. Jones,
Jimmy F Kirtley, Barbara Anne
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Picture

Kordes, Sue Henson Lemons, Helen
Marie Mallon, Shawn B. Maxwell,
Richard Miller, Edward William
Mitchuson,
Mietlicki, Willard
Agnes W. McCallum, Tammy Kay
McClelland, Andrew Neil McGriff,
Kathy Lynn McKendree, Charles
Jason Modglin, Robert Cullen
Moody. Lidna A. Moore, Priyesh
N. Nathu, Ronald. L. Newell,
Richard D. Null,
Richard D. O'Bryan. Andrew
Maddox O'Rourke, Joan B. Orr,
Melissa T. Overbey, Debra Ann
Parker, Carolyn Erwin Parks, Jimmy
Dale Paschall. Jim W. Peyton, Lois
S. Pharris, Michael D. Pierce.
Harold Richard Pond, Parawee Yannasil Prasertsuk,
Marlene Kay Randolph, Wanda
Lee Rayburn, Carolyn H. Rehmus,
David A. Roberts, Frankline E.
Robinson, Ralph F. Rogers, Jerry
Vaughn Sanford, Matthew Paul
Sheldon, Russell A. Sims, Joel D.
Smith, Michael Chad Steffey,
Jeanette Ann Storey,
Sirtwan Tatiyawong, Donnie Ray
Thomas, Andrea Jolene Tidwell,
Helen C. Tidwell, Rebecca J. Travis,
James H. Tucker, Nellie May
Underhill, Tina Michelle Wadkins,
Brenda Outland Walker, Mary Jo
Wallace, Gary Dan Washer, Gregory Lynn Webb, Shawanda Webb,
Gerald Boyd West, Pamela W.
Williams, Suthipong Wongkaew and
Joyll Denise Ziemian.
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Sale Hours
Mon.-Sat. 9-6

Chuck
Crawfc

Selections for jury
duty announced
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• Mayfield, April 24, 1 p.m.,
and
• Clarksville Tenn., May 16, 1
p.m.
There will be special sessions
for lake monitoring on
• Barkley Lake, April 18, 1
p.m.
• Kentucky Lake, April 25,1
p.m.
Volunteers will then start their
survey work on May 16 and continue over the summer with sample collection efforts for herbicides and pesticides in June, bacteria samples in August and takbe held in November of this year. ing samples for nutrients, heavy
"We really value the ideas and metals and chemical conditions in
suggestions of folks that have spent September.
time out on the creeks and rivers,"
The results will be turned back
said Lee Colton of the Kentucky over to the volunteers and disDivision of Water. "We find folks cussed at a conference at Kendoing real science in the real world Lake State Resort Park Nov. 6.
helps cut through the rhetoric that
Federal, state and local agensometimes enters the discussion cies as well as the public will be
about managing our waterways." invited to attend the conference
Volunteers for the project will to discuss the projects findings
be asked to attend one of four with the volunteers.
training workshops scheduled:
Those interested in participat• Paducah, April 17, 9 a.m.
ing in the project can call 1-800• Hopkinsville, April 24, 9 a.m. 928-0045 ext. 473 to sign up.
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Chuck Ersam is shown receiving a check from Margaret
Crawford for his weaving of mixed fibers.

sions

Margaret Crawford is pictured giving Cromwell Hauge a
check for her watercolor "Japonica."

8, 1

Pictured is John Murphy and his woodcut "Eve Receiving
Fruits of Knowledge."

Alberts wins art exhibition award

25,1
their
consamierbibactakwavy
ns in

Marilyn Alberts, Hopkinsville, Bank for her painting "Essence of
won the $300 Richard Jackson Butterflies."
Memorial Award for her portrait
Cromwell
Hauge, Murray,
titled "Interim" in the Murray Art received a $50 award from the
Guild's annual juried exhibition.
United Commonwealth Bank for her
The exhibition opened with a watercolor "Japonica."
reception March 21 and will conJohn Murphy, Murray, received
tinue through April 9. The Guild an award of $25 from Hopkinsville
is open Tuesday. Wednesday and Federal Savings for his woodcut
Friday from 10 a.m. until 3 p.m. "Eve Receiving Fruits of KnowlThe exhibition may be seen dur- edge."
Two Art Guild Merit Awards
ing those hours.
The $100 People's Bank of of $25 each were won by Mary
Murray Award went to Rebecca Fuhrmann, Murray, for her oil
Etcheverry, Boaz, for her "Anna's "Summer Field" and Julie Lovins,
- Things" and another Peoples Bank Murray, for her oil "Onions."
Margaret Crawford, Murray
Award for $100 went to Chuck
Ersam, Murray, for his weaving received a gift certificate from
Frame Village for her watercolor
of mixed fibers.
A $100 Union Planters Bank "Kelso's Tobacco Barn" and Ann
Award went to Joel Javier, Mur- Stapp, Dover, received a gift cerray, for his drawing "Skyscraper." tificate from The Gallery for her
Wilma Draper, Hopkinsville, won oil "By a Country Road."
Pictured is Joel Javier with his drawing titled "Skyscraper." a $100 award from
This was the Guild's 10th juried
Union Planters

back
disKen. 6.
agenill be
rence
dings
cipat-800up•

exhibition, with over 100 pieces year's juror, Dale Leys of the Mursubmitted. Sixty-one entries were ray State University art departaccepted for the exhibition by this ment.
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NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — old Jaci
Valesquez won best female
Although Michael W. Smith got vocalist;
Jennifer Knapp was named
the lion's share of the trophies at best new
artist; and Chris Rice
the 30th Annual Dove Awards, he was named
best male vocalist.
steered all the glory and praise to Point of
Grace won the best group
his true inspiration.
Dove Award.
The Christian singer, whose six
Southern gospel veteran Bill
awards Wednesday included best
Gaither won four awards.
artist, said the main focus should
Smith was also honored as the
"be all about glorifying God, and
best record producer and got two
that's still my prayer at the end
awards apiece for work on his
of this show."
"Live the Life" album and "ExoSimilar sentiments were voiced
dus," a multi-artist compilation he
by Kirk Franklin, whose four
produced.
awards included best contempoIt was the first time he had
rary gospel album ("Nu Nation ever won the best artist award.
Project") and best urban song
"It took my breath away for a
("Revolution.")
moment, but I survived," Smith
"I want to reach the people and said backstage.
I want to be pleasing to Him,"
Performances showcased the
Franklin said. "That's all I want diversity of Christian music styles.
to do."
The Dove Awards, handed out
by the Gospel Music Association,
honor Christian music in 43 categories spanning several music
genres.
In the major awards, I9-year-
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Velasquez did a flamenco-flavored
number, the Newsboys and dc Talk
played alternative rock and Franklin
and his group Nu Nation did a
rousing black_ gospel finale that
featured guest singers including
CeCe Winans.
Members of the GMA once again
recognized singer-songwriter Rich
Mullins posthumously. Mullins.
who was named best artist last
year after dying in a car wreck
in September 1997, was voted this
year's best songwriter and shared
an award for best song with cowriter Mitch McVicker for "My
Deliverer."
"It was just nice to see some
respect and honor given to Rich,"
said McVicker, who survived the
wreck.

ALIVE!,

*** -4•••••••—••-•-•-
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WAREHO
USE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd.
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THE RACER INN RESTAURANT

Daily
Lunch
Specials

Smith tops Dove Awards
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LBL to host nature
photography workshop

•

Pictured is the new Power Wheels Jeep "Aftershock" from
Mattel that Corporate Cup participants will have an opportunity to win.

YMCA Corporate
Cup set for Saturday
•

All participants are eligible to
Participants in the Murray Family YMCA Corporate Cup this win door prizes, including a lawn
weekend at Murray High School mower donated by Briggs and
will have a chance to win Mat- Stratton.
tel's newest Power Wheel named
Participation in the Kid's Fun
the "Aftershock."
Run is free and all participants
The Corporate Cup is an event will receive a prize. If you are
to help people think about well- part of the participating corporaness as a lifestyle. The event tions, contact your business office
includes a free Kids Fun Run, a for entry details. The 5K and 10K
Family Walk and 5K and 10K race entry fee for the general pubraces.
lic is $12 before March 25 and
Prizes are awarded to individ- $15 after (including the day of
uals (medals 1 through 3 for the the event).
5K and 10K runs) and to corpoIf the family walk and the Kid's
rations. The corporate competition
want to do
is based solely on participation — Fun Run is all you
souvenir Ta
want
don't
you
and
speed, time and place are not taken
for
participate
and
out
come
shirt,
into consideration.
Winning companies receive a free.
Event day registration begins at
plaque to display at their office.
in the Murray High School
a.m.
8
divisions:
There are two corporate
large (over 450 employees) and commons area. Call the YMCA
for more details at 753-0228.
small (under 450 employees).

•

•

Photographers of all skill levels are expected to head to TVA's
Land Between The Lakes National Recreation Area this April for
the annual Nature Photographers
Workshop.
The weekend event takes place
April 9-11 and will be led by
renowned nature photographer Gene
Boaz. Boaz is the Roger Tory
Peterson Institute's Nature Photographer of the Year and has
spent years photographing the
wildlife and scenic beauty of LBL.
Workshop events include extensive in-the-field shooting sessions,
evening presentations on technique
and composition and critiques. The
workshop is limited to 20 participants to ensure one-on-one attention from Boaz and his staff.
The $150 workshop fee includes
the program, dorm-style lodging
at Brandon Spring Resident Center on Friday and Saturday, meals
beginning with breakfast on Saturday and one roll of color slide
film. Participants are urged to bring
extra film.
"This program is an excellent
opportunity for nature photographers of all levels to brush up on
their skills, learn new tips and
take in some scenic hot spots at
LBL," said LBL interpreter Darrin Samborski. "Because there are
so many great places and times
to photograph LBL, we believe staying on-site overnight will be more
convenient and enjoyable for our
participants."
Registration is from 6-7 p.m.
April 9. The Workshop concludes
at noon Sunday. Pre-registration and
full deposits are required.
For more information or to reg-

ister call LBL at (502) 924-2020
on weekdays from 8 am. to 4
p.m. LBL information is available
on the Internet at www.lbl.org.
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Internet Car Sales

GM

E-Mail: dtaylor@Idd.net
Affn: Andy Foley
For A Picture And Description
Of Our Previously Owned
Vehicles, Log On To
www.automobilesonline.com

ANDY FOLEY

&Am

ei-') TOYOTA

• Ott

4

TOYOTA(i)

r4aR. DWAIN TAYLOR ,F=FI
CHEVROLETINC.

( OF MURRAY )

Showroom Hours: 8-7 Mon.-Fri., 8-5 Sat.
Fax (502) 753-1629
Email address -- dtaylor@Idd.net
Hwy. 641 South • Murray •(502) 753-2617

Showroom Hours: 8-7 Mon.-Fri. 8-5 Sat.
Fax (502)759-9918
Email address — dtaylor@Idd.net
Hwy. 641 South • Murray •(502) 753-4961
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HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, March
26. 1999
Relationships are easier than ever in this
romantic year. You'll know just the right
words to say to make a love interest swoon
or to influence business associates Optimism, luck and brilliance decorate your
year. You can charm anyone' Others might
be so taken by you that they won't understand your occasional need for space and
freedom,and might take your absence personally. If you are single. you'll seek a
wealthy mate and just might find him'
There's more to love than money,however.
Remember that If attached. you'll scarcely
have reason to disagree. but ifvoudo. i twill
be over finances or an investment.LEO
lights up your life
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have: 5-Dynamic,4-Positive: 3-Average:
2-So-so, I-Difficult

• .,

.1

VIRGO Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Relax You might be unaware of hov.tired you are until you find yourself snapping at someone in your day-to-day life or
getting frustrated at something you normally wouldn't. It's OK to disappear into
your thoughts and entertain yourself. Finish work,then vanish. Tonight: Nowhere to
be found.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You can get what you want,
whether it is accord with a partner or a pat
on the back from fnends who support you
and your causes. In your elation, you could
overspend or overextend yourself unnecessarily. Instead, hook up with a trusted
associate and share a responsibility. Tonight: Out very, very late!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Everyone and every thing could tick
you off today. How much of this is your
, reaction to a frustrating career situation? If
you find that dissatisfaction there is the
source of your. discomfort, change that
while aspects surrounding employment are
positive. Tonight: Have new resumes
pnnted up.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 2h
***** Optimism.enjoy ment and independence mix nicely. Your sign is the most
freedom-loving of all, and today you feel
little to hinder that Reach out, make contacts, be a naughty flirt and have a blast! Set
the tone for a wonderful weekend. You're
unlikely to be alone! Tonight. Make travel
arrangements
CAPRICORN Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Cut out early from the office. extra
work in hand There's something you need
to research in relative secrecy. A friend
might try to trick you into revealing some
inside information. Don't let your desire to
he helpful make you shoot yourself in the
foot! Tonight. Zip your hp
AQUARIUS Ilan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** If single. you could get the urge
to merge in a big way Fortunately, you
won't lack possibilities. Unfortunately.
there might be too many to choose from!
Keep a high profile and refuse to settle
personally or professionally Tonight. Keep
a meeting with a potential partner businesslike.
PISCES(Feb 19-March 20,
*** Your ability to get the job done and
put your personal touch on a task delights
a financial tie. hut could make an associate
at a distance envious Don't reveal your
"tricks of the trade" to just anyone. Keep
your eye on the ball. moneywise. You're
about to get richer' Tonight. TGIF with co•••
workers

•
ARIES (March 2I-April 19)
***** If you can keep your temper in
check at work, you'll bat a thousand Money
matters change for the better You're inclined to extravagance. however. Think
before overspending If single. the love bug
bites you hard! There could be more to
another than you realize, defer commitment for now Tonight: Party!
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***Stay close to home if possible. you'll
feel more grounded than if you're out and
about Finish as much as you can early on.
then attempt an early departure Something
discovered inadvertently about a joint financial matter is enlightening Cut loose
any dead weight. Tonight. Home relaxing.
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20i
***** A friend could easily become
more, if you choose That certainly is what
he wants' Nevertheless, think carefully
before crossing the line Something hidden
about another could take you aback Pursue
a technical goal. where the facts are clear and
you're most fortunate Tonight Run errands
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
**** Work hard to increase your income. play hard to enhance your social
desirability. You can do both. and as long as
you don't misread another's words as a
promise (especially a co-worker or one at
a distance). you'll succeed Stand on your
own capable feet' Tonight Balance the
books.
LEO(July 23-Aug 22)
***** Popularity peaks You could
sell ice cubes at the South Pole and make a
mint' Or you might have loftier ambitions. BORN TODAY
travel and education play roles However. Football player Marcus Allen 1460).singer
be aware of a tendency to see a love interest Diana Ross (1944). actress Jennifer Grey
or boss through rose-colored glasses To- 1960)
•••
night King of the world'

Petal Price SA Phu
£499
$1.029
Timtertovm Computer Desk
$397
Queen See Mattress Box set try Simmons
S697
Double Reclining Sofa
.1 2 RIce
Lane Recliners • Close Out Frames
.5979
$1.620
Broyhill Bakers Rack
$449
Lane Leather Recliners -3 colors
31,399
£3.098
Rowe Sofa 41 Love Seat
£1089
52.099
LeZ-Boy Sofa. Chair, Ottoman
.S19":. Henredon Sofa • green. blue, burgunday floral stripe 53,726
$97
$199
Glider Rocker
$3.15
$229
4 Drawer Chest
.5497
$949
Leather II Sofa
S299
$975
Rowe Green Slip Cover Char
5739
51.647
Cochrane Table &Chars 4 ea)
$499
$1.005
Stanley Litchfield King Headboard
5596
Broyhill Queen Sleeper..$1.009
S696
Ashley Cherry Bedroom- headoart fre46eL lint deist ....$1.1.99
$246
$598
Best Reciiner • 4 color
$688
51.199
la-Z•Boy Floral Sleeper
$448
$949
Broyhill Twin Sleeper
12 Price
Oak Youth Bedroom Chobse One
52.099 .51.099
Miieniurn Bedroom Group
$499
$1,248
Thomasville Chair navy. burgundy, cream plaid
£249
Klaussner Love Seat
3549
S1.il0
Broyhill Chair & Ottoman
$739
$2,490
Thomaulle Camila* Sofa
.5296
Klaussner Love Seat plaid
£597
51.225
Broyhill Oak Dining Room Table & 6 Chairs

Nobody Sells Famous
Simmons Beauty Rest For Less -

GUARANTEED!
Twin Ea. Pc

$11
To Ea

Pc

CARUS PILLOW TOP
Reg

'999
'1099
'1699

Full Ea. Pc.
Queen 2 Pc. Set
King 3 Pc. Set

T•In Ea

II-

P,

PARAMOUNT-Reg_Lux
Full Ea. Pc.
Queen 2 Pc. Set ..
King 3 Pc. Set.

Now save HALF PRICE on all Thomasville Floor Sample
Closeouts During This Semi-Annual Factory Authorized Sale!

Guaranteed Lowest Factory Authorized Price

'1399
'1599
'2199

Choose From
Bedrooms, Dining Rooms,
Wall Units, Entertainment
Centers & More!

HALF PRICE

On All Floor Sample Closeouts!
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SUPERCENTER 3801 Hinkleville Road
We Can Help You Sell
Highway 60 • A Half Mile East of 1-24
Your Old Furniture'
Paducah, KY 442-4455 • 1-800-788-6224 449 South 16th Street
Open Daily 10-7 • Sunday 1-S • Friday 1
305 North Main Street Benton, KY
527-3481 • 1-800-599-6224 "7....`":"::".
Division of KelleyVisit us at www.
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL:

(IASSIFILI)Al) ItNI I ‘,
‘,1%

Ad Deadlines

753-1916

$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.

Publish

(Al! 3 A41, Mum kan iletrhim 6 Da,/Wuxi

$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Line Ada $6 00 nuniinurri IQ it. 64 per word per day for each addloonal xonseyotive
day
52 00 eau* for S
r (Tuley . Claxsifieds go into Shopping Gbudet $20)extra for blubd box ath

Just Say "Charge ft"
010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings

165 Antique
180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
YARD SALES
1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday Friday
Saturday

Fri 11 a m
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thur. 3 p.m

VISA
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
420 Home Loans
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles & ATVs
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

Card of'thanks
Old Friends 5

He was a mover,
He was a shaker,
He wore 32
For the Calloway Lakers.
But he's no longer swifty

are the Best
Friends

Happy
30th

a

Birthday
"Laurie
Key"

Today LY1Jis VT()
060

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance
is more important than
ever.

For free
information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"'ee locai cam service'
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981

ARE THINGS getting a lit- BIBLE message 759-5177
tle HAIRY? Banish the
BOOKKEEPING
worry of shaving. waxing
Reasonable rates
& tweezing permanently
References. 15+ years
Call Skinsations
experience, professional,
Electrolysis & Skincare.
personal service Compu753-5900
terized Call Joanne
Leigh Knight, CE
759-1519
• ATTENTION
D&M Market
Pnmestar Customers!
Now open for Spring
For A limited time you can Fresh fruits & vegetables
trade your Primestar bill BuINgarden seed, potting
for an 18" digital satellite
soil and straw bedding
system Free- that's rightplants such as cabbage.
the equipment & installa- lettuce, tomato plants. etc
tion are Free. Program- Pansies & other flowering
ming starts with America's
plants available. 403
top 40 channels for
Sycamore Street,
$19.99 You can also re753-7483.
ceive ABC. NBC, CBS. NEW Trash Pickup
ServPBS. & FOX. Call 901- ice starting in
Calloway
642-4077. Beasley Anten- County. Call today for inna & Satellite.
troductory special 753CONSIDERING Abortion? 1308
Get the facts from LifeWEDDING
house. 753-0700
PHOTOGRAPHER

Financial

• Individual • Business •
*Electronic Filing

LOANS
MORTGAGE
QUICK & EASY!- Home
improvements, debt consolidation, cash out, refinance, land contract payoffs, bankrupts and bad
credit Call Jennifer Baumer at Mercantile Mortgage Company of Louisville 800-237-3901

PAGE
BOOKKEEPING
f.3 TAX SERVICE
206 S. 6th

753-8107
.1Eraffs)
,
Recipe For A Beautiful Home....
I 10.111 hF IM

HIM Wanted

TRUCK
ATTENTION
DRIVERS- No experience
training
needed-C.D.L.
provided! Earn up to $978
a week, no employment
contract' We need Kentucky trainees and experienced drivers now' 800616-5055.

CDL DRIVERS, OWNER
Truck
OPERATORSSchool Grads. On-the-spot
hiring. Free plates/ permits/ insurance. 90% notouch freight. Great pay
and benefits package.
Start immediately! Call
888-299-7283.

be YOUR OWN BOSS!Set your own working
hours Get paid what
you're worth. If you like
people and are sales oriented, take a look at this.
We offer: training, benefits.
no cold calls, high commissions. Call Bob Taylor.
888-340-3242,
Monday
thru Friday for personal interview.

DOWNPAYMENT?NO
CREDIT"PROBLEM
Own the home you need
now, without a big downpayment. Complete financing if qualified. DeGeorge
Home Alliance 800-3432884

INDUSTRIAL NURSE

setting
Aid area. Experience in
strong administrative skills helpful. Reply in
confidence with salary history to:

Fine Furnishings at "Everyday" Discount Prict,
-Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker
Kimball -Universal •Broyhill
Pulaski •Restonic Basset -Kesler

S.,. 71

t /1'....
Free
Financing

Downtown
Murray

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
it you are in average health and can answer
no to a few questions you may quality for pre
furred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4000 policy
NEW LOWER RATES Al MOST AGES
age
age
age
age
age
age

50
55
60
65
70
75

MALE

FEMALE

$984
$1224
$14 12
$2064
$27 96
$37 76

$840
$1004
$1248
$14 76
$22 00
$30 64

McCONN ELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
I..ocal 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-800-455-4199

Sincerely,
Mark A. Sauerbrunn
Assistant Chairman,
Board ofProducers
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071

CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE
(Full time) Commercial
printing operation, some
060
experience desirable
GRAPHIC DESIGN
Help Wanted
TYPESETTING
(Full time) Commercial
printing operation, experiFull lime produce
ence with PageMaker,
person needed.
Quark X-Press, Photoshop
Experience preferred.
required.
hut %%ill train. Xppl
BINDERY WORKER
CLEANING
to KO. Rirs 1040-0.
DELIVERY PERSON
Paradise Resort Good
Nhirra. kl 42071
Previous experience helppart time income Weekful, will train person with
ends, some weekdays
DETAIL/ CAR Clean Up
good references
$7.00/hr. Year end bonus
Full time position availaPlease apply at:
436-2767.
ble. Immediately for car
Printing Services and
clean
up.
Applicants
COMMUNICATIONS Ca- Supplies, 102 N. 4th St.
bling Company accepting DON'T LOOK ANY FUR- should be responsible.
applications for experi- THER- Than Arctic Ex- dedicated workers. Call
enced and entry ievel posi- press for home every 7-10 502-437-4566.
tions Conduit and electri- days, full benefits, great
DR1VER,$44,821- Was the
cal experience a plus equipment with pay up to
average 1998 wage at
Must be willing to travel 37 cents per mile' Must
have 1 year OTR experi- Roehl. Great home time
Salary based on experi- ence with CDL-Class "A"
and benefits. 99 tractors
ence Fax resumes and in- with Hazmat Call recruitavailable for 0/0 to purquiry's to Data Link Com- ing at 800-927-0431 for
chase. EOE 800-467munications
502-527- more
details EOE.
6345 wrww roehl net
www.articexpress.com
2202
DRIVER- Up to $700 a
week orientation pay. Up
to 35c a mile to start'
Great
hometime. Assigned, all conventional
Local area manufacturer has immediate open- fleet. Lease purchase oping of Registered Nurse in its Safety and First tions. Boyd Bros 800-543and 8923. EOE
industrial

753-1001

IINTCCOTVIE 'TAX

060
Help Y/mted

On behalf of the 1998-1999 Campus
Lights Board of Producers, Production
Staff Cast, and Crew, I would like to
sincerely express our gratitude for your
support.
As you know, a project such as
Campus Lights takes . much time and
community support to make it a complete success. Thanks to your support
Once Upon A Mattress was ultimately
the best production of Campus Lights
thus far.
We look forward to working with you
in the future. Your continued support
will help us raise funds necessary to
award scholarships to worthy students
of music. Hopefully you will be helping
us to make Campus Lights even better
in the next millennium.

Personnel Manager
P.O. Box 610
Paris, TN 38242
E.O.E.

FOUND long haired German Sheperd, black/Tan
with orange collar. Sinking
Springs area. 435-6099
After 6p.m.
THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.

Professional Truck Drivers
Excellent Miles/Money • Friendly
Dispatch • Excellent Equipment
• Home Every 7-10 days

Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Benefits: Health & Life Insurance
• 401K • Direct Deposit Weekly • Paid
Vacations • Riders Policy

800-925-5133

Call 753-1916

Business On A Budget?

AIR FORCE- Great caree
opportunities available to
high school grads ages
17-27 Plus up to $9,000
enlistment bonus if you
qualify! For an information
packet call 800-423-USAF
or visit www airforce corn

SAVE $173 with

this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195

AVON PRODUCTS- Start
your own business Work
flexible hours Enjoy unlimited earnings Call toll free
Eitifi 442 4053

753-1916 For

Call
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DRIVERS AND TEAMS
Starting pay up to 370 a
mile Assigned freightliner
conventionals, improved
speed stance, excellent
miles, time home every 710 days in most areas and
more' Experienced drivers
call Heartland Express tollfree 877-763-7483 Owner
Operators ask about 880 a
mile. Call toll-free 877634-8776 EOE
DRIVERS, HOME EVERY
Company
WEEKENDdnvers. start 32c a mile
(Includes .03 bonus) Free
insurance Excellent benefits Owner operators 82C
a mile ( Includes 02c bonus) Paid fuel taxes and
tolls Insurances available
EPES Transport 800-9486766

,vinimpilMair•or''''.. 4
ft

•

Details

DRIVERS - OVER THE
ROAD 35 states Flat with
sides, late model conventionals. 3 years experience Start 30c-.33c a
mile + benefits. Call 800444-6648 $1,250 Sign-On
Bonus.
DRIVERS AND OWNER/
Needed
OPERATORSwith flatbed experience to
run the Southeast Home
weekends. Terminal pay.
Great benefit package
Call Welborn Transport.
800-828-6452 ext SCO2

it •

DRIVERS. OTR- No New
York, No Northeast/Canada. No loading or unloading. Min. 23 year with 1
year OTR with Hazmat
Paschall Truck Lines. 800848-0405
DRIVERS- Attn: Professional Owner Operators' No
Canada. No NewYork City
& No North East, min. 23
year with 1 year OTR,
CDL with Hazmat. Paschall Truck Lines, 800848-0405
DRIVERS- Great pay'
Hometimel (Up to 35c a
mile) Home time' (Home
weekly) Ternfice family
benefits (Just ask our drivers') Or call 888-WORK-4US Aventt Express EOE
DRIVERS- Hiring flatbed
drivers' Drivers for an industry leader. CDL training
available! Excellent pay
and benefits, top of the
equipment. Swift
line
Transportation. 800-3660250 (eoe-m/f)
DRIVERS- Now hiring single teams and owners for
vans and flats_ Great pay
and benefits running primarily southern and west
from the Midwest National
800-334Distributors.
9677.
DRIVERS- Owner operators and temporary company drivers needed for
tractor trailer 48 state hauling 3+ months experience. North American Van
800-348-2147,
Lines
Dept. KYS
IF you are looking for financial security A way to
be your own boss An opportunity to be part of the
largest growing industry
with a minimal investment.
Call 901-644-3943 or 1888-265-5266 PIN 6150.
LICENSED BEAUTICIAN
'Full Time (Mon-Fri)
'Excellent benefit package
'Must be licensed in state
of Kentucky with six
months to one year experience.
'Pick up application or
send resume to West
View Nursing Home, 1401
South 16th Street. Murray
KY 42071.
LOTTERY/ Tobacco store
has part time opening
available Flexible hours,
must be able to work with
the public Apply at Chek
Mart in Hazel or call 4926166

-

The family of
William Truman
Smith wishes to
thank
everyone
concerned for their
thoughtfulness
and kindness during his recent transition. We also
wish to especially
thank
the
Glendale
Road
Church of Christ
for their special
attention, love and
kindness they gave
to Truman the past
several years.

Attention
Classified Advertisers!
Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out
section running each Monday in the
classifieds. You get a 2x1 display ad,
regularly priced at $12.50, for

Only $6 A Week!
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)
New rate effective June 1, 14,47
Stop by our office today or dial 753-191b

"STOP"
Why Pay Higher Prices
On A Rental Vehicle?

tTal

HALEY'S
Rental and Sales
112 So. 12th

Murray, KY 42071
Phone:753-6910

Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
Ouf robs lcmest rates m town to, cars custom
-nme
to coc
yar,s and vans tor meow)

A Place For Everything di
Everything In Its Place
Award Winning ..3.9e.t9Shik.' Shelving From. issitmorapr
• Upscale Organizing System • Customize Your Closets
,structed Ol Strong Industnal Grade Steel In White Epoxy Rnish
• .7-.
• Maintenance Free • Environmentally Friendly
•

Professionally Installed & Serviced by

Interior Solutions
Edward Peery

753-4499
Fax 753-7221

otruffeirot
Justin Crosser
Rtilair, Upgrade
Twitting & histallittion

Comituter

BB

•1111ffs

502-759-8662 or
502-759-2422
415 S. 4th St.

Calloway Monument Co.
"Still" Family
Owned & Operated
Custom designing & individual
craftsmanship continue to be our
"Specialty"

„

Mon-Fri 7:30-4:30 • Sat & Sun by Appt.

753-1962

.“--••••••••••;."-osi....0•91,0010
11..4
.•

•••^•^
0aft...••••••farl••••
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LICENSED cosmetologist
needed for growing salon
Call 767-9500 or 7591855
LOVE animals? Have
some free time? Part time,
flexible hours and days
TENDERS PET SITTING
SERVICE is looking for
honest dependable workers Excellent references &
car required Advantage to
those with health & animal
care experience Call 7536147

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

THURSDAY, MARCH 25, 1999

PAINTERS. Black s Decorating Center of Murray
KY is recruiting for experienced painters, $9.00 per
hour to start with Opportunities for advancement
and benefits, Affordable
group health insurance
available Interested persons should leave voice
mail message by calling
502-759-8609 No walk in
applications being accepted Equal Opportunity employer
PART time store clerk
needed Apply in person at
Bunny Bread, 638 So. 4th
St. No phone calls please
PART-TIME
Positions.
Store clerk and/or maintenance Maley landscape
supply & rental 808 Coldwater Road 753-5726

SPORTSMAN'S
STEEL BUILDINGS SALE SEARS tiller, rear tine
(00171
ANCHOR MARINA
Office Space SLEEPING
5,000+ sizes 40x60x14, chain dnve, 8hp B&S en$150/mo Coleman IRE
Needs store clerk, knowl- $9,094;
gine
Various
size units
Very good condition
50x75x14,
753-9898
edgeable about fishing $12,275,
50x100x16, $165 436-5565
Walnut Plaza
and boats helpful Rotating $16,879;
60x100x16,
104 N. 5th
shift- 4 days a week, must $18,261
Mini-stoarge
753-8302 or
be able to work weekends buildings, 40x160. 32
and holidays when sched- units, $16,914. Free broHey.79 E.• Paris.
2 BEDROOM, one mile
753-9621
119 Main • 753-6266
uled Retirees welcome. chures www sentinelbund- 1991 Melrose Spracoupe
Out, on 121 South One
901-642-48
91
1200
hr.
In good shape
COMMERCIAL
building month rent with depositCall weekdays only, be- ings corn Sentinel BuildC-STORAGE
.1 Single Lot Dealership
over 1800sq ft., 3 over- 753-6444
tween 900 to 400 for in- ings, 800-327-0790, exten- 931-232-5750
10x15 storage units, 4th St
head doors Location, 5
terview and Job applica- sion 79.
: the Southeastern ESA.
2, 3 & 4BR houses, lease & Sycamore E Next to
points More information,
tion. 502-354-6568 LocatCunningham Auto Repair
& deposit required
STEEL Buildings! IncrediRogers Enterprises
ed on Hwy 68 at Jonathan
753-3571
753-4109
ble savings! 30'x40' thru
Creek
753-5140
93 GAS Ezgo golf cart.
2- 3 Bedroom, 1 1/2 bath
120'x260'. Drop oft or turnNew tires, new top, whiteTRACTOR
Neon Beach
DOWNTOWN office space Frig & stove,
TRAILER key Jeff White 753-9581.
MURRAY Calloway Counw/d hookup
red
stripes, fully serviced.
DRIVERSNo
available. Rent from $95 to No Pets! 753-2093
experienc
e,
ty Parks seeks seasonal
MiniWEDDING dress, BridesStorage
good condition. Quite,
no problem! Get a Job and
$150/mo, including utilit- 2BR 753-1502
workers for the maintemaid dress (peach), Black
,753-4860
All
Size
Units
CDL training $30,000 & up
$2200 489-2883. Leave
ies. Call Greg McNutt.
nance dept One day posi& White prom dress, all
2BR house appliances furAvailable
to
message
start
753-4451.
Call
800-999tion, one on evenings/
size 9-10. Call 759-5339,
nished, w/d hook-up. No
4317.
NOW RENTING
weekends. Work includes
after 6pm
pets. 753-0728 after 4pm.
Offices
various
of
sizes
mowing, field preparation,
WOLFF TANNING BEDSand prices. Furnished or 2BR house, newly remodCREEKVIEW
Select Homes!
supervision, garbage pickTan at home. Buy direct
eled, washer, dryer, stove Selfunfurnish
ed,
paid
storage
utilities.
warehouses
up. and other duties Perand save! Commercial/ 1 USED Baldwin Acroson
el' 40 ricw Loincs to
& refrigerator furnished, on Center
PROFESSIONAL
Drive behind
sons will be working out- PERSON
home
units
from
$199.
central h/a. Deposit & Shoney's.
ic piano. $1500. Cherry
needed to run BABYSITTER needed in
fiose. Energy efficient.
BUILDING
$20-$40/mo
side and must be able to seamless
Low monthly payments. finish. Free delivery. See
lease required. 1405 Vine.
gutter machine my home 436-2481
415
S.
759-4081
4th
St.
quality
built
lift and move 50Ibs Appli- Drivers
Free
color
catalog.
Call
to753-0932
'n
person
or 753-5898
at Thurman Furlicense required
759-0633, 436-2856 eve
2. 3. 4 & 5 bedroom.
cations may be picked up Call
CLEANING houses is my day 800-842-1310
niture. 753-4834
2BR
1-888-565-0131
near
campus,
flings.
M-F at 900 Payne Street,
business., Reliable. Call
$350/mo, stove and refngPIANO/ organ lessons.
POSITIO
NS
open
for
1
OFFICE
retail
or
space
in
Murray.
Linda. 759-9553.
Remember:
erator, furnished. Plus deOlder beginners & adults
full time parts person, 1
the Southside Shopping
WILL clean homes, apartNEED OTR, home on
'io
one, no where has a
posit. 753-0076.
All Sizes Available
preferred. First lesson free
full time sales person.
Center
753-6612
or
753
ments, offices. Reasonaweekends. Assigned tracbetter housing ralue.
753-1810.
3 bedroom, nice location,
2PC
living
Apply
in
room
person
4509
group,
at:
tors & call (901)-247-5856.
ble, licensed. 753-6026.
Featuring
close to schools, low in$14.95/wk. Call 753-4663
Murray Home & Auto,
NOW hiring waitresses .
WILL do housecleaning.
come,
equal housing opOutdoor
Division,
Miscellaneous
dancers & D.J. at the Foxy
offices, retail business. 46" Wooden Desk, 6 foot
Apartments For Rent
PictiamPion
NORTHWOOD
storage
portunity. 436-5685.
Chestnut St.
Lady. Paris, TN Call 901Please call 753-1016.
bookcase, also computer
presently has units availaROOFING FOREMAN
3
BR
house,
4SALE
2
644-0107. No expenence
miles
west
or lease 641
desk with hutch. 753-1050
1 & 2BR apartments. are
ble 753-2905 or 753Experienced in all types of
slaughter house, governnecessary.
professionally cleaned be- of Lynn Grove on Hwy 94. 7536
after 5'00 p.m.
commercial & residential
ment approved drainage &
fore you move in. Call Available April 1, $375
7PC. living room suit $850
NOW hiring, part time/
roofing. Fax resume to:
equipment will go with it. 1986 BUCCANEER Mo- Mur-Cal Realty. 753-444.4. month plus water. Call
266 MHZ MMX Notebook/ Great starter set! 753possibly full time, GreenPets 4 Supplies
bile Home, 14x 66. Good
502-365-9993 or call
355-9245.
489-2808.
Laptop 12.1" display. 7 9798.
house assistant. Must be a
condition, 2 br, 1 bath, 1 BEDROOM Apt for rent 3BR, 1 bath, lease & de1-888-565-0131.
month warranty. $1300 BEDROOM
group, A BEAUTIFUL CANDLE- kitchen appliances, micro- close to college $200/mo posit
people person. Apply at SALES Rep
required, 1310 Syca- AKC Registerd Golden
needed for obo.
LIGHT- Old Fashioned
Call 502-435-4454 or $15/wk. Call 753-4663
Hotfman's Nursery, 94E. manufacturing
wave goes. All electric, 759-4138
more.
Appliances furnish- Retriever puppies 5 males
company
Wedding
Chapel overlookCall 759-2381.
LOVESEAT $100. ComNo phone calls please.
328-8982.
ing river, Smoky Moun- 1998 C/A unit. $9500. obo. 1 OR 2br apts. near down- ed with washer & dryer. ready 3/20/99 Shots &
puter desk $50. 759-8254.
OTR Driver Approximately SPORTABLE Scoreboar
wormed, $160 Move over
ds HILL Electric Networking &
tains, TN Horse-drawn 759-1570.
town Murray starting at 753-0932 or 753-5898
2500 miles per week. has general full time
SIMMONS Beauty Rest
Easter
bunny Call 4363BR.
1987
2
bath
14X70
brick,
inside Communications provides
8
miles
BUCCAcarriage, cabins. Jacuzzi.
S200/mo. 753-4109.
Home most weekends. Lo- sales positions
north. $600/mo plus de- 5013 Days or 436-2734
available a full range of personal queen size waterbed. Box ordained ministers, no NEER, 2br, 2 bath.
1405 STADIUM View Dr,
cal company. 759-8641
Evenings
Hours Mon-Fri, 8-5. Call computing,
posit. 753-8582.
$10.000 502-527-5011
networking. springs and tubular mat- tests Heartland
2br duplex, central h/a,
OTR needed. Only serious Charlene in sales after data and voice communi- tress set. Sealy Posture4BR, 2 bath house. 625 AKC Registered Miniature
800-448-8697 (VOWS). 1996 16x80 FLEETWOOD w/d
hookup, carport,
need apply! 502-545-7103. 330pm. 759-1600.
Broad. All appliances, Dachshund puppies. Red
cations services. We pro- pectic twin size box spnngs http://www.heartlandwedExcellent condition
$325/mo. 753-9636.
W/D, fenced yard. $475 $250 each. 759-3537.
vide professional installa- and mattress set. Both are ding.com.
3Br,
2
bath
Vinyl,
1405B
shingle
VALLEYWOOD, per month.
tion and service of new in very good condition GET MARRIED- Smoky
Call 753-5073. DOG Kennels, 10'x10'x6',
Must see in Fox
2br, 1 bath, newly painted
ON THE LAKE with dock, $184.95. Also available,
and existing PC's. LAN's. Call 753-5136.
Mountains, areas most
Meadows
&
carpeted,
room
SOFA.
length
recliner.
swivel
2br, bnck, fully furnished. Underground Electronic
WAN's, and digital telebeautiful chapels, ordained
$13510 move in
closets. Kitchen applianBy the day, week, month. pet fences. Farmers Farmphone systems. With rea- rocker. 3 solid oak end ta- ministers, complete arFor the best possible prices with
753-8010 or 841-1985
ces, washer/ dryer. Gasonable rates and a pro- bles. 2 lamps Like new. rangements, honeymoon/
436-5229.
acy, 759-2248.
rage
size
storage
building
FREE delivery and setup go to
1998 16x80 LEGEND, 3br,
fessionally trained staff. 753-8200.
family cabins, breathtaking
2 bath Will sale for taking in rear, $450/mo, $450 dewe are your full service
views. Wedding arrangeposit. No pets. Leave mesover payments 435-4401
communications solution.
ments 800-893-7274. Vasage. 753-3018, 753CLAYTON
1999
14
wide
(502) 753-9562
cation lodging,
If you are looking for quality we want to he your
with northern insulation 6147.
ALMO Country Store and
800-634-5814
building contractor, with blueprints & specifications
2 miles N of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
1BR
apartmen
t
across
only $13,999!! Green deCrawford's Garden Center
we can give you a contract price before we start.
(across from Memorial Gardens)
If
cor, drywall throughout. street from MSU. UnfurIntersection 1824 & 464,
you are undecided we work on a cost plus basis.
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
nished,
has
wid,
pets,
no
OSB flooring_ Gateway
Almo, KY. 753-1934. New
Open Mon.-Sat.. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
We comply with all the new city building codes.
1yr lease. More informaMobile Homes, 527-1427.
1980-83 MAZDA pickup & selection of concrete lawn NO down payment
We also specialize in construction of lake homes.
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
tion,
Lo
Rogers
Enterprise
s,
LOOKING
for a new
1992-94 Mercury Cougar ornaments, glazing balls, ready for mobile home
large or small
Free Delivery • 753-4566
home? Gateway Mobile 753-5140, night 767-9230.
for parts cars. Also want to bird baths, water foun- 767-9435
1BR apartment, clean and
Homes
tains.
can
etc
help
you!!
visit
In
the
gift
buy frost free refrigerator.
business for over 25 nice. Stove, refrigerator,
air conditioner & good shop for hospital, funeral
El LP
Mobile Homes For Sale
c_Pr_PUPP
riEl uses carpet. 753-4109.
homes, and special occayears, we have the experi- dishwasher, washer & dryBuilding Contractor, Inc.
ence
sions
and a wided selec- er. No pets. 753-9841 or
We
deliver!
Bedding
Are You Looking For Security? .3 CASH for G.I. Joes Toys.
436-5496.
1983
14x65
MOBILE tion of singlewides and
plants arriving soon
Old or New. 753-7185.
Are in you in need of a place to store
home, original owner. sell- doublewides, new and 1BR apartment, no pets
CASH paid for good, used LAWN equipment rentals ing because of health used,
for you to choose near campus 753-5980
your valuables? There's no need to R rifles, shotguns.
pis- Aerators, spreaders, roll- problems. Call 753-7439 from
Gateway Mobile 1BR
look any further- we have what you g tols. Benson and
apt available, all apSporting ers & more Maley's 753- 7p.m.- 9p.m. ask for Carl. Homes, Draftenvt!le Y
5726
pliances furnished. Murneed!
Goods, 519 S. 12th, MurSerious inquires only!
527-1427.
mut.cm. $10 per scoop
Cal Realty. 753-4444.
ray.
Security Gate • Low Rates
1992 ATLANTIC, 16x 80,
FURNITURE (Antique or Also professional grade
MOBILE HOME LOANS - 1BR like new, dishwasher,
excellent
condition.
w/d, available now. ColePrimitive), Collectables, fertilizers & grass seed
$19,000. obo, Call after 5% down, Refinancing/ man RE 759-4118.
and other antiques, 1 Maley's, 808 Coldwater
Equity
Loans
Free
sellers
1850 State Route 121 South, Murray, KY 42071
5p.m 753-6390.
piece or all. Call 753-3633 Road
kit Land or home loans. 1BR, near MSU, $200/mo
WANT to buy. Used cars
Repo and assumable Coleman RE 759-4118.
and trucks, any condition
loans.
Green Tree Finan- 2BR apt in Northwood.
OP
r_PLIPPLP
cPcPUDDLIc11'0 Days 436-2102
cial, 800-221-8204: 800- $325/mo. Call 753-3964
. nights
after 6:30p.m.
436-6032.
554-8717.
Phone: (502) 437-4545
P.O. Box 169
WANTED: Riding mowers,
MUST SEE! All new 32 x 2BR duplex. central h/a.
Pager: (502) 742-1039
furnished
go-carts, & 4-wheelers that
68 approx. 1963 SQ. FT., appliances
Hardin, KY 42048
need work. 436-2867.
2x6 EXT. Walls plush car- Available now. Coleman
Licensed & Insured
pet, oak cabinet door and RE 759-4118.
Mowing
Shrub Trimming
stiles, & much more for 2BR new apartment, cenBy qualified installers.
Fertilizing
Lawn Renovation
$49.900.00 w/cha See the tral h/a, dishwasher, w/d
Articles
Leaf
Removal
Water Gardens
We install carpet, vinyl, tile,
Diuguid Drive. $400/mo
housing dealer:
For Sale
Coleman
RE 759-4118.
Dinkins
Mobile
Homes
hardwood & laminated floors.
$444 POOLS. POOLS
2BR. 1 bath w/carpoil.
HWY 79E, Pans, TN
Free
Carlie Staples
$444 COMPLETE- New
central h/a, appliances fur1-800-642-4891.
Es
timates
20'x32' pool with deck,
Over 60 new homes to nished, $475/mo, 1yr
fence, filter, liner, and
choose from. The housing lease, 1 mo deposit, 753Let Us Take The Upmost Care Of Your Lawn
more! 100% financing.
leader
Dinkins Mobile 2905 or 753-7536.
Free heating device. 800Homes, Inc., HWY 79E.
2BR, 11/2 bath town436-5467. R&S Special &
Pans TN 1-800-642-4891
house. appliances furnishAppt 0.A.C.
LICENSED & INSURED
ed, with washer & dryer.
POWERHOUSE!!
1978 International Scout II
No pets. 753-2905
1999 Belmont 16x80 infor parts, S400, engine
2BR, 2 bath duplex. gacludes computer system
Free Estimating
Tree Trimming
stand $40 . Climbing tree
with Pentium It processor, rage. Large deck, gas
Hr.
24
Service
Cleanup
Service
stand $180. 489-2385.
E11-740.i.Prk...Atn
Sharp 25" TVNCR combi- heat, low utilities. Quit
Hedge Trimming
Full Line of
1988 CLUB Car protective
:$11/EFGA,. I gESDErk
nation, satellite system,
neighborhood 436-2834.
Tree Spraying
floor mats fender protecEquipment
REPaK
New Homes, Garages,
microwave. Nintendo 64
2BR,
central gas h/a, aptors. Very good condition.
"Quality
Tree
Stump
&
OLITSCE.0714G
Service"
Vinyl Siding, Remodeling,
system, GE 25 channel
pliances
furnished.
$1,000. 753-6491
Removal
cordless telephone with
$300/mo. Coleman RE,
Pole Barns, Decks &
5 Gallon pails of el
digital answering system
753-9898.
Coronado
Interior.'
GRADE
Additions, Etc.
3 Bedrooms with 2 baths, 4BR, 21/2 bath TownExterior Paint in premixed
5% down payment with
house, 1217 North 16th
colors $10.00 per pail at
payments less than rent
Available now Coleman
Black's Decorating CenterGateway Mobile Homes,
RE 759-4118
701 South 4th Street
527-1427
EXTRA nice, 1br, 1 bath,
COOKWARE
Factory
central gas h/a, appliances
clearance! We quit doing
furnished, including w/d,
dinner parties! Have a few
Mobile Homes For Rent
1yr lease. 1 mo deposit.
beautiful new 17pc sets
left! 7-ply, 100% waterless'
21 2Br. sewer & water No No pets 753-2905
pets. 1(5275 1/5300. 527- NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3Was $1,599. now $394'
4br house w/washer & dry8808
outside Hardin,
$70
bonus!
800-4344628
For Landscaping, Lawn Maintenance.
er, furnished, near MSU.
2BR.
1
bath,
doublewid
e,
FOR
Sale, fiber glass topAerating, Fertiziling and Over Seeding,
Inquire at 1210 Main St.
94E,
4
miles.
759-4118.
General Contracting
per. Fits long bed Mazda
SPring Clean UP. Mulch and TOP Soil
753-1252 before 5pm,
Web Site With 84 Used
2BR. 14x60, remodeled
$150 436-2870.
Remode
&
ling
753-0606 after 5pm
Delivery. Garden
home,
deck.
carport.
FOR Sale. used carpeting.
Vehicles Listed
Specializing in small homes
Tilling. Bushhogging.
CH/A. $300 rent/ deposit. NOW taking applications
excellent condition For infor 1. 2 & 3br apartments
753-7953
formation call 753-3895.
Call for
www.automobilesonline.com
Apply at Mur-Cal Apart
2BR, 14'x70' call 492MATTRESS' Smith Maments. 902 Northwood Dr
Free Estimates
Online Cash Rebate
8488
tress Factory. Symsonia
Equal Housing OpportuniClick here
DWAIN
Ky 502-851-3160.
ty 759-4984 TOON 1-800TAYLOR
to view a listing of
POOL
PRICES
ARE
247-2510
PLUNGING!- For ex: Huge
Of III1JRRAv KY
our
invent
ory
OAKS
APARTMOBILE home lots for rent RED
19'x31' 0.D pool lust
MENTS: Make it your
527-8808
$929, Includes sundeck,
home! Great 1 or 2br
fence & filter 1000,0 financapartments with great
ing! Professional installaprice, central h/a, laundry
tion arranged-additional
facilities
Office hours
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal cost Call now 800-7598am-5pm.
Mon.-Fn.
6058,
limited
area.
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
1502)753-8668,
Equal
& accessories in stock. Also post SEE us for your barn or
Housing Opportunity
with this 2x2
1/2 ACRE lot, MO month
roof metal Cut to length
Buildings are assembled on site I
REMODELED efficiency. 2
frame building material.
753-6012
Covers 36 inches, many
consistency ad in classifieds every
blocks from MSI..1. $200.
Your choice of brown or charcoal black sincolors. Economy Metal &
LOT for rent 492-8488
Call Metal Mall,
deposit.
rent/
753-7953.
day for a month - including
gles All exterior wood is weathered treated
Supply Co 489-2722
LOTS for single & double VERY roomy 2br,
2 bath
Mayfield
SOFA, gold lazy boy reSizes, options and prices upon request
wides
starting
Shopper for only $195
at duplex w/garage, appliancliner, floor lamp, antique
$85/month, 753-9270
TERMS: Paid in full upon completion
ces furnished, central gas
quilts and open book
MOBILE home lots for Pt/a, 1 yr lease.
'Prices are subject to change without notice'
1 mo. deshelves 753-1384
Call
For Details
rent 527-8808
posit. No pets 753-2905

111104

EASTSIDE

Golden r
Female $
Call after

Mobile Homes. Inc.
TN

STORAGE

FOR Sale
American
puppies
males $
753-0882,

CCH

753-3853

At t

641 Storage

Items
Box &
off at

753-5585

Need Furniture? Bedding?

Now is A Great Time to Build

Wiggins Furniture

Bruce Green

NI
AU(
90'

(502)753-8.343

KEY MINI WAREHOUSES

C,

Sa
At 10
10
18
,(Dm L.

753-5562

Residential or Commercial

753-7083

759-1591

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262

(502) 436-5253
or 436.5370

Mark Pre,scott

Toyota of Murray
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

JD 9500

30 5-32
JD 920
Row Con
J&M 52
Row Put
Plains A
Hyd B
Trailers
Pt Anh
Vetter C
Driii w.1
8 Platel
Grain A
Bar Ni C
X Fold
w Walki
Wheels
Trailer •
w Pump
Btm PI
Trailer
20' Port
Row Flo
3 Pt Rot
HP & 7
Trailers
Box Air
& Acces
3 Ton Washer
75 Ch.
Barn 0.
77 &'76
Nelson
w Travel
1000' 01

PH

Auction
COME

coortrrE

$100

753-7039

Metal Roofing

WHOLESALE

Business On A Budget?

SAVE $173

1-800-909-9064

753-1916

At t
Fro
Tow
Frost t
chair riding I
Many
ayairib
For

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

r

gl
tswan

111•••=11•111.
1•11
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Ith Sr
xt
pair
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1111•1111.

>uses
ehind
o.

Golden retriever puppies
Female $125 Male $150
Call after 1 p m 489-2916

DOG obedience classes or FOR Sale, 2 quarter horspnvate. Serving Murray 17 es, red dun and black/
years. 436-2858
white paint. Green broke,
great dispositions. 4364003.
k Safiplies

FOR Sale UKC registered
American Eskimo (spitz)
puppies. 1 male, 3 fe- HI-MAG Mineral, $7.95 for
males. $100. each. Day 50Ib bag. Farmers Farma753-0882, Night 759-9896. cy, 759-2248.

Yard Sig.

Garage
Sale

CCHS PROJECT GRADUATION

Items are still needed for the sale.
Box & mark for Proj. Grad. and drop
off at the armory.

1717 Melrose
Drive
1 block off
Doran Rd.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - Noon
Misc. items, some
old items!

CARPORT
SALE

YARD SALE
Corner of 1st & 3rd
Old Almo
Saturday, March 27
8 a.m.-?

'olden
males
Dts &
over
436-2734

Everything but kitchen sink
unless you want it also.

AUCTION

10x6
liable
tronic
Farm -

Sat., March 27, 1999•10 a.m.

des.

15078 Highland Dr.• McKenzie,'TN
oderscil'
covpkite
:
srott

GUNS & FISHING sootk
SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS

515 Whitnell
Fri.& Sat.
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Indoor - Outdoor Sale
Collectibles, dishes,
jewelry,
furniture,
small
appliances,
linens and much
more. Rain or shine.

Fri. & Sat.
March 26 & 27
220, South 13th
Street
7 a.m. until?
Linens, glass, furniture,
new quilted wall hangings, pillows, and vests,
bicycles, clothes - sizes
children-plus.
Relay For Life Booth

Yard Sale

F-A.Rm

In front of
Grogan's Mobile
Home Park
on 94 E.
Friday
8 a.m. - ?
different
Many
items, clothes, toys,
ALJeTICOIV) Beanie Babies,

Saturday, March 27th, 1999
At 10:00 A.M. -Regardless Of Weather
Mr. Ulan Watson FARE.111.11
kat 1C4erstr,„ KqemtaacIcy
10 Miles NE OF Wickliffe, KY
18 Miles W Of Paducah, KY
From La Center, Take Hwy 60 West 112 Mile To Maynor Lane'

VERY GOOD FARM MACHINERY
TRACTORS & HI BOY

169
048

Case-IH 7130 MFWD, 5093 Hrs., 18.4R-42 Rdl Dls, 16.9R28 Fr-Is 3 Remotes, Quick Hitch. 18 Fr? Wts, SN 0010572 •
JD 4440 Quad, C&A, 1134-38 Dls, 2 Remotes, Quick Hitch,
SN 008529 • David Brown 990 Remote Valve, Spin Out
Wheels • Farmall Super C w'2 Row Culti • Hahn H-306 Hi
Boy Sprayer, 10 Row Hyd Booms, Tow Caddy

COMBINE & HEADS
JD 9500 wRr Assist, 1710 Separator Hrs. 2547 Engine Hrs,
30.5-32 Or Rubber. 18,4-26 St Rubber. Chopper, SN 635554 •
JD 920 Flex 20 Platform, S4 627372 • JD 643 Cornhead • 6
Row Corn Saver "Like New

EQUIPMENT
J&M 525 Grain Cart w.:23.1-26 Tires • Mechanical MT 2
Row Pull Type Setter wrrire Drive "60 Acres use • Great
Plains AS 500 Gallon Pull Sprayer wAdj Tandem Axles, 45'
Hyd Booms, Foam Markers • 2-1000 Gallon Anhydrous
Trailers wP&H 4 Wheel Gears • P&H 9 Shank Hyd Fold 3
Pt Anhydrous Applicator ....Mole Knives.Gauge Wheels,
Yetter Coulters, Hyd Shut Ott • JD 7100 Soybean Special
Drill w/15-3 Bu Units, Du Lift Asst, No Tills, Monitor....Plus
8 Piateirss Units For Corn • Mayrath 67' Transport 10"
Grain Auger wHyd Lift • IN 496-22' Disc w7" Spacing • 3
Bar Hi Clearance 13 Tine 3 Pt Chisel Plow • Brillion 25' Hyd
X Fold Wing Packer • Glenco 25' Hyd Fold Field Culti
w *Walking Tandems • Brillion 7 Shank Ripper w/Gauge
Wheels • 10' Hyd Adj 3 Pt Blade • JD 101 8x28 Implement
Trailer • Ford 5 Btm Semi Plow • 1500 Gal Poly Tank
w Pump • JO 158 Loader • 3 Pt 6' Blade • Wood Splitter • 3
Btm Plow • 300 Gal Fuel Tank w:Elec Pump Mtd On 2 Axle
Trailer w Tool Boxes • 2 Axle 15' Neck Over Flat Trailer • 8"20' Portable Grain Auger • 2 Row 3 Pt Cultivator • M&W 4
Row Rotary Hoe • Woods 10' Rotary Cutter • Sidewinder 6'3 Pt Rotary Cutter • 2-4 Wheel 16' Flat Farm Wagons • 10
HP & 7 1.2 HP Elec Motors • 2-2 Axle 20' Bumper Hitch
Trailers • 2 Axle 18' Bumper Hitch Trailer • Bale Master 3
Box Air Tobacco Press • 2000 Gal Fuel Tank • Hog Feeder
& Accessories - Hyd Pig Trailer- Windpower Alternator
3 Ton - 4 Ton & 18 Ton Bulk Bins • Agri Blast Pressure
Washer

TRUCKS

'75 Chevy C65 Tandem w 'Kann Alumn 20' Bed & Hoist,
Barn DoorTail Gates, 427 Eng, 58.2 Spd, 9.00-20 Rubber
'77 8.'76 Ford F600 Grain Trucks witioist

IRRIGATION
Nelson Traveling Gun Irrigation System w 50001 3" Hose
w Traveling Reel • Cadman Doda FFGS 858 Slurry Pump •
1000' Of 5" Irrigation Pipe, 30' Lengths

MR. GLEN WATSON,OWNER
PHONE 502-665-5226, Evenings

THIS WILL BE AN OPEN SALE FOR EQUIPMENT CONSIGNMENTS
Auction Reps Will Be On Farm Friday Mar. 26th • Fa Check In!!
COME PREPARED TO FIND MORE THAN ADVERTISED!!
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SAL!- CURRANT IAN LETTERS A MUST!

IC.

R. CASH •
JAMES
NE AUCTIONEER i REAL ESTATE BROKER jgori
'
IC FAN..0 F

R
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NE SELKLYINGI4V
-IINE
" RU
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Baal Edda
1992, 14x70 MOBILE, 3
bedrooms with 2 full baths.
Can be purchased with or
without the Wiswell Road
location. Call Olive Branch
Realty. 767-9900.
1BR fourplex for sale.
Good rental history & good
location, built in 1996. Call
759-1476 after 7pm.
LAKEKENTUCKY
acres,
FRONT15
$39,900. Lake property on
undiscovered
beautiful
lake. Small town, country
living. Meadows, woods,
views and sunset. 4 seasons, year round boating &
fishing 800-816-5253.
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes- all price ranges. If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteprofessional
ous and
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by our office at 711 Main.

r

igRake Property

ON Kentucky Lake, 4br, 2
baths rustic cottage on 1.3
TVA
joining
acres
$82,000 Call Jones &
Ross Realty, owners/
agents 527-7224
TENNESSEE LAKE VIEW
BARGAIN- 3 acres with
boat dock $19,900. Beautifully wooded spectacular
views, located at crystal
clear mountain lake, next
to 18 hole golf course!
Paved roads, utilities, soils
tested. Low, low financing.
Mountain
Lone
Call
Shores now 800-704-3154
ext. 1750.

ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, March 27, 1999• 10 a.m.
At the home place of Mr. Aaron and Mrs. Mary Pritchard.
From Mayfield, Ky. take Cuba Rd. or Hwy. 303 to Beedle
Town. Watch for auction sign on Hwy. 303.

x2

)ry
ng

Is

Frost free ref. - gas cook stove - microwave oven - small kitchen appliances - nice couch &
chair - odd chairs • table lamps - table & chairs - tables - pots & pans - old glass & china riding lawn mower - push mower - aluminum ladder - hand & yard tools - Blue fruit jars
Many items not listed. Auction held rain or shine Not responsible for accidents. Lunch
asiirable
For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
-My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

II1110n
ESL
.
[
STARTER home, recently
remodeled, 2br on 3/4
acres, 641 N to 464 W.,
$42,500. 759-9466.
WEST of Murray. Three
bedrooms (large), two
baths, oversized great
room plus bonus room.
Add covered picnic area,
detached workshop, two
large decks and you have
a practical family home
plus gas heat Call Century 21. 753-1492.
WILL consider LEASE with
option to BUY or Limited
Owner Financing. ExtraNice 3br, 2baths, dining
room, attached 2 car garage, double lot in Murray,
753-4109 or 759-8093.
470
Motorcycles & ATVs
1984 Honda Gold Wing
Excellent condition. 759
2174.
1998 Yamaha Big Bear
$3,800 436-2977
82 Kawasaki 550 LTD motorcycle
18xxx
miles
$800 Excellent shape
Phone 354-8583

1 TO 275 acres, owner b
nancing possible Coldwa
ter. 489-2116 or 753-1300.
11 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract. Property located off of Hwy 94E
Spoil Utility Vehicles
onto Hwy 1551. Old Shiloh
Rd, Redbud Lane & proposed new Hwy 80 For 1996 CHEROKEE Coun
more information please ry 4x4 41,xxx, local one
view property, review post- owner, sharp& $15,900.
435-4423
ed data, then please call
502-441-2253.
Used Cars

For Sale

NICKY JOE STAFFORD
AUCTION & REAL ESTATE
901-352-2761 • Firm #265

(

LOT for sale on Bluebird
Drive. $15,000, Call 4892922.
LOT for sale in Misty
Meadows Subdivision by
Oaks Country Club. Call
after 5pm. 753-8432.
NORTH WOOD
BUSINESS PARK
1.25- 2.5 Acre lots for
business & light industry.
City limits. All utilities. 7531362 ext. 129.

[En-.

Garage Sale

itature
, Red

your
tions
Lrt. If

APPROXIMATELY 1 acre
wooded lot, within city !Milts 759-4151 leave MSsage

400

YARD SALE
At the National Guard Armory
Saturday, March 27th
7 a.m.-12 p.m.

24X24 UNFINISHED cabin
near lake in Anderson
Shores, $10,500.
759-9466

LAZY OAKS FARMS
Horse breaking, horses
for sale Greg & Richard
Cruse 674-5557

GEISSOLD

prage
valla753-

izt.p.w,

r

SufPlis

! 4 IMMEDIATE DISPOSAL !
Repossess, must sell;
brand new R30 insulated
pre lab panel home. Highest quality. Fast, easy assembly on your foundation. Never erected 4bedroom.
1-800-874-6032.
Sacrifice!!
2150S0 ft, Cape Cod on
1/2 acre wooded lot, deadend street. 4BR, 21,2 bath,
great room w/bay window.
view of creek/ pasture.
Pella windows. Sherwood
Forest. $132,900. Agents
welcome. 759-9268.
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath, dining room, great room with
fireplace, eat in kitchen
with dishwasher, stove, 2
garage.
attached
car
Large closet, attic, decks,
enclosed patio, 14x 20
workshop, 2 year old
C/H/A. 1503 Oxford Drive.
$107,500. 753-9262.
3BR, 1 bath, brick home.
24x30 garage. 12x20 office building on 1.79 acres.
$77,500 obo. Benton area.
527-2576.
3BR, 2 bath, brick maintenance free home, in the
$70's. 753-8245.
EAST Y Subdivision: 3br,
brick ranch, $80'5.
753-0444.
EVER dreamed of living
on the lake with only a few
neighbors? 3, 4br, bi-level
brick house, 2 bath, carport, back patio, large detached garage. Private
dock access. $85,000.
436-5576. Shown by appt.
only!
FIRST time on the market.
Enjoy great room with formal dining and large eat in
kitchen. Look at that master bedroom closet 8x18.5.
For dad add that 30x50
shop and office. Just outside of city. Call Century
21 753-1492.
FOR SALE BY OWNER
Executive Ranch Home
with large lot and or 42
acres farm land. 4,000 sq.
ft. custom built w/ finished
walk out Between Murray
and Mayfield on 121
North Too many features
to list. Shown by appointment... Call 489-2348.
OPEN SUNDAY 2-4.
LARGE 3-4 bedroom, full
basement, double garage/
workshop attached_ Small
monthly down payments,
qualified buyer_ Centrally
located. 753-3690.
maintained
LOVINGLY
three bedroom, two bath
home in Sherwood Forest.
Living room, family room
with fireplace, formal dining room, kitchen, laundry
room with shower, garage
delight
in
Gardener's
Spring. Summer and Fall.
$96,000. Adjoining lot
759-1387
available.
Agents welcome.
NEW construction Just
completed and ready to
move into 3BR, 2bath,
master suite has Ig bath
w/separate shower &
whirlpool. form dr, family
room, Ig breakfast nook
Cathedral ceilings & vent
free fireplace, concrete
deck, Ig lot, bonus room
over garage 2,000sq ft living, super nice neighborhood $142,500. Open on
Sundays from 2-5 7531500 br 559-2175 802
Nancy Drrve

13FT Semi-v hull aluminum boat with trailer. Recently refurbished, $400
obo. 759-1173.
1975 RUNABOUT*/ with
135 Evinrude, $1200 7539731
1976 BOMBER boat, 70hp
motor and trailer. 4362751
1983 17' Ebbtide Dyna
Track, 115 Mercury, fully
equiped. Low hr. 7536300. $4000
1997 Stratos 282 DC bass
boat 150hp. Fast strike
Johnson motor. Less than
10hrs on both. Eagle electronics. Johnson 12/24
boat trolling motor.
901-247-5900.
2 GP 1200 Yamaha wave
runners with 2 trailers.
Bought new in 98 for
$7200. Will sell for $5000.
each, take one or both.
436-5744.
20FT 1990 Suncruiser
pontoon with trailer. 1996
48 hp motor. Some extras.
$5200 753-7292.
Services Offered
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TUCKER LAWN CARE
SMALL engine repair TillCOLSON HOME REPAIR
SERVICES
Additions, garages, decks, er for sale 753-0260
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
remodeling, vinyl siding
STYROCRETE
clipping remOvai, dethatch20Yrs experience
BUILDERS
ing, aeration overseeding
753-5592
REWARD WALL SYS- & fertilization, bed mulchCONCRETE finishing
TEMS: Homes & Base- ing Free Estimates
Sidewalks, patios, drivements, (R32), Insulated
759-9609
ways. Free Estimates
concrete forms. CLASSIC
WALTERS Contracting
435-4619
STEEL FRAME HOMES:
Free estimates Guaranresidential, agricultural,
CUSTOM BUILT
teed Quality Work LiDecks, fencing, carports, light commercial, mini censed & Insured Over 20
garages,
hardwood warehouses. 436-2007.
years experience, Roofing,
floors installed & finished
SUREWAY Tree & Stump additions, vinyl siding,
Affordable rates. 753-7860
Removal. Insured with full decks, remodeling. Call
CUSTOM bulldozing & line of equipment, Free es- 753-2592
backhoe work, septic sys- timates. Day or night,
WOOD SATELLITE
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
SALES
753-5484
Horace Sholar.
Authorized dealer for 18TOMS WINDOWS
CUSTOM tractor work. All your cleaning & PAINTinch Digtal Satellite &
Garden tilling, bush hog- ING
Dish
needs. Pressure
ging, small jobs. Grader washing etc. Dryvit cleanNetwork Mon-Fri, 1-5.30
blade work. Free esti- ing. 759-3463.
753-0530.
mates. Gerald Carroll 4926159.
DAVID'S Cleaning Services. "Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
OERRY
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
cleaning, acid cleaning
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
available. David Borders,
Insured, Completely MoAll Types of
bile. Phone 502-759-4734. •
Custom Woodworking
Cellular 502-853-1108.

ELECTRICAL
A-1 Al A Tree Service,
0 Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Stump
removal, tree New construction, remodDrop by and see our showroom
eling,
or
just
replacing
a
spraying, leaf
raking,
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753-5940
hedge trimming, landscap- switch. Licensed & Insured. Off. 753-0834
ing, mulch hauling & mulch
Hm, 759-9835.
spreading, gutter cleaning_
EVANS
odd lob service
Licensed & insured. Full
line of equipment. Free es- 502-489-2617.
FENCING
timates. Tim Lamb,
1986 MAZDA RX7, 5sp
Midway Fence Company
436-5744,
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
a/c, p/s, p/b, am/fm cas
Chain link, & custom wood
1-800-548-5262.
if
you have been turned
Day
436
$1800.
sette,
privacy fences, installation
A-1 Tree Professionals. and repairs
2102. nights 436-6032.
at reasonable
down before. Loans avail- ""
"
1
removal,
tree prices. Dickie Farley.
1988 CADILLAC DeVille Stump
able
for
1st
time
buyers,
4-door, leather interior, spraying. Serving Murray,
759-1519.
had credit, repo's or bankruptcy.
82,xxx engine miles. Call Calloway Co. since 1980.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Free estimates. 437-3044
Call Kenny at
753-7474.
Trimming, removal, stump
or 492-8737.
1990
HONDA
CRX.
(502)
247-9300
or 1800)874-0256
grinding, firewood. InsurADAM'S HOME
$2900. 759-1491.
ed. 489-2839.
IMPROVMENTS
1990 Mercury Cougar LS.
Competive Prices. Paint247-930(1
s. Ilighi..is
Mayfield
GET your yard in shape.
140,xxx miles. $2500.
I-800-874-0256
Kentuckt
45 South
ing, Remodeling, Repairs,
Call
Nichols
Lawn
Mainte767-066.
etc. No Job Too Small.
nance Inc. For mowing,
1991 FORD Escort LX.
(502)492-6267.
fertilizing, mulching, also
Excellent condition, asking
AFFORDABLE all around
haulliN. Free estimate
$2300. 489-2840, or 489hauling, tree work. gutter
759-9577.
2273.
cleaning, cleaning out
'One Call MORRIS
Orr,
GRASSHOPPER Mowing
1991 MERCURY Grand
sheds, & junk clean-up.
Does
Repiacemen
Service. Competitive pricMarquis, good condition
436-2867.
it Alt'
ing and quality service.
$4900. 436-2464.
AFFORDABLE,
quality
Call for estimates.
1993 CHEV. Lumina, good construction you can deROME
502-753-9210
cond. $4000. 759-9268.
pend on. Framing, finish90 BUICK Park Avenue, ing, roofing, siding, con- HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
Painting - Siding - Roofing - Plumbing
4door. Nice inside and out. crete and home repair. wanted No job too small.
Water Damage - Pest Damage - Structural Repair
New tires, runs great. 753- Building additions, garag- Ph_
753-2388 or 436-5759
4597.
es, decks, porches, fen- LAWN Mowing, ReasonaLicensed & Insured
ces, etc. Complete work. ble Rates Call for estiFree
Estimates
(502) 759-4599
no job to small or big. Free mate. 435-4423.
Auto dealer will arrange fiestimates. 759-0373.
LAWN Service. Pay less
nancing even if you have
for better Call Dan
been turned down before.
ALL CARPENTRY
753-9618
Loans available for no
ALL ELECTRICAL
LICENSED
credit, bad credit, and
No job too small Libankruptcy buyers. No coLEE'S
censed, Insured, 24hr
signers needed. Must
Emergency calls.
CARPET
INSURED
have at least $750 cash or
Call Larry Nimmo.
trade-in
CLEANING
753-9372, 753-0353
Call the 24 hour
Emergency Water
ALL Carpentry Service
• Free Estimates
Automated Credit
Removal, Furniture
From Foundation to
FREE Estimates
• 24 Hr. Service
Repair Hotline
Finish
Call Today
18Yrs experience
• Hedge Trimming
1-800-566-2277.
New Construction • Re753-5827
• Tree & Stump Removal
modeling- Repairs* CusVans
MOODY'S Mower Repair
• Tree Trimming
tom Cabinets. Concrete
Pick up and deliver. 753Cleanup Service
•
Work AGC Certified
1987 CHEVY custom van
5668.
435-4272
Line of Equipment
Full
•
one owner. 436-2751
PAINTING INT- EXT Free
437Estimating
Call
Looking
Voyage
Van.
95
ALL TYPES OF WORK
for a new owner to serve Landscaping, mulching, 4364.
REPAIR
as good as previous own- hedge trimming, lawn PLUMBING
er, 46.xxx. Still under war- seeding, fertilizing, de- SERVICE. All work guarranty Call 436-6050.
thatching, sweeping gutter anteed. Free estimates
753-1134
cleaning and guards Tree
PLUMBING
trimming and removal, lot
clearing, brush, briar clear- Repairs, fast service
Service
1970 Ford 5 speed, 523 ing, bushhogging, sickle 436-5255.
ROOF LEAKING?
motor, air brakes with low mowing, hauling, etc. Fast,
Owner:Paul Lamb
Call a professional. Resiboy trailer. $6200 Call courteous service. Mesdential, Commercial or Insage 753-2092
436-5744
Formerly Lamb Bros. Tree Service
dustrial. 502-435-4645
1976 Dodge 318 motor 2 ANTIQUE refinishing, furton grain truck with hoist
niture repair & custom
$5000 436-5744
woodworking. 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIR
1977 Dodge Ram ChargPROFESSIONAL
er. Runs, $500 obo 759DEPENDABLE.
5667
502-767-9552.
1983 S10 PICKUP, V6,
APPLIANCE REPAIR
4sp, longbed. 84xxx miles,
All brands, Kenmore. 30+
$1400. Days 436-2102,
years experience. BOBBY
nights 436-6032_
HOPPER, 436-5848
1987 Chevy Silverado 4x4.
ARE you looking for a
gray. nice truck, loaded.
Economical
Quality,
$5650. Call 753-8419, Lawn Service?
Small 1
anytime
man operation- No big rid1988 GMC 4x4. Needs
ing mowers- 10yrs in busiwork. 753-6106, 753-3258.
ness. David Bailey.
1989 GMC Sierra pick up,
436-5085
dark blue, 350. 5-speed.
BACKHOE SERVICE
$5200. at 413 S 9th Street,
ROY HILL Septic system,
Murray. 753-3958.
drive-ways, hauling, foun1989 Ranger. 2.9 lire. 6
dations. etc 436-2113
cyl. 4 spd auto trans. OD;
Bedliner, new tires/ AC/
CALHOON
am/ fm/ cassette. See/
dove at 801 Carol Drive.
PAVING
1995 FORD Ranger. swb,
Specializing in Asphalting
5sp, very sharp truck. Ex& Driveway sealing, also
cellent condition. Call 753white rock hauling Free
5136.
Estimates 437-4774
1997 Ford F250 4 wheel
CARPET cleaned by Cert
drive $1500. 436-2977.
Techs Murray Carpet &
JEEP CJ5 with V8 & 89
Upholstery Cleaning
Mazda b2200. Call 753753-6300 anytime
3403. After 5p.m.
CARPORTS for cars and
A new car for Dad? An after-school job for Sis? There's
trucks. Special sizes for
something
for everyone in the Classified section -Campo
motor home, boats. RVs
where advertisers can make the right contacts easily
and etc Excellent protecand economically! Whether you're buying. selling
1985 20FT Prowler 753
tion, high quality, excellent
looking for employment
it all adds up to
6773 after 5pm
value Roy Hill 436-2113

Auto Loans

Wheeler-McClain Inc.

IMPR-OVEMENT ffind°ws

AUTO LOANS

MARCH
MADNESS
SALE- Halls Campers,
KY's largest RV dealer,
save thousands, new and
NEW Home 3 bedroom 2 used motor homes, travel
full baths 569.900 8 miles trailers. 5th wheels and
North of Murray off 641 tent campers 800-7599452
Call 901-247-5648

502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

Paul's Quality
Tree

CLASSIFIEDS =

SOMETHING
FOR EVERYONE!

CLARK'S LAWN CARE
Free estimates, 9 years
experience 767-9598
CLEANING Houses &
Businesses We're ready
to Spnng Clean for you'
Do it the right way with
EASY WAY 436-2299.
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DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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DEAR DR. GOTT. If we are to
believe the ads on TV, most
Americans are prone to constipation.
Is this true? Are laxatives harmful?
DEAR READER: Intensive media
advertising certainly does seem to
indicate that Americans smell bad,
don't eat enough junk food and are
chronically constipated. Wrong, on all
counts. Some people fall into these
categories, most do not.
Non-prescription remedies for
bowel dysfunction are a lucrative $300
million-a-year business in the United
'States. No wonder Americans have
been dubbed "bowel-conscious" by
Europeans and by a panel of the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration.
For the average American adult,
bowel stimulants should not be used
on a daily basis, and certainly no more
often than once a week, because the
intestine can come to depend on
them. Moreover, the magnesium and
phosphates contained in many laxatives can result in minimal imbalance
that may cause fatigue. weakness and
pulse irregularities. Stool softeners,
although safe, must not be taken with
mineral oil, because they dramatically
enhance the oil's effects. Mineral oil
itself can lead to nutritional disturbances by preventing absorption of
certain vitamins.
People do not require daily bowel
movements to remain in good health.
For those individuals who have difficulty evacuating, vegetable fiber will
usually correct the problem. These
sources include fresh fruit, fruit juice,
salads, vegetable roughage. bran and
whole-grain products. Fiber supplements -- such as Citricil, Metamucil
and others — are often useful. Finally,
high -potassium foods — such as

raisins, apricots, prunes (and, most
important, hot prune juice) — will correct constipation for most people.
To give you related information. I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Constipation and Diarrhea."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My question concerns the new brain gum. What can
you tell me about it? Is it for real? My
husband and I don't want to spend
money on brain teasers but would
appreciate your comments.
DEAR READER: I'm not familiar
with the product you mention.
However, I cannot see how any additive to chewing gum could have the
least benefit in improving mental
function. Until the product is meticulously tested and approved, I'd avoid
it. As you know, there is a tremendously lucrative market today in
herbal supplements and other alternative remedies. With few exceptions,
these are no more than get-rich-quick
schemes for their promoters.

DEAR ABBY: Why in the world
does "Sick of Scraps" care what kind
of paper her friend uses to correspond with her? Does she share her
mail and is somehow embarrassed?
I don't get it. In this age of faxes,
cell phones and e-mail, "Sick of
Scraps" should be tickled pink she's
receiving letters.
Perhaps her friend's finances
have not kept pace with inflation.
Does "I love you" mean any less
if it is written on the back of an old
memo or newsletter'? On a more
pragmatic level, using scraps of
paper helps the planet by recycling
paper. The amount of usable paper
we throw out every day borders on
obscene.
PAULINE H.G. GETZ,
ATTORNEY,SAN DIEGO
DEAR PAULINE: It occurred
to me that the friend might
have been using "memo pads,
odd pieces of paper or whatever
appeared to be available" for
economic reasons. That's why I
suggested that "Sick of Scraps"
send her friend a box of stationery. Read on:

1999 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DEAR ABBY: "Sick of Scraps"
seems to be more interested in pretty paper than she is in her "cherished friendship." Personally, if my
friend wrote letters to me on scraps,
I'd be more concerned for her financial needs. After all, they're both in
their 70s and are most likely
retired. Has it even occurred to
"Sick of Scraps" that her friend
might not wish to burden her with
such information?
Your response to send a box of
stationery didn't even address that
woman's rudeness to her friend.
Your suggestion bothered me
because there have been times
when I couldn't afford even cheap
stationery, but I still wanted to be
in touch with my dear friends. True
friends don't judge the book by its
cover (or the letter by its paper).
Didn't you notice how petty her

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

FOR LEASE

•

41.000 sq. ft. of storage space. Has alarm and sprinkler
systems. 19.000 sq. ft. heated.
CONTACT:

•

LOOKING BACK

Ten years ago
DEAR JONI: The woman
Preston Ty Holland, former
wasn't rude to her friend. She
and athletic director for Muraddressed her concerns to me. coach
Schools, has been inducted
City
ray
noticed
And as to whether I
that her values might be into the Kentucky High School AA
skewed in the wrong direction, Hall of Fame. A feature story about
I advised her that a 36-year Holland, written by Staff Writer
friendship should be more David Ramey, is published.
important to her than the kind
Murray State University Lady
of paper (stationery) that susbeat Richmond in the first
Racers
tained it across the distance.
lost to San Diego State in
but
round
don't
friends
true
agree,
I
or
—
cover
the second round of the National
judge a book by its
the letter by the paper on which Women's Invitational Basketball
it is written. Read on:
Tournament at Amarillo, Texas.
Sheila Smith was high scorer for
DEAR ABBY: The letter from Murray in both games.
"Sick of Scraps" reminded me of
Twenty years ago
how the correspondence between
Larry Hurt, Dr. Marshall Gormy mother and her sister deteriointo
deep
sank
both
James E. Garrison, Sammy
they
don,
as
rated
dementia.
Joe Parker and Holmes Ellis are
Relatives of the elderly would do new officers of the Murray-Callowell to read "The 36-Hour Day" way County Chamber of Com(Johns Hopkins University Press). merce.
It's an excellent treatise on
Airman Georgia A. Paschall,
dementia.
of Mr. and Mrs. Howell
daughter
WILLIAMS,
KIRBY A.
MARTINEZ,CALIF. T. Starks, has been assigned to
Keesler Air Force Base, Miss., after
DEAR KIRBY: Thank you for completing basic training at Lackyour succinct and thought-pro- land AFB,Texas.
voking note. It hadn't occurred
Mr. and Mrs. Garlon E. Clark
to me that either of the women will be married 50 years March 30.
might be suffering from mental
Thirty years ago
impairment. Now that you have
Army Specialist 4th Class Ronpointed it out, I agree it's worth
considering since the woman's ald Sanders Colson has been rebehavior changed abruptly four ported missing in action in Vietyears ago.
nam, according to word relayed to
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cletus
***
Colson of Murray. Colson entered
To order "How to Write Letters for All
self-sized,
business
a
send
the Army in May 1968.
Occasions,"
addressed envelope, plus check or money
Carolyn Penny, Almo School,
order for $.3.95 44.50 in Canada) to: Dear
winner of the annual Calloway
was
447,
Box
P.O.
Booklet,
Letter
Abby,
is
(Postage
47.
Spelling Match held at Cal,
61064-4)4
County
Ill.
Morris,
Mount
included.)
loway County Courthouse. She was

Play It Again, Sam

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, March 25,
the 84th day of 1999. There are
281 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 25, 1911, in a tragedy
that galvanized America's labdr
movement, 146 immigrant workers were killed when fire broke
out at the Triangle Shirtwaist Co.
in New York.
On this date:

divided 3-3.
But West did lead a heart,
obliterating the possibility of establishing dummy's fourth spade.
Recognizing that the hand now
depended on the heart situation,
South finessed the queen, lost to
the king and later lost a spade trick
to go down one.
No one will ever know whether
South would have made the slam
In 1990, 87 people. most of
had he played differently, but there
is no doubt that he misplayed the them Honduran and Dominican
hand. His sin consisted of playing immigrants, were killed when fire
the queen from dummy on the raced through an illegal social club
opening lead. Instead, he should in New York City.
In 1992. Soviet cosmonaut
have played the eight!
To appreciate the advantage of Sergei Krikalev, who had spent
this play, let's imagine you're East 10 months aboard the orbiting Mir
and the eightis playedfrom dummy. space station and missed the
What would you do? Remember — upheaval in his homeland, finally
you see only the dummy's cards returned to Earth.
and your own. It might not be so
Ten years ago: In the wake of
easy to play the nine instead ofthe
the
Exxon Valdez oil spill in Prince
king. South could have the jack —
Sound, Alaska's chief enviWilliam
to
failure
his
especially in view of
finesse the queen. And if you do ronmental officer, Dennis Kelso,
decide to play the king,South then criticized cleanup efforts as too
slow.
has 12 ironclad tricks.
Five years ago: American troops
Declarer loses nothing by playing the eight. If West has the king, completed their withdrawal from
the finesse can be taken just as Somalia.
advantageously later on. Playing
One year ago: Shaken by horthe eight gives East a chance to go ror stories from the worst genowrong and is therefore the right cide since World War II, Presiplay.
There's many a slip 'twixt the dent Clinton grimly acknowledged
during his Africa tour that "we
cup and the lip!
did not act quickly enough" to
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
stop the slaughter of up to 1 million Rwandans four years earlier.
CROSSWORDS
The FCC netted $578.6 million at
auction for licenses for new wireless technology.
36 Incorrect

,\

ACROSS

DONT THINK'THERE'S AiNtyTHIN& WRONG WITH COSMETIC SURGERy IC IT

MAKES SOMEONE PEELSETTER
REALLy

r N

SURE AS A MATTER OF
FACr, ONE OF My PATIENTS HAD A Tummy
TUCK RECENTLy,AND
SHE LOOKS
GREAT!
No
KIDDING

YEAH • THEY Toot:-11416
MUCH orP,AND, BECAUSE
SHE'S oon RecycLING,
SHE HAD THE SCRAPS
MADE NTO A FANO.'y —

PACK!

GARFIELD
/ 1 WONDER WHAT
COUL•G• CUT OFF'?

WOW VAN GOGH CUT OFF
HIS EAR FOR THE WOMAN
HE LOVEI7

HOW ABOUT
THAT LAST
SHRED OF
DIGNITY.?

.44
#

39 Chinese
pagoda
40 Detected
41 Govt
housing org
43 Empire St
44 Estrada ID
45 In trouble
47 Tart
50 Active one
51 Workers
assn
54 Fed agcy
55 Location
56 Next to Sun
57 Jamie —
Curtis
58 Rows
59 Basketball
org

1 Which
person?
4 Declare
9 Boxing great
12 Korean
soldier
13 Portrait
14 "Here s — —
great guy'
15 Slangy
affirmative
16 Antitoxins
17 Harlow of
'Dinner at
Eight'
18 Coarse
person
20 Gym course
for short
21 Lead symbol
23 Neither
24 Roman
leader
28 Kind
30 Eastwood
film of 1984
32 Pauline —
34 Small
organisms
35 Dirt

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

11'

TODAY IN HISTORY

South dealer.
complaint was?
North-South vulnerable.
for
I'm only 43, but I'm thankful
NORTH
my cherished friends and whatever
86 3
206 Maple St. - P.O. Box 1056
4A
touch.
in
stay
to
choose
way they
Q8
VA
Murray, KY 42071
KELLY,
JON!
•J 10
NOLANVILLE,TEXAS
Phone:(502) 753-3341
*A K 82
"Serving Your Storage Needs"
EAST
WEST
4 J 10 4
•Q 7 2
K 10 9 5
J 7-3 2
•Q 8 7 5 4
DAILY COMICS
•6 3 2
+10
+953
SOUTH
BLONDIE
•K 9 5
V64
•A K 9
Q J 76 4
The bidding:
East
North
West
South
Pass
1•
Pass
1+
6
Pass
2•
Opening lead — two of hearts.
There's many a slip 'twixt the
cup and the lip, and this is especially true in the play of a slam
contract.
This deal occurred in a match
between Britain and Norway.
CATHY
When the Norwegians held the
North-South cards, they reached
VOILA (GOOD ASK HER1 six clubs with minimum fanfare as
ALL STATEMENT-MAKING ICK
CLOTHES TODAY ARE ZUST
CLOTHES
I WANT
WHAT SHE'S
shown. Certainly the contract was
SHE
15 UP TO YOU!
A CASUAL, UNCOORDIMATED,
DON'T fAAKE
CLOTHES THAT
SPEAKS! THINKING WITH
not bad; in fact, it was rather good.
MAKE A HIP,
5TATEMENT51 UNCONSTRUCTE0 MISHMASH
THE CROPPED
This can be verified by observCOUERIkk 4OUR BON .
CONFIDENT
ANYMORE.
PANTS
ing that the slam depends at worst
STATEMENT'
on a heart finesse, and that without a heart lead,South might make
the slam ifthe opposing spades are

(
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DID YOUR DAD
EVER BITE ANYBODY ?

Local Delivery
RATES
$18.00
3 mo.
$36.00
6 mo.
$72.00
1 yr.

3-25 © 1999 United Feature Syndicate

Mail Subscription
RATES
mo.
$49.50
3
$59.50
mo.
$85.00
1 yr.

20 Butter square
21 — Peak
Colorado
22 Trumpet
sound
24 Morgan
Freeman role
in -Driving
Miss Daisy
25 Chimney
carbon
26 Pertaining to
bees
27 Shift
29 Composer
Jerome —
31 Sticky stuff
33 One who is
defeated
37 Born (Fr )
38 Coastlines
42 Gold symbol
45 First-rate
(2 wds )
46 Delineate
47 Part of RSVP
48 Mine find
49 Have no —
for
50 Latin for 3f
God"
52 Tennis stroke
53 — — roll
55 Green
Mountain St

8 Artificial
language
9 Dined
10 Mauna —
11 A Fleming
17 Cries heard
by a losing
team
19 Article
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YOGA
IAN
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DAR
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CLARO
MINDS

1 To contort
2 Garden tool
3 Approving
word
4 Outcome
5 Speculated
6 Bull (Sp )
7 Sched abbr

33

D065' DADS CAN'T
BUY THINGS

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

PEAtit'TS
3

Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James Rayburn Gupton, March 15.
Forty years ago
, Robert Perry, James Lassiter,
Joe Baker Littleton and John H.
Trotter are new officers of Murray
Chamber of Commerce. New directors are Cook Sanders, A.W. Simmons, Vernon Stubblefield Jr., Z.C.
Enix and Vernon Hale.
Recent Withs reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. John Meuon, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Ramsey, a boy to
Harry and Patricia Allison, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Turner and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Chrisman.
Fifty years ago
Murray High School will be
evaluated next month by a committee of 10 educators representing the
Southern Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools, according
to Supt. W.Z. Carter.
Elected as officers of the Murray
Woman's Club for 1949-50 were
Mrs. E.C. Parker, Mrs. George E.
Overbey, Mrs. J.I. Hosick, Mrs.
Maurice Crass, Mrs. H.I. Sledd and
Mrs. R.H. Robbins.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Harrison are
today, March 25, celebrating their
50th wedding anniversary.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Murray Warehousing Corporation, Inc.

-

awarded $25_ Margaret Greer was
sixth grade winner and Suzette
Hughes was seventh grade winner,
both from Kirksey School who received awards of $10 each.

Check
Visa

Money Order
M/C

Name
Street Address

City
_Zlp

State
Daytime Phone

Mall this coupon with
payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, BY 42071
Or call

(502) 753-1916
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Morris follows mother as Miss Spring
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Whitney and Tonya Morris
share a common bond. And
now they share something else
— the title of Miss Spring.
In 1974, Tonya — then a
junior at Murray High School
— was selected as the Murray
Ledger & Times' first Miss

Spring.
Twenty-five years later, her
daughter Whitney has received
the same designation.
"We were very surprised,"
said Tonya. "We didn't know
anything like this was going
to happen."
Whitney, a senior at Calloway
County High School, was pleas-

antly surprised with the honor.
"I was very excited to get
that phone call," she said. "I
knew Mom had been the first
Miss Spring, and I was hoping that they might do something like that this year."
Both say that being Miss
Spring has only strengthened
their relationship.

Congratulations
to
Whitney Nlorris, Alliss Spring 1999
from...

"We like to go shopping and
just spend time together," Whitney explained. "And we're really glad to spend time doing
this together."
For the last few weeks, the
mother-daughter pair have been
photographed together at several business locations in Murray and Calloway County.
The events have been like
a stroll down memory lane for
Tonya.
"I think it's kind of strange
to look back and see what businesses are still here and how
things have changed over the
years," she explained.
But perhaps the biggest
change was not even a change
at all for her.
"Surprisingly, the fashions
are pretty close to the same,"
said Tonya. "Bell bottoms and

the high platform heels are
coming back. The skirts were
shorter then, but the look is
very similar."
However, Whitney is not as
convinced.
"The fashions are very different," she noted. "The patterns and the shoes were all a
little different then, but you
could tell by the photographs
that she (Tonya) was in style."
One thing, though, that both
will agree on is the differences
in their activities.
Whitney's after-school activities include being a four-year
starter on the CCHS softball
team and working a part-time
job at Corn Austin of Murray.
She is also an active mem-
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II1See Page 3

IS AN APPONTIEW FAST
CAU

Congratulations Whitney!
Enjoy all the sights of spring...
have your eyes checked today.

•

759-2500
Dr. Kevin M. Adams
308 S. 12th St.• Murray
'
-

Congrat lation

•

***
101
Need A New
Wardrobe For
Spring?

•

Custom Sewing
& Alterations
by Sheila Bourland

Pirouette
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See Us For All Your Building or Remodeling Needs
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From Page 2
ber of the FHA, FCA, S.O.S.,
FBLA, Coed-Y, Student Council and the Spirit Club at CCHS.
In addition, Whitney is an
active member of Glendale Road
Church of Christ and enjoys

water skiing, jet skiing, snow
skiing and spending time with
friends.
Tonya's high school interests centered mostly around the
MHS band.
"I was in the band for four

A young Whitney Morris is pictured as an aspiring ballerina
in early 1980s photograph.

years,- she said. "Back then,
kids were more involved in
band than they are now. Plus,
there's so many more things
to get involved in.
"Whitney's traveled a different road than I did through
high school. I was never
involved in sports, but she loves
sports and enjoys doing those
types of things with her friends."
"I'm a big sports fan," said
Whitney. "I try to make all of
our games (at CCHS)."

Tonya, who is employed by
Mercantile Bank of Murray, now
enjoys those experiences with
Whitney, her son, Matthew (an
eighth-grader at Calloway County Middle School) and her husband, Phil.

when she begins her college
career at Murray State University.
Tonya received a two-year
degree in business at MSU
before being hired at the Bank
of Murray.

"We have -a lake house that
we like to spend time at, and
we enjoy watching Whitney play
softball," she said.
Whitney will follow in
Tonya's footsteps again this fall,

"I won't be playing in any
sport, but I want to be in a
sorority and do all of those
things," said Whitney. "I want
to be involved in as many
things as I can."
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Stylists key contributors at Oscars
(AP) — On Oscars day, a
star arises. She reads the trades,
pencils in an upcoming lunch
with that new agent. Dresses
faaab-ulous. Takes limo to red
carpet. Feels grateful for waterproof mascara while making
teary-eyed acceptance speech.
Thanks the Academy.
And thanks the stylist.
Who?
The celebrity stylist. The latest breed of power player, he
shops for and dresses Tinseltown's A-list for awards galas
and other outings peppered with
paparazzi.
The stylist is also the fashion darling of the moment provided that, among the racks of
Arm an is, Versaces, Halston s and
Diors, he sniffs out the ideal
show-stopping gown for his
client.

When such perfection is
attained, the public is destined
to see that actress in that dress,
in well-placed photos, endless
and everywhere, from People
to Vogue and around the globe.
While the public may not
be aware of the stylist's influence, fashion designers court
them with front-row seats at
their shows. TV appearances
adorn their resumes. And a
book deal, perhaps?
"We can take a designer who
doesn't have a name and sort
of build them, so we're the
perfect product placement," says
Phillip Bloch, megastylist and
author of "Elements of Style:
From the Portfolio of Hollywood's Premier Stylis."
Bloch's list of clients includes
Sandra Bullock, Salma Hayek,
Jim Carrey, Lara Flynn Boyle,

Y

the manicurist should use. And
I'll say, 'I'm just rounding the
corner, I'll be right there.'
"Everybody gets there one
by one, the makeup artist, the
hair stylist, the best friend, the
manicurist, and I come with
the dress," Bloch says. "We
might joke and gossip about
what's in Variety and The Hollywood Reporter."
If all this sounds like a big
production — it is.
"The Oscars are the worst,
because it's the biggest of all
the events," says eveningwear
designer Donald Deal. "The
pressure that people put on
themselves over a dress! You're
going to have a nervous breakdown over a dress you wear
to the Academy Awards?"
It's not easy for the stylist,
either. Beautifying already-beau-

John Travolta, Jada Pinkett
Smith, Will Smith, Lauren
Holly, Lisa Rinna, Fran Drescher and Faye Dunaway.
"I like to hang out, have
fun with my clients," says Bloch.
'I'm not, 'Dahling, it's got to
be Gucci.' I don't hang with
celebs. And when I do, we
hang out in jeans and we lay
on the floor. It's not like I
hang out with Sandy. Well, I
do but ..."
If all runs smoothly, there
should be no anxiety for a stylist's clients on Oscars day.
"She should have nothing to
do but slip into the dress,
because by having the stylist,
you're all prepared. That's the
whole point," says Bloch, who
is based in Los Angeles.
"My client might call me
to ask what color nail polish

tiful people may sound like a
cinch, but the competition is
fierce.
"It's funny, but it's incredibly stressful for these stylists
to make their stars look perfect," says fashion publicist Jill
Eisenstadt. "What you wear to
the Oscars doesn't affect the outcome, but there still is only
one best dress. Two people
can't wear it."
For the lucky designer whose
label is chosen, the best dress
means success.
At the 1998 Oscars, a muchballyhooed dress was a fulllength garnet gown worn by
Minnie Driver, via stylist Jessica Paster.
"The dress really went on
for a year," says Randolph Duke,

111See Page 5
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Miss Spring, Whitney
Morris, mother, Tonya
Morris, Frances Parker
and Albie Tutt enjoy a
game of Bingo.

Ike"'iv

Bd

Hickory Woods

Miss Spring, Whitney
Morris, former Miss Spring
and mother Tonya Morris,
Granville Crockett, Dottie
Ellis & Coco enjoy the
spring-like weather on the
patio.

Retirement Center

84 Utterback Road
Murray, KY 42071

(502)759-8700

Spring at its Dest....
•

fal YOUR EASTER 8.4.SKE7 WriAl
49.90RTMEA/T Of 0000/E9 FROM OUR
SPRwc COlLECT/04//

Got a
passion
for paisley?
Wild for
stripes or
florals?
Give
your home
a New
Spring look!

READMORE
BOOK -CARD
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

FURNITURE,INC.
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Barbie's 40th inspires new line of eyewear
NEW YORK (AP) — A cultural icon who just turned 40
is the inspiration for designer
Alain Mikli's new eyewear collection.
She's Barbie, the world's
best-known doll.

But the collection isn't for
girls — or dolls.
Mikli's Barbie eyewear collection includes 14 handcrafted models, each fashioned with
a Barbie brand-inspired element, including pink lenses and

frames with hidden shades of
pink. The palette of the collection includes pink, rose, blue,
tortoise and black.
One style is modeled after
the shape of a Barbie doll leg.
The other is fashioned into a

comb that can function as a
headband.
Meanwhile, Barbie-maker
Mattel Inc. plans a year-long
celebration for her 40th birthday.
In addition, there will be a

40th anniversary Barbie doll.
modeled after the 1959 original; a Barbie rose by mailorder flower company Jackson
& Perkins; and an official Barbie stamp by the U.S. Postal
Service.

ple magazine in that same black
dress three times in two
months," she says. "That kind
of entertainment publicity whirlwind is really what helps the
designer into their own stardom. Within a couple of months,
Amsale became a regular on
the celebrity dressing scene. By
the time the Academy Awards
rolled around, we were well in
the door."

ship."
"I'm going to be completely blunt about it. If they are
dressing the star, you have to

Phillips, a Los Angeles-based
stylist who has dressed Madonna, Courtney Love and Natal-

For stylists who barter in
celebrity glamour, dresses that
look like a million are the hot
commodity — even if not a
penny
"Evetradesyhands.
it
knows 's all
borrowed," says Bloch, referring
to owns worn at the Oscars.
"But there's something glamorous about the idea of it being
on loan. For a designer to give
you a dress to wear; that concept IS terribly chic."

IIIStylists...
From Page 4
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who designed Driver's gown
for Halston.
On another occasion, Paster
"literally helped put my client
on the map," says Eisenstadt,
who dressed Kim Basinger in
a black Amsale dress for an
awards gala. Eisenstadt is a fashion publicist at Loving &Weintraub in New York. She travels to Los Angeles to show
stylists the collections of her
designer clients.
"Kim Basinger was in Peo-

Duke, who now designs his
own collection, characterizes a
designer's relationship with a
stylist as a "love-hate relation-

go through them. You cannot
cut corners, whether the particular stylist was assigned by
the actress, studio or agent."
Discovering new designers
is only part of the search.
"As stylists we preview the
collections (in New York, Paris
and Milan)," says Arianne

It's Spring Time
at
DK Kelley

•
"The Home of'the Ultimate in
Custom Framing."

ie Imbruglia. "A lot of the
clothes come from designers'
showrooms in Europe and hardly ever even hit the retail level."
Creativity is highly valued.
"My work is usually a combination of designer shows, plus
flea market and thrift store
shopping, whatever it takes to
pull it together," Phillips says.

New Spring
Merchandise
***

Lots & Lots of
New Spring
Jewelry
***

ign®
Accessories
***

Spring Shoes
from Dwights
Fashions For All Ages
Sizes 2-- 18

Miss Spring, Whitney Morris and mother,
Tonya Morris shopping for a new spring look.
•

•IC•RLL
Ladies Fine Apparel

305 So. 12th St.• Murray • 753-7441
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Workability key to swimwear
(AP) — It's not enough that
your swimsuit looks good on
you. It has to work in the
water, too.
— Designer and serious athlete Kirsten Bollen, recalling
the embarrassment of a swim
top that went its own way (not
hers), resolved to come up with
a swimsuit that could be worn
in the water, on the run, or
just lounging.
The result was her new active
swimwear line, christened icis
(all lowercase), due in stores
in February.
The line features mix-and-

match pieces with tops specifically designed for support during sports, such as the Princess
Sport model with strategic darts,
or the Do Run Run, which
Bollen says is well-suited for
larger busts. Pair one of them
with trim Go Go Girl shorts
or the Damsel brief, a classic
bikini.
— Not everyone is blessed
with an athletically trim figure, so swimwear maker Christina addresses the problem with
its SwimWrap line, which uses
Glospan spandex fibers in an
inner control lining.

A sleek maillot in print or
solid has a simple line, without advertising the figure control element.
— Swimsuits that borrow
from traditional oriental brocaded dresses, complete with
contrast piping and buttons, are
the standout in the new cruise
collection from Pilpel.
A delicate floral print is
offered in high-neckline or
scoopneck tanksuits or as a
halter bikini. Another unusual
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Whitney poses with her brother, Matthew, during an early
childhood photograph.

Light, see-through fabrics
highlighted at Milan show
MILAN, Italy(AP) — Sheer,
sexy and light. As the new
millennium approaches, designers are calling on women to
rediscover their bodies and their
feminine souls.
After seasons of minimalist
fashion, the collections pre-

•••'.
•`••!---" , •

Shoppirty Jor Your new
!m
? •ug Wurcirohe
-.S

You can find

at...

WAL*MART
SUPERCENTER
ALWAYS LOW PRICES• ALWAYS WAL- MART

U.S. Hwy.641 North • Murray

sented during the recent preview showings exalt the body
with short hemlines and seethrough fabrics. Spirits are lifted by pretty pastel shades and
playful styles.
From little girl on the prairie
(Marni and Miu Miu) to
_sequined gypsies (Armani) to
Sicilian punk (Dolce & Gabbana) to Hollywood glam
(Gucci), the winter runway was
one big dress-up show.
There is no place for the
office — or a cold winter night
— in these collections.
Ultra-light techno fabric,
flimsy chiffon and dainty silk
prints combine to give these
collections a spring, rather than
autumn, feel.
Jackets are out. Dresses are
mainly sleeveless and shoulders are often bare. Low-waisted trousers and skirts worn
with cropped, often sheer, tops
expose the navel to the cold
— and the aesthetic risks of
extra tummy fat.
There are plenty of furs and
even more animal hides around,
but more often than not they
are dyed in bright colors, from
nail-polish pink to turquoise
blue, or pale powder pastels.
In the accessory department
all the fun is in the footwear,
from printed animal hide boots
to a myriad of eccentric highheeled sandals. Oblivious to the

II1See Page 7
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Italian fashions romantic,sporty
ROME (AP) - Summertime,
and the living is easy.
This refrain from the musical "Porgy and Bess- sums up
the way Italian designers see
the last warm weather season
of the century and the millennium.

The spring-summer 1999 collections presented during preview showings in Milan in
October, and about to be on
sale in your local stores, are
more romantic than raunchy.
with heavy accent on sportswear.

The styles hark back to yesteryear from hippie jeans to
high society gowns, but the
fabrics are futuristic.
High-tech lasers punch out
leather, create a hologram effect.
or trace psychedelic patterns.
Rubber, plastic and even steel

are woven into fabric to create stretch, polished or frayed
effects.
The fringe is the most popular detail, showing up everywhere from the hem of a skirt
to the top of a lace-up boot.
For the current easy-going

•

look, Italian designers have let
go of their customary grip on
the female contour. See-tbrough
fabric is still a favorite, but
there are fewer plunging necklines and dipping backs than
INSee Page 8

■Swimwear...
From Page 6
print in the collection is called
Pool — offered in similar cuts
— which suggests the lightcatching movement of water in
a swimming pool.
— For swimmers who want
specific styles — the crossback
for freer armstroke movement,
for example — Lands' End

continues to offer variety.
it—has-new gingham check
or exotic floral print tanksuits
with keyhole back and a madrasinspired print tank with crossback.
Most suits are offered in
either regular or long-torso cuts,
and its basic solid scoopback
tank also comes in a shorttorso cut.

['Light fabrics...
From Page 6
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possibility of below-freezing
temperatures, designers ban
stockings for the second winter in a row.
Jewelry is almost totally
absent from this round of"moda
Milanese- except for several
models' pierced navels, and the
mono loop earring at Dolce &
Gabbana.
Gianfranco Ferre created a
trendy New Age style by twisting and tufting hair with wires,
but the favorite hairdo was
long, straight and pulled back.
Waiting for that winter tan, models wore little make-up except
'for heavy eye shadow.
More than a gimmick, fashion observers see next winter's
season mix-up as a move toward
creating a year-round look— and
perhaps only one round of
showings.
Designers now show twice
a year for both men and women,
and are beginning to feel the
economic and creative strain.
The Dolce & Gabbana duo,
who put on a blockbuster show
in a recreated Sicilian piazza
in the garden of their downtown Milan home, have threatened to leave the runway within two years if things don't
change.
But while the business directors of Italian fashion empires
scratch their heads, it's business as usual on the runways.
Here, in alphabetical order,
are some ideas for a spectacular outfit on New Year's Eve
of the next millennium:
ARMANI: a sequined chiffon gypsy skirt with sheer top.
BIAGIOTTI: an all-white

embroidered cashmere gown.
DOLCE & GABBANA: anything.
FEND!: a pastel fur gown
as soft as silk.
FERRE: black gowns for
sheer pleasure.
GUCCI: Hollywood hype.
JIL SANDER: minimalist
gowns for the nonconformist.
MISSONI: a patchwork, knitted gown in soft pastel patterns.
PRADA:chiffon breast plates
and wacky footwear.
VERSACE: a very transparent passage into the new
millennium.
1974
1975
•SP71
,
1977
/-97114
•97SP
•softco
•93
•son -z.
Isr1431.
Isris4
•sotitt.
1c#87
•soltfith3
•wiNo9
• VSPia
•SoSP
•SPV z
IL SP SP 3I.

A Christian
Retirement Community

r[ P \ r)("1-'
Congratulations to
Whitney Morris,
Miss Spring 1999
and Tonya Morris, Ms.
Spring 1974.
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Illtalian fashions...
From Page 7
in past seasons. Skin is bared
by demure cutouts rather than
daring slits.
The latest basic wardrobe
includes a tube dress, a long
skirt, an over-sized pair of
trousers and stretch tops.
Evening wear is laden with
sequins and beads, but the new
fabric techniques make it light
as a feather.

There are few belts this
round, with the favorite waistline either elasticized or lowwaisted and standing away from
the body. Trousers have extra
long and large cuffs.
The little shrug sweater, popular in the 1950s, is the new
outer layer. The jacket, once
the mainstay of a working
woman's wardrobe,continues its
recent fashion retreat.

This new accent on sweaters
— last season it was the twin
set — signals an overall more
casual approach to acceptable
office garb.
The same thing is happening in the men's department,
where a sweater under a jacket is slowly replacing the traditional shirt and tie.
On the whole, this year's
warm weather fashion is more

Miss Spring 1999
Whitney Morris

focused on dreamy shores than
dreary desks, with its vacation
colors and
beach
bound
footwear.
Thongs, certainly not made
for walking, are the favorite
sandal, while delicate slipppers
are the favorite flat. The beaded Indian moccasin is the latest revival footwear. Heels are
a comfortable two inches.
Although
the
Milanese
designers do not abandon their
traditional, white, gray and black
palette, the upbeat mood of the
new styles is underlined by
such summer shades as raspberry, melon, and apple green.
The most popular new color
is a bright greenish yellow,
"limoncello," which got its name
from the lemon spirit produced
on the isle of Capri, the "in"
drink last summer.
These casual, romantic styles
call for a natural look. Make-

up requires little more than an
occasional highlighting of the
eyes, and designers suggest hairstyles which are either demurely pinned up or sternly straight.
The fashionable summer traveler can gird herself in signature money belts, from a little
purse hanging from the waist,
to a snugly bag, to a "fanny
pack" worn around the hips.
Following is an alphabetical list of some of the best
designer offerings:
— Armani: The most
diaphanous sequined evening
gown, and jackets so soft they
pass for sweaters.
— Dolce and Gabbana: The
utmost in rubberized gowns with
underwater motifs.
— Fendi: The wildest oversized cuff of the season, and

ESee Page 9

Young Whitney cools off in the pool in this childhood photograph.
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By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Shades of pink and gray and
soft fabrics are some of the
trends highlighting spring fashions in 1999.
-This is the season for feelgood fabrics," said D.K. Kelley's Debbie Kelly-Raidt. "People want more soft dressings
than they do structured dresswear."
Betty Miller. owner of The
Whitney Morris smiles for
this childhood photo.

Illtalian...
From Page 8
bulging neo-romantic skirts in
techno-foam fabric.
— Ferre: Old world ball
gowns in new world fabrics,
and anything but romantic black
leather.
— Alberta Ferretti: The most
romantic look of the season
— Gucci: Beaded jeans to.
die for.
— Jil Sander: The perfect
tube dress.
— Krizia: "Limoncello" yellow in shiny plasticized fabrics.
— Missoni: A knitwear
palette gleaned from a Mediterranean fruit bowl.
— Prada: THE fanny pack
and lots of yuppie yachting
outfits.

Place, said jewelry and other
accessories will also see a
change this spring.
"The jewelry has become
much lighter and smaller," noted
Miller. "Earrings and pearls are
smaller.
"The most popular colors
this spring are going to be pink
and gray. Suits and dresses
(sell) really good - pretty much
anything in those two colors
that's light and has soft fab-

r1C."

Sheila Bourland of Pirouette
Fashions said several old styles
are making comebacks this year.
"There are several patterns
and styles from the 1970s and
early 1980s that are coming
back, as far as dresses go,"
said Bourland.
"Lavender and rose colors are
popular this year. Last year.
yellow was very popular ... It
will vary from year to year,"

she added.
Corn
Austin's
Debbie
McReynolds said that many people are going toward a more
casual look in 1999.
"I think we're looking at a
lot more weekend-type wear
than ever before," McReynolds
said. "There's probably not as
much color this year. People

IlSee Page 10

Congratulations
Whitney
adidag
New Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9-8, Sat. 9-6, Sun. 1-5

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
1203 Chestnut St.• 753-8844
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305D S. 12th St. • Murray • 753-5678
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1111Pink, gray...
From Page 9
are going to more natural and
earth tones. Black and pastel
colors are popular with young
people."
However, things are quite
the opposite in the men's department.
"This time of year, one of
the key factors for me is bright
and exciting colors," said Greg

McReynolds of Corn Austin.
"Anything from purple and violet to coral colors are popular
— really anything that represents summer."
According to McReynolds,
some formal wear is turning
into casual attire.
"Sport coats are now worn
casually," he said. "hod shirts
are also making a huge come-

4C4
back. There are also a lot of
printed shirts out with small, soft
patterns ... Young men wear
Tommy and Polo jeans."
Micro Fibers clothing has
become the style preferred by
many customers at Sole Mates,
said Reta Gray.
"They're real trendy and fairly inexpensive," noted Gray.
"They're also very versatile. You
can wear a lot of things with
them."
Sandals with straps, Gray
said, are the most popular item
in footwear.
"We have a lot of strappy
sandals to choose from," she

said. "Gray and silver are big
colors because they help accent
pastels. The classic and traditional looks are always popular."
"Clunky, big heals have come
back into style recently. But
they're a little less clunky than
they were last year."
Another popular accessories
are purses.
Gray said The Sak bag is
the most popular style of purse
on the market.
"They are very, very big,"
she explained. "They're popular because they are lightweight
and are less expensive than
leather bags."
•
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Mother and daughter try the newest spring
colors and discover their most flattering looks.
Featuring Prom Jewelry & Free Spring Makeovers
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Whitney Morris is pictured
during her youth softball
days.

753-6926

Exhibit
featuring
Chinese style
NEW YORK (AP) — The
Mao suit and the slim qi pao
dress, both symbols of Chinese
dressing style, actually grew
out of cross-cultural influences
between East and West.
The phenomenon is illustrated through "China Chic:
East Meets West," an exhibit
running Feb. 16-April 24 at
the Museum of FIT in New
York City.
The museum's chief curator, Dr. Valerie Steele, notes
that Chinese influences show
up consistently in modern western fashion.

aSPR/

Miss Spring & Kopperud Realty,
A Winning Combination!
#1 In Murray & Calloway County
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'Cathy'creator tries to duplicate reality
(AP)- Humiliation via swimsuit shopping. Waa! Sarcastic
sales clerks. Aack! Designer
dictates. Bleah!
Throw in no-win diets, deadend romance, job stress and
guilt about mother, and there's
not much to cheer about.
Unless you're Cathy Guisewite. The cartoonist has parlayed
her weltschmerz, fashion-ridden and otherwise, into her
famed comic strip known as
"Cathy."
You know Cathy — she's
the pudgy Everywoman who
gets you giggling. You'll find
her fumbling through the hilarious, honest comic strip about
nothing — nothing but a single woman coping with the
frazzling, familiar daily tests
of being in the world.
Guisewite knows that world
well. Like her alter ego, she
is a working woman, albeit one
with 70 million readers. Her
23-year-old comic strip appears
in nearly 1.500 newspapers
worldwide.
Come April, fans can laugh
along with more: Guisewite's
"Confessions to My Mother"
(Andrews McMeel Publishing),
a book with such admissions
as, "After all the years you
spent taking me to the ballet,
concerts and museums, my most
special memories with you are
at the mall, when you're buying something for me."
Like Cathy, Guisewite keeps
her finger on the pulse of fashion and knows the ups and
downs of a love affair with shopping.
Fashion, says Guisewite, is
"a microcosm of life as a
woman. It is the 10,000 extra
expectations there are for a
woman's life that are reproduced
at the mall."
You feel hapless. Hopeless.
Then voila, the right clothes.
You're in style. You're empowered.
As if.
"From Paris, the fur-trimmed
jacket," reads a recent strip.
"From Milan, the fur-trimmed
sweater. From London, the furtrimmed dress," with a series
of svelte models.
Then comes the kicker:
"From my house, the furtrimmed human." There stands
Cathy, her dog frantically clinging and shedding, while she
pleads, "Down, Electra! I have
to go to the officel Down!
Please!!"
Fashion, like food, creates
fixations and frustrations. But
don't even get Guisewite started. While today she is trim,
she has suffered a brutal war
with weight.
"For most of the women I

know, their day is somewhat
affected by how fat or thin
they feel in the morning," says
Guisewite, 48. "I am a sufficiently confident person, and
if I can't get into my thin
jeans,everything is different that
week or month until I can get
back into them."
For Guisewite, it took 20
years to win the battle of the
bulge.
"I gained 50 pounds in college and really created the comic
strip out of the angst that the
extra weight caused," she says.
"Cathy" is more than a job.
It's therapy.
"I never set out to create a
comic strip," says Guisewite,
who graduated from the University of Michigan with a
major in English and became
a copywriter at an ad agency.
"The first comic strip I ever
drew was a complete frustration that wound up on paper
instead of in my mouth. I used
to come home from my job,
sit in the kitchen, eat everything and basically wait for
Mr. Wrong to call. Seeing myself
in picture form gave me a sense
of humor about my life."
That's when Guisewite decided to "spend lots of evenings
summing up my disasters of
the day."
It wasn't until years later
that Mr. Right came along. But
first Guisewite parlayed those
disasters of the day into a custom-made career. She has her
mother to thank for researching comic syndicates at the
library. "I sent the drawings
(to Universal Press Syndicate)
just to get Mom off my back,"
says Guisewite.
In her early forties, as a
single woman, Guisewite adopt-

ed a newborn.
"It was the scariest and also
the most important thing I've
ever done," says Guisewite. "It
changed my life in every way,
including my relationship to
every thing and every person
I know."
That's no exaggeration. She
even ended up meeting her husband through her daughter's play
group. "I've created my life
backwards," she says.
True, not everyone in Los
Angeles celebrates their engagement at Chuck E. Cheese's
family restaurant.

But the couple does, after
all, have kids to feed and entertain. Guisewite's daughter, Ivy.
was born in 1992. and her husband brought to the marriage
a son. Cooper, born in 1996.
Today Guisewite, a native
of Dayton. Ohio. and family
live in "the beautiful, smogridden San Fernando Valley"
of southern California. She has
been married since 1997 to
screenwriter
Hollywood
Christopher Wilkinson, 48
(whose credits include the film
"Nixon").
Creating a family has meant

"downsizing big time" elsewhere, but that's just fine with
Guisewite.
"I am no longer making all
the stuff," she says, referring
to an extensive licensing empire
of "Cathy" regalia, from clothes
to greeting cards to boxed
chocolates. Now the overachiever has scaled back to just
books and calendars.
"I got to the point in my
life when I wanted to spend
more time being a mother ...
and part of that family.- she
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"Your Local Certified
Marble Manufacturer."
612 S. 9th St.
753-5719

41141OF BEAUTY 41 RELAXATION
• Massage Therapy • Facials
• AVEDA® Products
• OPI Products
• Aromatherapy • Sugaring

The EssentialDay Spa
767-0760
The Village • Hwy.641 North • Murray, KY
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Men's fashions focus on value

From Page 11
says.
But there's still time for cruising the stores.
"Shopping is a lot of things,"
says Guisewite. "It's partly
sport. it's partly therapy. it's
partly the female version of
hunting, partly exercise. It's
partly rediscovering who you are
or trying to recreate yourself.
(You can) be somebody you're
not for a while and try on that
personality."

Shopping is also fodder for
Guisewite's life work.
On the hunt for a swimsuit,
"I smash my self-confidence into
six inches of spandex," she
says. "Most women have that
same experience, but I get to
go home and write about it. I
also get to feel like I'm screaming for all of womanhood. I
have the opportunity to have a
voice for all the women in the
dressing rooms."

NEW YORK (AP) — Men's
style choices tend to reflect the
economy, so customers in 1999
are likely to buy those that
represent low long-term risk,
according to the Fashion Futures
survey of the National Association of Men's Sportwear Buyers.
Here's what to look for, say

the buyers:
— Real, unwashed denim, the
way it used to be.
— Sleeveless everything,
building on the success of last
year's tank top.
— The checked shirt, the
same one Daddy wore.
— The dressy polo, the gentleman's status knit shirt.
— The sporty suit. Fun item

of the year, it is, of all things,
a suit.
— Black leather, tailored
into sportcoats and outercoats
which will probably last two
lifetimes.
— The zip jacket.
— A real sweater, most likely hand-knit, a blue-chip fashion investment.

"Hello Spring" Sale
at The Garden Path
20%-50% OFF
Baskets, Bunnies, Lamps, Tables, Garden Supplies,
Antiques and Much, Much More! Specializing in
custom orders,for all types offloral arrangements.

wk.Twitik.."
• .-753-0508
1608 Hwy. 121 N. Bypass
(across from Hickory Log Bar-B-Q)
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
(Closed Wed.)
Evelyn Wallis, Owner

4-

Tonya is shown sitting on a Volkswagen Dasher from Carroll Volkswagen in the 1974
Miss
Spring section.
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There are plenty of choice selections
in our Spring Collection!
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Animalsjump onto fashions

tings,

(AP) — Once released from
the confines of his snowsuit,
your youngster can breeze
through spring and summer:
— Bugs and beasts, those
fearsome feature-creatures of
current film, crawl onto the fashion scene.
Boys get the goods on dragonflies, beetles and grasshop-

bored
coats
two

likefash-

pers, decorating pique placket
shirts, rendered in colors like
burnt orange, navy and, green
haze.
Crocodiles and turtles are
swimming on separates in bright
shoreline green and waterfront
blue tank tops and jersey Tshirts.
Pair them with nylon sport

•

or plaid shorts, if you like.
Butterflies, if not for free,
are at least for girls, mixing
freely with flowers.
They're featured on baby
doll pointelle tops and keyhole
tank tops in pastels and brights.
French terry sweatshirts and
ESee Page 14

Tonya promotes the King's Den men's store in one of the
many photographs taken at local businesses.

litiss

Bright colors popular
fashion trend this spring
NEW YORK (AP) — Sachet
pink, ultramarine, citrus, bright
rose and piquant green are the
top colors for spring, according to the Pantone 7th on Sixth
Designer Color Survey, which
polls designers on their color
choices.
"After seeing neutral tones
for so long, the colors seen on

the runway reawaken a hunger
for color that entices us to buy
something new," says Leatrice
Eiseman, color psychologist and
executive director of the Pantone Color Institute.
One example: Although
DKNY is grounded in black,
Wee Page 14
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Let HEIGHTS FINANCE
help you with all your
spring expenses.

Showroom Hours: 8-7 Mon.-Fri., 8-5 Sat.
Fax (502) 753-1629
Email address -- dtaylortaldd.net
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Suit and tie losing favor
CLEVELAND (AP) — The
suit-and-tie uniform as required
business dress for corporate
America may be on its last
pin-striped legs, according to
Management Recruiters International, Inc., the search and
recruitment firm.

days of the week, year round.
Of more than 3,700 hiring
executives queried in an MRI
survey, 42.1 percent agreed that
the suit and tie will ultimately disappear, and of that group,
87.1 percent believe it will happen in the next 10 years.

The reason. says MRI, is
the popularity of dress-down Friday, which has spread to other

"I laugh thinking that the
suit and tie emerged as part
of dress-down Friday in the

era of powdered wigs, breeches and silk hose," say Allen
Salikof, president and chief
executive officer at MRI. Casual dress policy has become
more pervasive in recent years,
he adds.
"In the past, candidates for
jobs would assume the need to
wear a suit and tic for a job
interview. This is no longer the
ironclad rule today."

elaratatateemea 7(14/alley Weirre
7hed4 Sftt9 1999 OtApkt q44er
Oeeptdd,

UNION PLANTERS BANK

Tonya shows off the latest fashions in photograph used to
advertise The Place.

EBright colors...
From Page 13

nent colors are dark olive green,
cement gray, black and safari
khaki, which are mixed with
pinks and baby blues.
"I love the juxtaposition of
utility neutrals with very feminine 'girly' brights," Bartlett
says.

navy, gray and chino, the spring
collection also has a mixture
of over 70 colors, mostly in
dusty hues of sage, pale yellow, sky blue, cloud, tulip, spectrum blue and dusty rose.
At John Bartlett, the promi-

er top and shorts combination.
Hooded fleece cardigans for
girls come in soft spring pastel colors, while baby's hooded knit cardigan can be found
in baby pastels.

From Page 13
bubble knit tops feature daisies
on lemon yellow and lagoon
blue. Therg's also a winsome
Caribbean Sun plaid seersuck-

ecotetuteedatzlw 7164,1 Sftuft9
204e,twee, 71107,141

Electric

NA
C

Industrial • Commercial
• Residential Electrical Contractors

FAX: 753-6932

502-753-9562
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Free and easy style popular this year
(AP) - If free and easy is
your style, this may be your
year.
Long, loosefitting skirts or
dresses, plus tunics and long
jackets, are showing up in the
marketplace.
Some of the most interesting items are mid-calf-length
frocks paired with coordinat-

ing jackets, like a sleeveless
crinkle rayon dress in sage or
wheat, or a berry print rayon
short-sleeve dress in wheat or
terracotta hues.
Find similar combinations in
a sandwashed silk sleeveless
dress with dyed-to-match onebutton crocheted cardigan in
slate green, plum or black, or

a silk-blend sweater tunic that
can be paired with a long script
flowers print bias-cut skirt in
poly georgette, both in dusty
blue.
For quick dressing for work,
consider the dropped-waist
shirtdress in Tencel linen.
— For early spring, there's
a long sleeve, two-pocket turtle-

neck dress in shore, black,
ivory and gray heather interlock.
There's also a long tank flare
dress of tri-micro jersey (a polyacrylic-rayon-lycra blend) in oat
or smoke heather and black,
which can be paired with a
cottony rib boucle V-neck
sweater.

Long,freeflowing hairstyles
making return this year
(AP)- Shelve the perm kits
and blowtorch curlers for now
and get growing for the return
of 1970s long, straight, freeflowing hairstyles.
"It's all about natural movement and maximizing hair's
inner beauty," says Gary Glossman, artistic director for Senscience, the hair products line.
As stylist for a recent Pixie
Yates runway show, he reports
that "we accentuated the look
of Pixie's collection with simple, untextured hair, added shine
and the quintessential center
part.-

ESee Page 16

The Perfect Gifts
For All Your
Spring Celebrations!

Long hair might be called
investment dressing for the head.
"Growing hair out takes time,
so it makes sense that long
hair continues to be the trend,"
says Avram Finkelstein, international editorial director for
Vidal Sassoon Salons.
The Sassoon teams also made
the runways, with long, sleek
do's for models in the Donald
Deal, Carolina Herrera, BCBG,
and Ellen Tracy showings.
Both hair experts recommend professional cutting and
conditioners to eliminate frizzies
and maintain smoothness.

— Easy-fitting and funky,
too, are the all-white cotton
drill overalls. Also look at
relaxed-fit utility jeans and calflength utility skirts, which can
be worn with your basic work
shirt, either long-sleeve or short.
— Keeping up appearances

Congratulations'
Whitney Morris.
Mi33 Spring

/999!

609'2 S. 4th St. • 753-8808

FUN & FITNESS
GOOTMAKS After-School Care
Day & Summer Camps
Water Exercise
Personal Training
"Expect Success"
Classes
Aerobic Classes
Y-Bo Classes
Corporate Cup
Events
Adult Basketball
Neighborhood Sports
laskAore!
44r

YMCA
We build strong kids,
strong families, strong communities.
209 North 12th St.• Murray

1510 Chestnut St. • Murray

759-9622

753-0228
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Watercolor blue a favorite
ALEXANDRIA, Va.(AP)
A clear, watercolor blue is
emerging as a public favorite
for fashion and consumer goods
this year, according to the Color
Marketing Group.
The group, made up of professional color designers, predicts that consumers will
demand brighter, simpler products that reflect nature. One of
the reasons, it says, is that an

effects, textures and patterns to
enhance and individualize colors.
"Right now, there is a strong
Asian influence seen in the
color palette, which is demonstrated by the influence of water
and nature," says Deb Baker
of Butler/Newco in Dallas and
co-chairman of the group that
forecasts color preferences to
guide fashion and consumer
goods industries.

improved economy usually
drives a brighter color palette.
Other reasons cited are the
perception that consumers want
to return to a simpler way of
life; water's color and texture
has a calming effect; Asian,
Moroccan and Turkish ethnic
influences are increasing; nature
and gardening interests fuel
desire for spice and earthy colors; and the ability of special

1111Free and easy...
From Page 15
even when the rains make everything soggy is easier with a
raincoat with the right attitude.
Lightweight microfibers in
a rainbow of colors (vanilla,
lilac, Riviera blue, persimmon.
champagne, onyx, sage, poppy.
and of course, black) charac-

a sportier model, whilc a metallic twill of iridescent shimmer
is used for a slightly more formal version.

terize versatile coats.
A single-breasted micro-twill
coat, belted with welt pockets
and pick-stitch detailing is the
classic basic, also available in
a double-breasted cut.
A single-breasted swing jacket with oversize patch pockets,
an inverted back pleat, detachable hood with drawstring, is

And the single-breasted mini
diamond jacket has an oriental
air, with mandarin collar, patch
pockets, and bamboo toggle
button closures.

Toc

7

Tonya looks at a spring fashion catalog in this
advertisement for the Murray Sewing Center.

It's a GREAT
Place to take
the whole
family!

Spruce Up Your Kitchen
For Spring With New Appliances

MURRAY APPLIANCE
-)iitir GE. 4eirl;

& Hotpoint Dealer-

212 E. Main St.• 753-1S86
Bel-Air Center • Murray • 733-011(1
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Chanel to unveil new collection
NEW YORK (AP) — The
release of a new product is
often timed with a special event
— a birthday. anniversary, preview of a fashion collection.
movie opening.
At Chanel. the new Moonlight collection will premiere
on April 30 — the night of a
new moon. On this date, the

included in the Moonlight collection.
The Chanel summer makeup collection also casts a delicate glow, with sheer nail glaze.
Glossimer lip frost (available
in twinkle, ice, brilliance, glaze.
spark and galaxy). Goldlights
gold-flecked gel. Allure hair
'mist and Allure body lotion.

stardust and metallic shimmer
of the collection's ready-towear fashion and accessory lines
will be unveiled in Chanel boutiques worldwide.
Iridescent ballerina flats,
frosted cotton sweaters sprinkled with sequins, silver swimsuits and linen voile dresses with
sparkling metallic accents are

Inject Some Excitement
\

Into Your Workout!

Toddler Whitney shows off for the camera during a playful
moment.

It's a solution to America's #1 excuse
for not working out — lack of time.
Solution: The ROM 4-Minute Cross Trainer. It is simple
to use & it gives the aerobic benefits in 4 minutes of running for 30
minutes! It is a high-tech time management and total body workout
machine in one.

Experts are calling Cardio-Kickboxing
class the wave of the future.
Cardio-Kickboxing takes the
music, excitement and energy of
an aerobics workout and combines
it with self defense techniques!

11110
Check us out for the
latest fashions!

JCPenney
LOVE YOUR STYLE—
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER •(502) 759-1400
Monday-Saturday 10 a m .9 p.m.
Sunday 100 p m -6 p.m.
SALON HOURS: Mon -Fri. 9-8.
Sat 9-6, Sun 1-5

I

121 Muscle Toning
L'Ultimate Thigh Burner
LS #1 Calorie Burning &
Cardiovascular Workout

Air

Call Today

1
,,.... . , 753-61111
1413 Olive Blvd.• Murray

MI

UNLEASH YOUR POTENTIAL
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Simplicity new fashion trend from Paris
PARIS (AP) - Look for lowkey, trimmed-down styles from
this fashion capital, as the inter-

national design set has been
showing them here. This year,
they're meant to sell for util-

ity rather than to titillate.
Many are so discreet they
could be aimed at "new fogeys,"

those wise youngsters who seek
total simplicity.
What happened to the extravaganza shows? Long complaining that designers turn out
showbiz items at the expense
of wearable clothes, commentators are now grousing that

most of the clothes shown for
summer's ready-to-wear season
were practical, commercial —
and not much fun.
It seems fluctuating global
stock markets and financial wor-

ESee Page 19

Wool can be worn all year,
will last with proper care
NEW YORK (AP) — Wool,
one of nature's original designs,
can be worn year-round and
will last for years with just a
bit of basic care, according the
Woolmark Company, the international textile marketing organization:
— Woven garments, such as
suits, should be brushed with
an apparel brush after wearing.
— Remember to empty the
pockets on your woven wools
before hanging them up.
— After wearing knitted
wools, such as sweaters, fold
them instead of hanging.
— Store woolens on cedar
hangers.
— Whether hanging or storing flat, wool needs to breathe.
Give your woolens plenty of

room.
— Let garments rest at least
24 hours before wearing again..
— When you're getting ready
to put them on again and you
discover wrinkles, hang them
in a steamy bathroom. They'll
emerge wrinkle-free.
— When storing away for
the season, use cedar blocks.
— Dry clean but once a
season — all that's needed
unless the garment is soiled.
Woolmark says new technology and design of light wools
now on the market makes them
versatile in any season. Light
wools are available in 100 percent pure new wool, usually
tagged with the Woolmark label,
and in blends with man-made
and natural fibers, tagged with
a Woolblendmark label.

Another Hometown
Advantage

With her busy schedule, Whitney enjoys the extended evening and
Saturday hours at Peoples Bank's Kroger Money Market Center.
From deposit services, to ATM transactions, to loan applications, this
full-service facility helps to meet all Miss Spring's banking needs!

I'eoplesBank
Of Murray,Kentucky
nw Ihmictown Bmik
•

Kroger Money Market Center manager, Shawn Reynolds
with Miss Spring, Whitney Morris.
Main Office: 5th & Main • North Branch: 12th & Chestnut • South
Branch: 12th & Story • Kroger Money Market Center • MSU Teller
Machine Curris Center • MCCH Teller Machine: Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Phone: 767-BANK. INFOLINE: 800-811-8157
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111Simplicity...
From Page 18

for
son

ries have company presidents
telling their design proteges to
shape up and produce clothes
that will fly off the racks, which
is doubtful, since all those acres
of trendy simplicity for the
young could seem indistinguishable.
But still, there are touches
of creativity and romanticism
to be found, even among the

obal
for-

most practical of designers.
American and Americaninfluenced designers working
here generally take the sporty,
minimal route. But flights of
fantasy come out as well —
as in Greco-Japanese style
clothes by perpetual creator
Jean-Paul Gaultier, or feminine
versions of Red-Army design
(Chinese or Russian) by John
Galliano. The quite chic stuff

Dior shows was based on Russian constructivist painters.
Galliano's own collection,
also artistic, was freer, romantic.. more like haute couture
than the Dior boutique show.
In the younger. sleeker vein.
Alber Elbaz was applauded for
his last Guy Laroche collection before he moved on to

ESee Page 20
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Tonya, Miss Spring 1974, practices her bowling in this photograph, used to advertise Corvette Lanes in Murray.

Teflon formulated as
effective fabric protector
NEW YORK (AP) — The
stuff that makes your cookware
non-stick and easy to clean
now can keep your shirtfront
non-stick and easy to clean.
DuPont's Teflon, AKA polytetrafluoroethylane, has been
formulated as a fabric protector and is showing up on a
variety of fabrics to resist misplaced spaghetti sauce. wine.

and other stains and spills. It's
being used on cottons, wools,
linens, silks, blends and
microfibers.
According to DuPont, instead
of coating the top of the fabric, the Teflon fabric protector
forms an invisible molecular
barrier around individual fibers,
making them highly resistant
to liquids and stains.

CongratulatiOnS
Miss 3Pfl/
..

SA e
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Welcomes

Fresh New Fragrances
*CLAIRE BURKE® .ASPEN BAY®
•AROMESCENCE®
NEW SPRING DOORMATS
in all new colorful designs...
but same old price!
'Largest Selection

Of

BOYD'S BEARS
in the area!

*Check out our
many retired
Bears!

IN' Wild
DOWNTOWN COURT SQ.• MURRAY • 753-0859

There's one waiting just for you in a
enticing colors — stop by and test
1999 Ford today!

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St.•(502) 753-5273
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and sometimes almost sleazy
satiny camisole looks for late
day. These are themes the muchwatched daughter of Beatle Paul
McCartney seems to consistently favor.
The American designers.
such as Peter Speliopoulos at
Cerruti and Michael Kors at
Celine, both went into the minimalist-young-chic styles for
spring. While Kors tore up var-

From Page 19
design Yves Saint Laurent's Rive
Gauche ready-to-wear collection. The dresses with their
stenciled flowers, the flared
pants or bright, generous coats
should surely sell well in just
about any age group.
At Chloe, Stella McCartney's split-level offering shows
excellent tailored trouser suits
for daytime, plenty of lingerie

THE FLOWER
LADIES
Murray t. Most Unique Gift Shop

,
...Z.
—
.

•New Pottery Containers
*Birdhouses
•Spring Frogs
•Gund® Teddy Bears
-Gold Leaf & Hydrangea •Handpainted Watering
Cans
Bath, Body & Home
•Pet Pillows & Rugs
Fragrances
.Butterfly Boxes .Twig Resin Birdbath

)1

403 Chestnut Street • Murray
759-2017
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ious fabrics to weave them into
rustic threads for turtleneck
sweaters paired with shiny short
skirts, he also added beautiful
bead crystals and semi-precious
stones to the pared-down sleeveless late-day clothes.
The clothes look luminous,
even though they're often in
the downplayed shades of beach
sands on Nantucket or Long
Island.
Look at next spring's silhouette, and you'll see soft
shoulders, normal shoulders
with sleeveless dresses or blouses, a body-conscious but not
clingy line, with a few stretch
dresses for the slim or curvaceous.
The American influence in
France comes up with the
expected sporty clothes, skirts
, to knee level or slightly below,
as at Laroche by Alber Elbaz.
Skirts are rarely hobble-tight,
with lightly A-line or flared
cuts. Wraparound, casual looks
with bright and white poncho
touches turn up with shorts at
Louis Vuitton with another
designer,
Marc
American
Jacobs, leading the way. Shorts
also are fetching at Cerruti.
Pants are always a favorite.
and the slim lines you've been Tonya looks at a bag from the Merle Norman Cosmetic Stuseeing on the street for months dio in this photograph, taken from the Miss Spring special
— nay years — are still the section in 1974.
safest bet.

Congratulations,Whitney!

:
f43

I Love
Dad-0 Iv

Carroll Mazda-Nissan :0
800 Chestnut St.
Murray, KY
502-753-8850
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